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ABSTRACT

The present study compared the effects of two job aids on the behavior of visual data analysts.

Nineteen participants were randomly assigned to an active job aid group, a passive job aid group,

or a control group and viewed a series of 60 within-subject behavioral graphs.  They were asked

to determine whether the graphs depicted a change that was attributable to the described

intervention and were instructed to talk aloud as they viewed each graph.  Results indicated that

participant answers agreed with the answers determined by a panel of experts for fewer than 50%

of the graphs.  Participants were more likely to report an intervention effect (98% of the graphs)

than were the panel of experts (30% of the graphs).  The job aids did not improve participant

agreement with the panel of experts.  The verbal protocol analysis revealed that the job aids did

increase attention to important graph characteristics (i.e., trend and variability) but the

participants appeared to lack the necessary repertoire to appropriately modify their decisions

based on the observed data characteristics.  Mean level and mean shift were the characteristics

most often attend to by participants.  It is argued that the results obtained have important

implications for the training and credentialing of professionals employing visual data analysis,

especially behavior analysts.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

In 2001, an article appeared in American Psychologist that called for a new emphasis on

within-subject research
1
, both in clinical settings and in basic research (Morgan & Morgan,

2001).  As rationale, the authors pointed to the long and successful history of such designs in

psychology, including work by such prominent psychologists as Hermann Ebbinghaus and B.  F.

Skinner, and the acceptability of within-subject methodology for both basic research and clinical

practice.  In research and clinical practice alike, it is important to understand the variables

responsible for observed differences among participants or patients.  Such knowledge allows for

more effective treatment and more powerful prediction and control.  Toward this end, within-

subject research provides a unique opportunity to study individuals on a case-by-case basis and

to isolate those variables responsible for individual performance.  It is an attractively powerful

methodology, especially to the clinician.

Within-subject data typically is graphed and then analyzed visually.  Visual analysis, or

criterion-by-inspection (Sidman, 1960), involves an analyst looking for obvious changes in level

and or trend across the various conditions depicted on a graph.  Arguably, it is this method of

visual data analysis that has caused the most concern about within-subject methodology (e.g.,

Jones, Weinrott, & Vaught, 1978; Ottenbacher, 1990) because of the seemingly inherent

subjectivity.  A statistical analysis is a more comfortable alternative to many because of the

precise methods by which they are conducted and the reliability (though not necessarily validity)

of the results.

                                                
1
 Many different terms have been used to describe experiments in which an organism is exposed

to all levels of an independent variable and for which each organism studied acts as its own

“control.”  Some of the most common terms are single-subject, single-participant, individual-

subject, intra-subject, and within-subject research.  For the purposes of this paper, all such

research will be termed within-subject even when referred to by another term in the source

article.  For a more thorough discussion of this issue, see Kazdin (1982).
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The visual analysis of graphed within-subject behavioral data has long been the

cornerstone of applied behavior analysis (Sidman, 1960).  Unlike much of psychology, behavior

analysts have traditionally opposed statistical hypothesis testing (e.g., Michael, 1974; Parsonson

& Baer, 1978).  More than sixty years ago, B. F. Skinner concluded his book The Behavior of

Organisms (1938) with a section addressing the advantages of within-subject methodology (i.e.,

visual analysis) over statistical inference.  For Skinner, understanding the causes of individual

differences among participants was paramount to the understanding of behavior.  In his view,

large between-groups statistical analyses treated variability as “noise” to be eliminated from the

final analysis.  Simply eliminating “noise” offered no great achievement in the prediction and

control of behavior.

Much later, Michael (1974) argued that statistical inference was inappropriate for the

behavioral sciences, as any change in behavior necessitating detection by a statistical test was

unlikely to be socially significant.  Moreover, if statistical tests were widely used, researchers

might begin to develop less powerful behavioral interventions so long as the effects were

statistically significant.  Such a development would likely be detrimental to a field such as

applied behavior analysis that succeeds by effecting behavior changes for the benefit of

individuals and society.

Despite this rejection, or at best limited acceptance, of statistical hypothesis tests and the

resulting reliance on visual analysis in behavior analysis, little is known about the behaviors

involved in visual analysis and, consequently, few empirically established guidelines exist with

respect to visual analysis (Austin & Mawhinney, 1999).  Consequently, training new researchers

and practitioners to visually analyze behavioral data is subject to great variability.  Even among

skilled behavioral researchers, disagreement about the effects depicted by graphed behavioral

data is widespread (for example, see DeProspero & Cohen, 1979; Jones et al., 1978;

Ottenbacher, 1990).

This is problematic for several reasons.  First, there are many behavioral researchers who

argue that statistical inference should be an integral part of data analysis.  With statistical

hypothesis tests, there are clear guidelines describing what tests are appropriate to specific types

of data and the way in which such tests are to be conducted.  The result is that many different
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researchers can analyze the same data in the same way and obtain the same results.  The same

cannot be said of visual analysis.

Second, research papers submitted to journals for publication are subject to editorial

review to assess the validity of the reported data and the discussed implications thereof.  Absent

agreement among reviewers, suspect research might be published and otherwise valid research

rejected (although the latter is more likely; Bailey, personal communication).

Third, clinicians must assess “real world” behavior to determine what type of

intervention is needed and if a chosen intervention is working.  The implications of such analysis

can be, quite literally, a matter of life and death in some situations.  For example, inaccurately

determining that a treatment for clinical depression is effective could lead to reduced

intervention efforts and the relaxed monitoring of the patient, both of which might result in an

attempted suicide, or worse.  In all cases, clinical treatment should be as efficient and effective as

possible.  A clinician’s ability to do so can be greatly compromised if the data in question are

analyzed incorrectly.

Traditional Visual Analysis Research

Jones et al. (1978) examined the effect of serial dependency on the agreement between

visual inference and time series analysis.  A panel of 11 judges was assembled, consisting of

researchers, professors, and graduate students.  All were shown a series of 24 within-subject

behavioral graphs, each varying with respect to degree of serial dependence, and asked to

determine if a change in level occurred between phases for each graph.

All graphs were selected from published articles appearing in the Journal of Applied

Behavior Analysis (JABA) and were selected on the basis of some or all of the following criteria:

1) changes in level across phases had to be subtle, 2) incorporated multiple baselines, several

phases, small number of data points within phases, and an unequal number of data points

distributed across phases, 3) serial dependency was apparent from visual inspection.

For each graph, mean agreement between the judges’ decisions and the results of the

statistical analysis were calculated.  As expected, Jones et al. (1978) found that as serial-

dependency increased, agreement between judges’ visual inference and the statistical inference
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decreased.  Moreover, visual inferences and time-series inferences agreed only about 60% of the

time.  Finally, when time-series analysis suggested reliable changes in behavior, agreement with

judges’ visual inferences was low.

Based on these finding, Jones et al. (1978) proposed that visual analysis might be best

used in conjunction with statistical procedures, especially when serial dependence is present (as

it often is with behavioral data; Jones, Vaught, & Weinrott, 1977).  According to the authors, this

is especially important given that statistically significant effects often are overlooked with visual

inspection.  Of course, behavior analysts have long advocated for the rejection of all but the most

robust behavior changes (Baer, 1977; Baer & Parsonson, 1992; Michael, 1974), so this is likely

to be seen as positive to many.

In 1979, DeProspero and Cohen attempted to determine whether certain characteristics of

graphed within-subject data were related to inter-judge reliability.  First, 36 different ABAB

(A=Baseline, B=Intervention) graphs were simulated and then divided into nine separate packets.

Packets were then sent to each of 250 reviewers (either editorial board members or guest

reviewers) of JABA and the Journal of the Experimental Analysis of Behavior (JEAB), with each

reviewer receiving only one packet of the possible nine.  The graphs differed with respect to the

following four characteristics:  pattern of mean shift, degree of mean shift, variation within

phases, and trend.  Each reviewer was asked to indicate, on a scale of 100, how satisfactorily

each of the graphs demonstrated experimental control.  DeProspero and Cohen (1979) reported

low rates of agreement among judges and concluded that their findings 1) replicated those of

Jones et al. (1978) and 2) extended this research by obtaining information about the types of

variables that influence reviewers’ analyses.

As a result of the subjective index used by DeProspero and Cohen (1979), the

comparison of ratings was not based on some standard metric but was based on the

experimenters’ summaries of each reviewer’s answers and an informal analysis for agreement.

This is a potential limitation, but the benefit of such open-ended questioning was the

confirmation that individuals do seem to use different criteria when interpreting the same data, at

least based on the reports of their own behavior.  Several graph characteristics were identified by

reviewers, via the open-ended questions sent along with the graph packets, as being important to

their decision-making (i.e., whether they would accept the data for publication).  These responses
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were grouped into four “clusters”: topography of results, format of presentation, intra-

experimental concerns, and extra-experimental concerns, though the comments contained therein

were varied.

The reported variability in analysis led DeProspero and Cohen (1979) to propose that job

aids be developed to assist behavioral researchers with the visual analysis of behavioral data so

that excessive procedural variability might be reduced. Moreover, they suggested that behavioral

researchers might be best served to use statistical procedures in conjunction with visual

inspection of behavioral data.  This recommendation is based on their finding (as well as the

finding of Jones et al., 1978) that interrater agreement is low with visual inspection alone, as well

as the assumption that statistical procedures are reliable in the sense that they produce the same

result each time that they are used.

A 1990 article by Ottenbacher reported on the use of visual analysis and split-middle

trend estimation (celeration lines) in determining whether a significant behavioral change

occurred across conditions.  Thirty reviewers examined 24 different behavioral graphs following

a brief introduction to the purpose of the study and the basic elements of the AB experimental

design.  Each reviewer was asked to indicate the degree to which he or she agreed with the

statement “There is a significant change in performance across the two phases” via a 6-point

Likert-type scale.  The decisions of the reviewers were then compared with the results of

statistical inferences based on the split-middle method of trend estimation (Bloom & Fischer,

1982).

Ottenbacher (1990) found little agreement between the visual inferences and the

statistical inferences.  Several limitations with the study were discussed, however.  First, like

most previous studies in this domain, the graphs were hypothetical insofar as they did not depict

actual behavioral data.  Second, and perhaps most important, is that the reviewers used were a

collection of health care and education professionals with some experience charting behavioral

data.  However, no attempt was made either to assess each reviewer’s proficiency in visual

analysis or to train the reviewers in such visual analysis.

With respect to the use of celeration lines, uncertainty exists as to the appropriateness of

the split-middle method of trend estimation versus other inferential statistical procedures.  Also,

only the minimum recommended number of 8 data points for use with the split-middle method
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were used in each condition (Kazdin, 1982).  Ottenbacher (1990) proposed that larger data sets

might have produced different results.

Further analysis by Ottenbacher (1990) showed that statistically, 64% of the graphs

depicted significant results but only 54% of the interventions were judged so visually.

Moreover, 50% of those interventions deemed statistically significant were not deemed

significant visually and 31% of those interventions not deemed statistically significant were rated

so visually.  It was proposed that the disagreements evidenced by these additional findings

offered support for the insensitivity of visual analysis suggested by Parsonson and Baer (1986).

Ottenbacher (1990) concluded that no systematic guidelines for the analysis of behavioral data

exist and that further research is necessary if such guidelines are to be constructed.

Richards, Taylor, and Ramasamy (1997) reported on the influence of information about

subject characteristics for depicted behavioral data and individual differences in expertise among

participants on the accuracy of visual data analysis.  Participants were either undergraduate

special education majors with no formal training or experience in visual analysis or graduate-

level special education students who reported being experienced in graphing within-subject data.

The stimulus materials presented were identical to those used by Ottenbacher (1990), as was the

statistical analysis (the split-middle method of trend estimation) with the exception that a

separate celeration line was determined for each phase (A and B).

The primary difference between the Ottenbacher (1990) study and Richards et al. (1997)

was in the context provided for the behavior depicted for each graph.  In Richards et al. (1997),

the relevant context was described with information about a fictitious 11-year old child’s gender

and diagnosis (behavior disorder or no behavior disorder). As such, comparisons were made

pertaining to the gender and diagnosis of the depicted child and the expertise of the analyst

(either undergraduate or graduate level).  Graphs with various combinations of gender and

diagnosis characteristics were randomly presented across all participants.

Although it is a reasonable assumption that the context in which behavior is recorded

could (and perhaps should) influence subsequent visual analysis, simple gender and diagnosis

information seems unlikely to exert any useful influence.  The specific type of behavior in

question, the location in which the behavior occurs, the people in whose presence it occurs, and

the comparative severity of the behavior to the behavior of peers all seem more important pieces
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of contextual information.  Why Richards et al. (1997) specifically chose gender and diagnosis

for their supplementary contextual information is unclear, although they did rationalize that some

types of contextual information would have resulted in too subjective of an interpretation.

Richards et al. (1997) reported no statistically significant difference in accuracy between

undergraduate-level and graduate-level participants or related to depicted child characteristics.

In light of the questionable practical utility of the child characteristics provided, it is not

surprising that performance was not obviously affected.  However, it is somewhat surprising that

no differences were observed between the two groups of analysts, as other researchers (Fisch,

1998) have found such differences between graduate students and doctoral level visual analysts.

Overall, participants agreed with the split-middle method of statistical analysis about 46% of the

time. If one is to take the statistical analysis as accurate (which is questionable, as in

Ottenbacher, 1990), this means that the visual analysts performed at a level below chance.

Visual analysts also were more likely to detect non-existent effects than to overlook

existing effects, but both occurred frequently (67% and 44% of the time, respectively).  This

finding supports Matyas and Greenwood’s (1990) report of high false alarm rates but contradicts

their report of low false miss rates, thereby implying that visual analysts might be more

conservative (e.g., Baer, 1977) than previously reported (Matyas & Greenwood, 1990).

In discussing their findings, Richards et al. (1997) justly concluded that potential

problems with the visual analysis of behavioral data have long been discussed but little has been

done to remedy the situation.  However, they suggest statistical methods such as time-series

analysis should be more widely adopted.  This is questionable because the adoption of such tests

is problematic due to the large data sets needed (a more complete discussion of this problem can

be found in the following chapter).  Such large data sets simply are uncharacteristic of applied

behavior analysis.  They do astutely qualify their findings by pointing to the observed problems

with untrained visual analysts, as are often used in such research, rather than generalizing the

behavior of their participants to the entire field.

In an attempt to gather more information about the behavioral differences among

experienced and novice visual data analysts, Austin and Mawhinney (1999) asked participants to

“talk aloud” as they analyzed graphed behavioral data.  Four participants, two experienced and

two novice, were selected.  Three sets of graphed time-series data taken from previously
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published research were used.  The graphs were displayed on a computer; each data point was

introduced individually, with each participant controlling said introduction via a computer

mouse.  The participants’ task was to identify when an intervention had begun and to talk aloud

as they viewed each data point and as they made their decision.

Austin and Mawhinney (1999) found that the more experienced data analysts referenced

more data points more often than did novices and, as expected, more accurately identified the

point of intervention than did the novices.  Additionally, the experienced data analysts spent

more time analyzing each graph.  Of course, it is unclear exactly what relationship exists

between the length of time spent verbalizing about each data point and accurate decision-making.

It also was reported that novices typically attended only to mean shift across phase without

consideration of trend or variability, which could in part explain the observed differences

between the performances of experts and novices.

Unfortunately, any direct comparison of Austin and Mawhinney (1999) to prior visual

analysis research is difficult because of the novel characteristics of the task employed (i.e.,

determining when an intervention was started rather than if it was effective).  The use of such an

unusual task is the major limitation of this study.  Although Austin and Mawhinney (1999) were

able to compare the participant responses with an absolute correct answer (the exact point of

intervention was known) and gather detailed information concerning the verbal behavior

involved in the decision-making, both improvements over previous research methodology, the

resemblance of this task to those encountered by visual analysts in day-to-day work is

questionable.

Proposed Study

The present study attempted to expand the visual analysis research in several important

ways.  First, all participants were asked to analyze the graphs in the presence of an experimenter

and to talk aloud as they do so.  Such methodology was used to ensure that all participants had

access to the same external resources throughout the session and allowed for a more detailed

analysis of any observed similarities or differences across participants.  Second, the graphs used

were selected from published research reports as opposed to created from hypothetical data,
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thereby eliminating the possibility that the data are not representative of that viewed by most

visual analysts.  Third, brief contextual information (i.e., participant studied, specific behavior

measured, and setting) were provided for each graph so that decisions could be made “in

context.”  Finally, a job aid was offered to some participants so that its effect on visual analyses

could be determined, an idea that was proposed more than 20-years ago (DeProspero & Cohen)

but never formally investigated.
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CHAPTER TWO

METHOD

Participants

Nineteen undergraduates (17 female) between the ages 21and 37 who had completed at

least one course during which within-subject research methods were taught participated.

Eighteen of the participants were psychology major and one was a special education major. No

participant held higher than a bachelor’s degree in psychology or a related field.  Additionally,

no participant had worked for more than 3-years in a profession for which the visual analysis of

behavioral data was a regular activity and all correctly answered the questions from the

“Participant Screening Tool” (see Appendix A).

Participants were recruited by the first author who visited three separate classes and

asked for volunteers to participate in a study that would involve them analyzing a series of

behavioral graphs.  No information about the purpose of the study, the involvement of job aids,

or the arrangement of experimental groups or conditions was provided prior to or during the

course of the study.  All participants who responded were selected and asked to participate in

two sessions, each lasting about 60-minutes.  An average of 72-hours elapsed between session

one (graphs 1-30) and session two (graphs 31-60).  However, two participants completed both

sessions in a single day and four participants completed session two one-week after completing

session one.  No differences in performance were correlated with the length of time that elapsed

between sessions.

Stimulus materials

Fifty-one within-subject behavioral graphs depicting ABA designs (A=Baseline,

B=Intervention) were selected from research articles published in the JABA  (see Appendix B for
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the complete set of graphs as presented to the participants).  To meet the criteria for selection the

graphs (a) had at least two baseline phases and one intervention phase, (b) contained at least five

data points per phase, (c) depicted only one data series, (d) had each phase clearly labeled, and

(e) had the x and y axes clearly labeled and scaled.  Some of the published graphs were modified

from their original format to create an ABA design.  For example, a graph that had more than

one intervention depicted between baseline phases would have had one or more of the

intervention or baseline phases removed so that only an ABA depiction remained.

The selected graphs were enlarged or reduced so that all were as similarly sized as

possible.  Each graph was presented to participants on a single sheet of paper, with the graph at

the top and a multiple-choice question at the bottom asking the participant to indicate his or her

decision as to whether a change in behavior that is attributable to the intervention depicted is

present based on the graph above.  Below the multiple-choice questions was a 7-point Likert-

type scale on which participants were asked to report their confidence level in the decision

indicated for the multiple-choice question.  Underneath each graph was a short paragraph

describing the type of participants used, the type of behavior depicted, and the setting used for

the study from which the graph was taken.  See Figure 1 for an example.

Additionally, some participants (randomly selected) were given one of two types of job

aids to aid in their analysis of some of the graphs.  Some participants were given an active job

aid (see Figure 2) and some were given a passive job aid (see Figure 3).  All participants in the

job aid groups were given typed instructions explaining the rules for job aid use (see Appendix

D).  They were allowed to keep these typed pages for reference throughout the job aid portions

of the study.    The active job aid contained the same steps as the passive job aid but also

required that an answer be produced and recorded on the job aid next to each step.  These job

aids were based on a visual analysis flowchart (see Figure 4) developed from two visual analysis

exemplars that participated in a previous study on visual analysis (Normand & Bailey, 2002).

Additionally, a panel of three Ph.D. level behavior analysts each with at least 20-years

professional experience independently reviewed each graph to 1) determine whether or not a

change was depicted that could be attributed to the intervention and 2) to categorize each graph

as “easy” or “difficult.”  The categorization of “easy” or “difficult” was made by determining
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how visually evident the change was (or was not).  See Appendix F for a table of the experts

decisions for each graph.

Experimental Design

All participants were instructed to “talk aloud” as they viewed each of the 60-graphs and,

when applicable, as they worked through each job aid.  Although only 51-graphs were selected,

three graphs were re-presented throughout each phase of the study so that a direct comparison

could be made as to whether participant decisions changed with the presence or absence of a job

aid or due to practice (for the Control Group).  Prior to the start of the experimental sessions,

each participant was given several warm-up exercises to familiarize them with the talk-aloud

procedure.  The warm-up exercises and script were taken from Ericsson and Simon (1993, p.

378).  All vocalizations were recorded via a headset microphone worn by each participant and

connected to a tape recorder positioned on the table at which the participant was seated.  The

only other materials present were the packet of graphs/questions/job aids and a pencil.

The selected participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: Active Job Aid (N=8),

Passive Job Aid (N=6), or Control (N=5).  One participant in the Control group completed only

the first two conditions.  As such, the total number of participants in that group was only four for

conditions 3 and 4.  Participants in the Control Group viewed all graphs without the use of any

job aids.  The Active Job Aid and Passive Job Aid groups used the active or passive job aids,

respectively, as described below.  Those participants in the job aid groups viewed the graphs

according to an ABCA design, with the C phase involving a fading procedure for the

intervention in the B phase.

Independent variable manipulation

Baseline (A phase).  The first phase for the job aid groups involved each participant

viewing 15-graphs without a job aid.

Training (B phase).  The second phase for the job aid groups involved each participant

viewing 15-graphs while using a job aid.
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Fading (C phase).  The second B phase for the job aid groups involved each participant

viewing 15-graphs and using a job aid only for every other graph.

Maintenance (Reversal phase).  The second A phase for the job aid groups involved each

participant viewing 15-graphs without any job aids, as in the first A phase.

Dependent variables

Multiple-choice answers.  The answers for the multiple-choice question were categorized

as follows.  First, although five possible answers were available, the answers were collapsed into

two discrete categories to allow for dichotomous scoring.  The first category was labeled

“Effect” and comprised answers a and b (increase or decrease due to the intervention,

respectively).  Each answer was first assessed to ensure that a participant did not report an

increase when there was a decrease, or vice versa.  The second category was labeled “No Effect”

and comprised answers c through e (no change in behavior, a change in behavior not attributable

to the intervention, or unable to make a decision, respectively).

This dichotomous scoring allowed the relative rates of Type I and Type II errors to be

easily determined.  Such an analysis was intended to assess whether visual analysts are

conservative in their interpretation of the data, as has been suggested by many (e.g., Baer, 1977;

Baer & Parsonson, 1992; Michael, 1974), or whether they are more liberal in their

interpretations, as suggested by Matyas and Greenwood (1990).

Agreement was determined by comparing the participants’ answer with the consensus

answer determined by the panel of experts.  The analysis included in the article from which each

graph was taken was disregarded as most graphs were taken out of context (e.g., only one phase

of a multiple baseline arrangement), thus rendering the published analyses mostly irrelevant.

Protocol analysis.  Selected verbal protocols from each group (Active, Passive, and

Control) were transcribed.  From the transcribed protocols, two participants from each group

were selected and the protocols for graphs 15, 20, 28, 39, 40, and 44 were analyzed.  These

graphs were chosen, as they were representative of graphs for which the experts were in

unanimous agreement on the specific answer.  Three of the graphs (20, 28, 40) depicted a change

and three did not (39, 40, 44).
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Participant: Various students at a large urban college

Setting: An elevator in a classroom building

Behavior: Wearing stereo headset speakers with music audible to an observer

Intervention: Posted signs warning of the dangers of loud headset use along with a

prompt to “Turn Down The Sound

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.

Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6 below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Least Confident   Confident        Most Confident

Figure 1.  An example of the graphs and questions presented to all participants.
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Figure 2.  An example of the active visual analysis job aid.

Visual Analysis Job Aid Graph _____

Key Terms

Variability: Fluctuation in behavior over time.  Excessive variability in the data during baseline or other phases can
interfere with drawing conclusions about the treatment.  As a general rule, the greater the variability in the data, the
more difficult it is to draw conclusions about the effects of the intervention.  (See especially Steps 2 and 5 below)

Trend: A relatively consistent pattern of data in a single direction (e.g., up, down).  The presence of a trend makes
drawing conclusions about the effects of the intervention difficult, unless the trend is reversed. (See especially

Steps 3 and 6 below)

Mean Shift:  A change in the average rate of behavior across two phases.  Mean shift may be observed with or
without trend and variability present in the data.  (See especially Step 7 below)

___Step 1
Determine the mean (average) rate of behavior in baseline. Mean _____

___Step 2
Determine the amount of variability in baseline.                0    1    2    3    4    5

                           Least      Moderate    Most

___Step 3
Determine if a trend is present in baseline. Yes No

___Step 4
Determine the mean (average) rate of behavior in intervention. Mean _____

___Step 5
Determine the amount of variability in intervention.          0    1    2    3    4    5

                   Least      Moderate   Most

___Step 6
Determine if a trend is present in intervention. Yes No

___Step 7
Determine if there is a mean shift across phases. Yes No

(Compare your answers to Steps 1 and 4)

___Step 8
Determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention. Yes No

___Step 9
Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is similar to the first baseline. Yes No

___Step 10
What conclusion(s) would you draw based on the data?

___Option 1  (No change attributable to the intervention)

IF: “No” to Step 7 or 9 “Yes” to Step 8 ≥ “4” for Steps 2 and 5

___Option 2  (A change might be attributable to the intervention)
IF: “No” to Step 8 “Yes” to Steps 7 or 9 ≥ “4” for Steps 2 or 5

___Option 3  (A change is attributable to the intervention)

IF: “No” to Step 8 “Yes” to Steps 7 and 9 ≤ “4” for Step 5
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Figure 3.  An example of the passive visual analysis job aid.

Visual Analysis Job Aid Graph _____

Key Terms
Variability: Fluctuation in behavior over time.  Excessive variability in the data during baseline or
other phases can interfere with drawing conclusions about the treatment.  As a general rule, the
greater the variability in the data, the more difficult it is to draw conclusions about the effects of the
intervention.  (See especially Steps 2 and 5 below)

Trend: A relatively consistent pattern of data in a single direction (e.g., up, down).  The presence of a
trend makes drawing conclusions about the effects of the intervention difficult, unless the trend is
reversed. (See especially Steps 3 and 6 below)

Mean Shift:  A change in the average rate of behavior across two phases.  Mean shift may be
observed with or without trend and variability present in the data.  (See especially Step 7 below)

___Step 1
Determine the mean (average) rate of behavior in baseline.

___Step 2
Determine the amount of variability in baseline.

___Step 3
Determine if a trend is present in baseline.

___Step 4
Determine the mean (average) rate of behavior in intervention.

___Step 5
Determine the amount of variability in intervention.

___Step 6
Determine if a trend is present in intervention.

___Step 7
Determine if there is a mean shift across phases.  (Refer to Steps 1 and 4)

___Step 8
Determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention.

___Step 9
Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is similar to the first baseline.

___Step 10
What conclusion(s) would you draw based on the data?
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Figure 4.  The visual analysis flowchart on which the job aids were based.

NO
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Visual Analysis

Flowchart

Version 2.0
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TABLE 1

Sequence and description of phases for the ABCB experimental design.

Packet 1 Packet 2 Packet 3 Packet 4

Graphs 1-15 Graphs 16-30 Graphs 31-45 Graphs 46-60

Group 1 No Job Aid Active Job Aid Fading No Job Aid

Group 2 No Job Aid Passive Job Aid Fading No Job Aid

Group 3 No Job Aid No Job Aid No Job Aid No Job Aid

The author and a doctoral level behavior analyst independently reviewed the selected

protocols to identify statements of mean, mean shift, trend, and variability.  Following the

independent review, the scoring was compared and any disagreements were discussed until a

mutually acceptable decision was reached.  For purposes of reliability, the number of

disagreements was divided by the number of agreements.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESULTS

Panel of Experts

The experts unanimously agreed on the individual multiple-choice answers (i.e., a, b, c,

or d) for 40% of the graphs (N=60).  They most often agreed unanimously for option “c” (58%,

N=24).  The experts were in total agreement for the dichotomous scoring (i.e., change or no

change) for 67% of the graphs, most often agreeing on a decision of “no change” (65%, N=40).

With respect to their ratings of easy or difficult, the experts unanimously agreed for 57% of the

graphs.  For each graph, a majority decision was reached for both the determination of change or

no change and for the ease or difficulty of the graph.  That is, at least two of the three experts

agreed on each of the 60-graphs.  It was evident, however, that the panel of experts’ ratings of

difficult or easy for each graph did not necessarily correspond with the percentage of participants

who interpreted the graph correctly (see Figure 5). Additionally, participants were not in better

agreement with the experts for those 40% of the graphs on which the experts were in unanimous

agreement among themselves as to the specific interpretation (i.e., choice a, b, c, d, or e).

Participant Agreement

Active Job Aid Group

Overall agreement with the panel of experts was low for the active job aid group, with an

average of 43% (range: 27%-66%) agreement across all conditions (see Figure 6).  Agreement

levels decreased from 66% during baseline to 40% following the introduction of the active job

aid.  A further reduction in agreement levels was evident in the fading condition (21%) with a

slight increase in the reversal condition (39%).  Individual performances approximated the group

mean performance (see Figure 7).
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Figure 5.  Percentage of participant agreement for each graph.  The gray bars indicate

that the panel of experts rated the graph as “easy.”  The black bars indicate that the panel

of experts rated the graph as “difficult.”  The packets were arranged as follows: Packet 1

(Graphs 1-15), Packet 2 (Graphs 16-30), Packet 4 (Graphs 31-45), Packet 4 (Graphs 46-

60).

Passive Job Aid Group

Overall agreement with the panel of experts also was low for the passive job aid group,

with an average of 48% (range: 29%-63%) agreement across all conditions.  As with the active

job aid group, agreement levels generally decreased across conditions.  Agreement levels fell

from 63% in baseline to 53% following the introduction of the passive job aid.  Mirroring the

active job aid group pattern, agreement levels further decreased during the fading condition

(29%) and then increased slightly in the reversal condition (45%).
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Control Group

The pattern of performance across conditions for the control group was similar to that for

the active and passive job aid groups.  Overall agreement levels were low, averaging 55%

(range: 40%-72%) across conditions.  The highest level of agreement was evident
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Figure 6.  Average agreement by experimental group across experimental phases

(A1=Baseline, B=Intervention, C=Fading, A2=Baseline).

in the first condition (72%) and a decrease was evident for the. second (51%) and third (40%)

conditions, with a slight increase (55%) in the final condition.

Confidence Ratings

Overall, there was little change in confidence ratings across conditions or participants.

For each participant, confidence ratings varied little from graph to graph and were seemingly

unrelated to the accuracy of the participant’s answers.  On average, all participants chose a rating

of “confident” (i.e., “3” or higher) regardless of the accuracy of their decision.  Across groups,

participants rarely rated themselves as less than confident (i.e., below “3”) when choosing the
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Figure 7.  Participant-by-participant accuracy across experimental conditions.
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wrong answer, doing so on only 9% of occasions (range: 7%-13%).  Only 7% of all confidence

ratings across all participants fell below the confident range (N=1,110).

Type I and Type II Errors

Participants were more likely to detect non-existent effects (Type I error) than fail to

detect existent effects (Type II error).  Type I errors accounted for 98% of all errors (N=576).

Participants detected a change for 72% of the graphs, whereas the panel of experts detected a

change for only 30% of the graphs.

Protocol Analysis

Reliability

The reliability for protocol scoring averaged 90%.  The specific scores for individual

characteristics were as follows:  mean (89%), mean shift (88%), trend (100%), and variability

(81%).  The complete set of protocols with agreed upon scoring can be found in Appendix G.

Quantitative analysis

Overall, statements about mean shift occurred most frequently.  Mean shift was

mentioned 33 times in total, thereby accounting for 31% of the total statements (N=105).

Statements of mean levels of behavior were second in prevalence, occurring 27 times (26%),

followed closely in prevalence by 26 statements about data variability (25%).  The least

mentioned data characteristic was trend, occurring only 19 times (18%).

For the final analysis, statements about mean and mean shift were collapsed into a single

category because of their functional similarity.  For example, two successive statements

concerning means for separate conditions could also be interpreted as a statement of mean shift,

though it was not scored as such for this particular analysis.  When combined, statements

concerning mean or mean shift occurred 60 times and accounted for 57% of the overall scored

statements (See Figure 8).  With the exception of participant BS, the analysis of individual

participant protocols also suggested that mean or mean shift was the most frequently stated data

characteristic (see Figure 9).
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Descriptive analysis

The verbal protocols revealed that participants in the job aid groups did attend to the job

aid steps while viewing each graph, as all made statements about all of the job aid steps (with

few exceptions).  However, participants made few statements about graph characteristics such as

trend or variability unless they were responding to the questions from the job aids.  Only 11

(15%) statements about characteristics other than mean or mean shift were made in the absence
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Figure 8.  Total number of statements by all participants by category.

of a job aid, compared to 15 (50%) such statements made with the job aids.  Moreover, when

such statements were made in response to the job aid questions they were not always accurate.

For example, some participants failed to detect data trends and then attributed the mean shift

across phases to the effects of the intervention (see Figure 10).

Figure 10 depicts an example of evident trending across conditions with a failure to

return to baseline rates of behavior following removal of the intervention.  Participant JS does

not say anything about the trend and instead focuses on the high rate of behavior in the second

baseline phase to support the conclusion that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.
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Participant DH does make a statement about the failure to return to baseline rates of behavior,

but still attributes a change to the intervention.

At times, participants in the active job aid group even made their decisions immediately after

assessing the degree of mean shift only to then go back and answer the job aid questions.  Figure

11 shows two such examples.  In the top panel (Graph 7), a trend is evident across the baseline

and intervention phases and behavior fails to return to baseline levels following termination of

the intervention.  Participant BS, using the active job aid, recognizes these data characteristics

after she has made her decision but disregards them.  This suggests that she failed to use her

answers to Steps 1-9 in determining the appropriate answer from Step 10  (refer to Figure 2 for

the active job aid).  In the bottom panel of Figure 11 (Graph 27), Participant MS fails to attend to

Step 9 and assess whether the behavior in the second baseline resembles that of the first baseline,

which it does not.

Figure 12 depicts three graphs for which focusing on mean shift would result in an

accurate attribution of causation.  Most participants accurately interpreted such graphs.  Figure

13 depicts two graphs for which focusing on mean shift would result in an inaccurate decision

because of the presence of trends.  Most participants failed to accurately interpret such graphs.

These data further suggest that participants made their decisions based primarily on the degree of

mean shift across conditions to the exclusion of other data characteristics such as trend and

variability.

In these and other cases participants ignored the suggested choice based on their job aid

answers and instead chose the option that corresponded to their initial analysis based mostly on

the degree of mean shift present.  Figure 14 illustrates both the effect of underestimating the

degree of variability present in a data set and the failure to use the job aid correctly.  In this

example, participant GA (using the active job aid) describes the amount of variability present

during the baseline phase as “moderate.”  In reality, the variability is excessive and a rating of

such would have pointed to option 1 in Step 10 (no change is attributable to the intervention).

Because this is a subjective rating, “moderate” could be taken as appropriate which would (and

did) lead to option 2 in Step 10 (a change might be attributable to the intervention).  Although all

participants were told that option 2 indicated that more data were needed to establish that a
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Figure 9.  Number of statements made by category for selected participants.
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JS without Job Aid

Fourth grader diagnosed w/ a learning disability, setting learning response room in a public elementary school.

Number of school work problems answered correctly.  Videotape was shown depicting the classroom instructor

teaching lessons, the tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any questions.  Praise and

feedback were delivered for asking questions.  Okay, so at baseline it’s roughly 50% accuracy.  During the,

umm, treatment with the video tape it shows an increase and that afterwards, a very significant increase from

the first baseline.  So, it caused an increase in the behavior and put a 4.

DH without Job Aid

Ummmmm.  Okay.  Fourth grade with learning disability.  In a learning resource room at a public school.

Number of school work problems answered correctly.  The videotape was shown depicting the classroom

instructor teaching the lessons tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any questions.

Praise and feedback were given so every videotape shown depicting the classroom instruction, tape stopped

periodically umm and asked if he had questions.  Baseline pretty straight straight across.  They showed him the

video tape and his percent accuracy on assigned seat work increased.  They would stop it so that he could ask

questions.  I guess that prompted him to ask more questions and get more answers right.  When they took the

went back to the baseline the trend continued to increase which is uhh better for the kid if the videotape did

cause it.  I would say…I don’t know.  Because uhh normally the baseline goes back down and, I don’t know, A,

B, A.  I would say that it did increase but I’m not that confident.

Figure 10.  An example of trending across experimental phases and failure to

return to baseline rates of behavior following removal of the intervention.  The

bold and underlined text highlights the incorrect decisions made by the

participants due to a neglect of important data characteristics.  The arrow

highlights the trend across phases.

change was attributable to the intervention, many participants still indicated that a change

was present with option 2.

Also of interest in Figure 14 is the statement that the participant makes about

trend.  In response to the job aid step prompting her to assess the degree of trend across

baseline and intervention phases, participant GA states that “umm, yeah, because after

Graph 49
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Fourth-grader diagnosed with a learning
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Learning resource room in a public elementary
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Number of schoolwork problems answered
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the first two there is an increase and then a decrease again.”  This suggests that she does

not understand the concept of trend as a “consistent pattern of data in a single direction”

(as defined at the top of the job aid).  Rather, it appears that she interpreted trend to be

synonymous with “pattern” or “cycle.”
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BS with Active Job Aid

Pre-school children, fastening safety belts, with the training package.  So it looked like it maintained, yes there

is an increase, confident.  During baseline , it was 0, no change. If there was a trend it comes up to about 90,

there was some variability, there was a trend, there was a shift, there were probably, it doesn’t really…okay, yes
and there was a trend across, so I would say a change is attributable.

MS with Active Job Aid

Male, 19 yrs. Old, ingestion of oral medication, opportunity to earn non-work activities when turning in found

pills.  Let’s see, the sign less-preferred work if engaged in pill-ingestion.  So it looks like he’s just finding stuff

and taking it.  Okay, so let’s see, so treatment would have been turning in the pills and getting...so decreased,

yes, caused a decrease in behavior.  Mean, rate of behavior, and baseline would have been about maybe 12,

there’s a lot of variability, there was a trend, umm yeah of erraticism.  Let’s see, come down to 0, there is very

little variability.  Yes, there was a trend, yes there was a shift, yes, yes it caused a change.

Figure 11.  Examples of participants making decisions based on mean shift before

answering the job aid steps.  Arrows highlight important data characteristics other

than mean shift.  The bolded and underlined text highlights the initial decision

made prior to the answering of the job aid steps.

Graph 7
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Change

Participant:
Pre-school children
Setting:
Pre-school parking lot/child pick-up area
Behavior:
Fastening of safety belts
Intervention:
Training package: Education about safety belts,
assertiveness training, behavioral rehearsal,
and a reinforcer lottery for safety belt use

Days

Graph 27
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Change

Participant:
Male (19 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental
retardation and autism
Setting:
Classroom and adjacent medication treatment
room
Behavior:
Ingestion of oral medications
Intervention:
Opportunity to earn non-work activities when
completing work or when turning in “found” pills.
Assigned least preferred work if engaged in pill
ingestion.

SESSIONS
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Figure 12.  Examples of graphs for which attention to mean shift alone would likely result in a correct interpretation.

Percentages above each figure indicate the percentage of all participants who indicated that a change attributable to the

intervention was evident. The numbers below each graph refer to the number of experts who agreed on a single answer.  The

letter is the answer that was agreed upon.
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Figure 13.  Examples of graphs for which attention to mean shift alone would likely result in an incorrect interpretation.

Percentages above each figure indicated the percentage of all participants who indicated that a change attributable to the

intervention was evident. The numbers below each graph refer to the number of experts who agreed on a single answer.  The

letter is the answer that was agreed upon.  Although the panel of experts did not agree on a single answer for graph 26, the

majority decision was that no change was attributable to the intervention.
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GA with Active Job Aid

Fluctuation…data during baseline and other…determine the average of behavior in baseline, the mean average

on baseline, am I supposed to just do all these numbers…so I can write on this (adds all the numbers), about 44

is the mean.  Determine the amount of variability in baseline, so there was an increase and then a drastic

decrease, so I’ll say that moderate. Determine if the trend is present in baseline, umm, no, no trend.

Determine the mean average rate of behavior in intervention…about 100%.  Determine the amount of

variability in intervention, it was pretty consistent until there was a drastic decrease and then an increase, umm,

there was an increase and then a drastic decrease down to fifty something, and then another increase so I’m

gonna say the amount of variability in intervention, umm, it was higher.  Determine if a trend is present in

intervention.  A trend… so I’m gonna say no.  Determine if there is a mean shift across the phases, say yes there

is.  Determine if there is a trend across baseline intervention…umm, yeah, because after the first two there is an

increase and then a decrease again.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the first is similar to the second…no.

Conclusions based on the data… a change might be attributable to the intervention.  Yes to the intervention

and no to step 8.  yes to step 7, so what conclusions would you draw…yes I believe the intervention caused an

increase in the behavior, yes.

Figure 14.  Example of a participant underestimating variability and choosing an

answer different then the one given by the active job aid.

Sessions

Graph 23

No

Change

Participant:

Male (11 yrs) labeled “emotionally handicapped”

Setting:

Self-contained special education classroom

Behavior:

On-task during spelling lessons

Intervention:
Opportunity to choose spelling assignment
(Choice)
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CHAPTER FOUR

DISCUSSION

Overall, participants were not in good agreement with the panel of experts.

However, the experts were rarely in unanimous agreement among themselves and thus

the performances of the participants should not necessarily be surprising.  At first glance,

it appeared that the job aids had impeded participant performance.  However, further

analysis revealed this to be an unlikely scenario because the control group, which

received no job aids, performed as poorly as the job aid groups and evidenced an almost

identical pattern of decreasing accuracy across conditions.  One can then assume that,

despite their intended purpose, the job aids did not effectively control participant

behavior.  Attention must therefore be turned to those variables, most likely learning

history and graph characteristics, which did control behavior.  Given the uniformity of

performance among participants it seems that similar variables controlled the

performances of most, if not all, participants.

One alternative explanation for the increasingly poor agreement across conditions

is that the graphs increased in interpretive difficulty across conditions.  That is, some

graphs can be more difficult than others to interpret due to a variety of complicating

variables, including excessive variability, subtle trends, and very small or very large data

sets.  The number of difficult and easy graphs was counterbalanced across conditions,

with a variation of only one to two graphs across conditions.  However, it still is possible

that graph difficulty varied to some degree across conditions, as only a dichotomous

rating (i.e., “easy” or “difficult”) which potentially masked more subtle variations in the

degree of difficulty or ease for each graph was used.  For example, a rating of “difficult”

could be given for a graph that engendered doubt because of only a single outlying data

point as well as for a graph that engendered doubt due to multiple variables such as subtle
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trending coupled with excessive variability within and across experimental phases.  The

latter would clearly be more difficult to interpret than the former, though this would not

be reflected in the rating.  Conditions 2 through 4 might have contained difficult graphs

that were actually more difficult than those labeled as such in condition 1.

Yet another possible explanation is that the participants were less vigilant during

the later conditions and this resulted in poorer performance.  However, participants spent

similar amounts of time working during each condition (20-30 minutes per condition).

Also, conditions 1 and 2 were administered during the first session and conditions 3 and 4

were administered during a second session.  As such, one would expect to see either a

consistently worsening trend across all conditions or worse performance during the

second and fourth condition (as they were the last administered during each session).

Neither of these trends is evidenced by the data.

It is possible that the job aids would have more effectively controlled behavior if a

systematic training method had been employed.  Specifically, the opportunity to

“practice” with several graphs while receiving feedback about the appropriateness of

each response might have improved the participants’ performances during the study.

However, in doing so further confounds would arise insofar as the “correct” analyses are

unknown and feedback would then be representative of the bias of the persons delivering

the feedback.

It also is important to note that many of the job-aid participants failed to

accurately identify the relevant data characteristics evident in the graphs that they

viewed.  This might explain their frequent disagreement with the panel of experts. Trends

were often missed and variability underestimated.  Although all participants had taken or

were currently enrolled in a college course that covered the conduct and interpretation of

within-subject behavioral research, it seems that few participants received instruction

sufficient to enable them to accurately interpret graphically displayed data.  Specifically,

they seemed to lack an understanding of the basic concepts of trend and variability even

though all participants were able to identify these characteristics on the pre-study

Participant Screening Tool (see Appendix A).  It could be that the instruction that the

participants received was enough to allow them to identify examples of various data
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characteristics when they were evident but did not enable them to behave effectively with

that information or to identify more subtle examples of those data characteristics.  A

more comprehensive screening tool might have ensured that all participants did have

more extensive analytic repertoires.

A recent study by Normand and Bosch (2003) investigated the effects of a 50-

minute lecture and the passive job aid on the accuracy of visual analyses of graphed

within-subject data.  Students enrolled in a graduate level course in behavioral

assessment participated.  All were shown a series of 10-graphs (randomly selected from

the set used in the current study) prior to the lecture and were then shown the same 10-

graphs along with 10-new graphs (also selected randomly from the set used in the current

study) immediately following the lecture.  Improvements in accuracy were observed

following the lecture and with the job aid.  No parametric analysis is possible so the

relative influence of the job aid and lecture can’t be determined.  However, in light of

data obtained from the current investigation, it seems possible that having been exposed

to a discussion of the impact that trend and variability have on the interpretation of

graphed behavioral data immediately prior to viewing the second set of graphs might

have accounted for the improved performance.  It is unclear whether these performance

improvements would have been evident if the post-lecture assessment had been delayed

by hours, days, or months (as was the case with the participants in the current study).

Mean shift appeared to be the most salient graph characteristic to the participants

studied (a finding that support previous findings reported by Austin & Mawhinney, 1999;

Normand & Bailey, 2003).  Indeed, even when the job aid was present, participants often

made their decision quickly based primarily (often exclusively) on the degree of mean

shift across baseline and intervention. Only then would they go back to answer the job aid

questions.

As in previous research (Matyas & Greenwood, 1990), participants were not

conservative in their interpretations.  That is, they were more likely to detect non-existent

effects (Type I error) than fail to detect existent effects (Type II error).  This is

problematic insofar as the relative conservatism of visual analyses has long been offered

as a major advantage over statistical inference (Michael, 1974).  However, the panel of
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experts seemed to be more conservative, as they typically refrained from making any

causal attributions except in very clear cases.  It might be that the conservatism of visual

analysis is dependent on extensive experience and advanced training.

Although a brief description of the depicted data was included for each graph

based on suggestions from participants in an earlier study (Normand & Bailey, 2002),

this might actually have hindered accurate interpretation on the part of the participants.

For some of the participants, the clinical details seemed to distract them from the actual

data, as evidenced by frequent statements about the validity of the intervention in

question, about the type of participant studied, the measures used, etc.  Although such

things are inevitably considered in research and clinical practice when discussing data,

they should play a very small role, if any role at all, in the determination of a graphically

demonstrable intervention effect.   The determination of experimental control is quite

separate from the determination of social or clinical significance.

Another potential shortcoming of the present study was the lack of programmed

consequences for correct and incorrect answers or even for closely attending to the

graphs and job aids.  Absent such consequences, it is likely that motivation to carefully

attend to the task was low for at least some of the participants.  Antecedent

manipulations, like the use of job aids, without consequent interventions typically

improve performance in the short run but fail to produce lasting behavior change.

Improved performances might have resulted if, for example, participants earned some

amount of money for each answer that agreed with the panel of experts or for accurately

identifying certain data characteristics on the job aids.

 The data and resulting interpretation herein discussed seem to have important

implications for researchers, practitioners, and educators in the behavioral sciences.  The

average undergraduate or graduate student in psychology is far less likely to receive

extensive training in visual analysis than in statistical analysis.  Many students might

never even receive formal instruction in visual data analysis or, if they do, it is addressed

as part of a single chapter in a research-methods textbook.  An informal analysis of four

popular within-subject research-methods textbooks (Bailey & Burch, 2002; Kazdin,

1982; Johnston & Pennypacker, 1993; Poling, Methot, & LeSage, 1995) revealed an
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average of only 4-pages devoted to visual analysis.  How then can students be expected to

visually interpret behavioral data with any degree of accuracy?

More extensive and empirically validated methods of instruction seem warranted.

In order to develop such instructional methods and improve visual analysis in general,

future research needs 1) to isolate those variables influencing visual data analysis, 2) to

refine the requirements for the conduct and display of within-subject data so as to

minimize potentially confounding characteristics and 3) to refine how the physical

features of graphically displayed data are arranged so as to facilitate the most accurate

interpretations.

One area of future investigation should be the use of multiple-exemplar training

with feedback.  That is, participants could be shown a series of graphs for which some

determination of behavior changes already has been agreed upon by an editorial board or

assembled panel of experts.  Immediately following the statement of their decision,

participants could then be shown what others (experts) had said about the same graph.

The training could begin with graphs that depict very obvious intervention effects (or

lack thereof) and then gradually move to graphs that depict much more subtle changes.

The experts in this study were in better agreement than the student participants,

though they were far from perfect agreement, and were seemingly conservative in their

interpretations.  With respect to the latter finding, previous research has reported findings

to the contrary but rarely took steps to assess the experience of their participants.  The

students studied herein certainly support the findings of the previous research but this

might suggest that there is indeed an important difference between students trained in

visual analysis and experienced researchers and practitioners (as noted by Fisch, 1998).

Richards, et al. (1997) found no differences between undergraduate and graduate students

but did not include doctoral-level analysts with extensive post-doctoral experience in

their study.  The current study offers support for the findings of both Fisch (1998) and

Richards et al. (1997).  Of great interest, then, is what types of experience foster the

improved performances of doctoral-level analysts.  Such information could allow for

programmed exposure to these experiences for students.
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Despite the apparent shortcomings of visual analysis, at least as studied in

students of psychology, it remains an important area of research and practice as we move

into the next century of psychology.  In recent years, much attention has been given to the

issues of research methods and data analysis in psychology.  Several articles appeared

recently in American Psychologist (Morgan & Morgan, 2001; Smith, Best, Stubbs,

Archibald, & Roberson-Nay, 2002; Wilkinson, 2002) addressing these issues and

essentially calling for 1) more emphasis on within-subject research designs, 2) increased

use of graphical displays of data, and 3) the refinement of statistical methods.

The field of psychology seems to be moving, albeit slowly, toward a state of

science in psychology similar to that of other “hard” sciences.  Historically, most major

scientific achievements have been made without the use of inferential statistics.  To quote

Hogben (1957):

It is not the obligation of the research worker to bow to the dictates of statistical

theory until he or she has conclusively established its relevance to the technique

of inquiry.  On the contrary, the onus lies on the exponent of statistical theory to

furnish irresistible reasons for adopting procedures which still have to prove their

worth against a background of three centuries of progress in scientific discovery

accomplished without their aid (p. 344).

A similar argument can be made for many major advances in psychology over the past

century.  Many researchers have contributed significantly to the field without the use of

statistics, including Ebbinghaus, Fechner, Stevens, Yerkes, Dodson, and Skinner (Smith

et al., 2002).  Even the late Herbert Simon stated that the most persuasive evidence in

science involves robust effects that are detectable “without statistical significance tests”

(as quoted in Smith et al., 2002, p. 759).
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APPENDIX A

PARTICIPANT SCREENING TOOL
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Volunteer's Initials: Date/Time:

Circle the type of graph: Circle the type of graph:

A. Multiple Baseline A. Multiple Baseline

B. Alternating Treatments B. Alternating Treatments

C. ABAB/Reversal C. ABAB/Reversal

D. None of the above D. None of the above
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Arrows point to a line or lines in each of these graphs.  What graph feature does each line highlight?

Take the data provided below and place the values at the appropriate places on the graph.  Assume all is baseline without an intervention.

session # Responses

1 5

2 3

3 2

4 2

5 1

6 8

7 6

8 7
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APPENDIX B

KEY FOR EXPERIMENTAL GRAPHS
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JABA Source Information for the Experimental Graphs

Volume Page Location

Graph 1 26 188 top

Graph 2 33 538

Graph 3 34 537 mid

Graph 4 21 248 bot

Graph 5 21 248 top

Graph 6 20 136 top altered

Graph 7 20 136 bottom altered

Graph 8 24 287 top altered

Graph 9 24 285 bottom altered

Graph 10 24 285 top altered

Graph 11 22 75 top altered

Graph 12 32 105 bottom

Graph 13 31 522

Graph 14 31 177 middle

Graph 15 31 111 bottom

Graph 16 33 261 bottom

Graph 17 33 261 top

Graph 18 32 383 bottom

Graph 19 32 383 top

Graph 20 32 383 top

Graph 21 32 369

Graph 22 32 213 top

Graph 23 27 512 top

Graph 24 27 442 bottom

Graph 25 27 442 top

Graph 26 27 512 bottom

Graph 27 26 256 bottom

Graph 28 26 188 middle

Graph 29 32 131

Graph 30 32 383 bottom

Graph 31 20 79

Graph 32 24 285 middle altered

Graph 33 24 384 top

Graph 34 24 699

Graph 35 126 bottom

Graph 36 21 70 altered

Graph 37 19 170 top

Graph 38 19 170 middle

Graph 39 19 170 bottom

Graph 40 26 200 top

Graph 41 27 439 top

Graph 42 20 297 bottom

Graph 42 20 296 middle

Graph 43 20 296 bottom

Graph 44 20 296 bottom

Graph 45 34 227 bottom

Graph 46 34 162 middle

Graph 47 33 617 top

Graph 48 22 75 bottom altered

Graph 49 22 81 middle

Graph 50 22 81 bottom

Graph 51 24 56 altered
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APPENDIX C

COMPLETE SET OF EXPERIMENTAL GRAPHS
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Participant: Male (19 yrs.) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: Therapy room
Behavior: Face slapping and ear flicking (SIB)
Intervention: Five seconds of attention contingent on no SIB, with preferred toys

present (Toys) and absent (No Toys)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.

Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

1
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Participant: Male (29 yrs.) diagnosed as profoundly retarded
Setting: Therapy room at a state facility for the developmentally disabled
Behavior: Placing small toy blocks into a receptacle through a small hole,

resulting in food delivery
Intervention: Participant either participated 30-minutes prior to lunch

(Deprivation) or 15-minutes after lunch following an additional 10-
minutes of free access to food (Satiation)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.

Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Motorists on a large University campus
Setting: Faculty and staff parking lots
Behavior: Fastening a safety belt
Intervention: A person held a “Fasten Safety Belt” sign at the parking lot exits

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

DAYS

11
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Participant: Female (23 yrs) diagnosed with severe mental retardation, major
depression, and autistic-like behavior

Setting: In-patient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders
Behavior: Hitting head with hands, hitting head on hard surfaces, biting arms
Intervention: Differential reinforcement of compliance and guiding hands to lap in

an empty session room (Baseline) or in an “enriched environment”
session room with preferred items (EE)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

12
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Participant: Male (7 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation, pervasive
developmental disorder, and speech and language delays

Setting: In-patient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders
Behavior: Property (toy) destruction and attempted property (toy) destruction
Intervention: A therapist immediately removed any toy that the

participant touched (Blocking)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

13
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Participant: Female (17 yrs) diagnosed with severe mental retardation and autism
Setting: In-patient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders
Behavior: Ingestion of non-edible substances (PICA)
Intervention: Items appropriate for oral stimulation (but not PICA) were placed in

the room with the participant

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Male (7 yrs) diagnosed with severe mental retardation and severe
developmental disorder

Setting: In-patient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders
Behavior: Chin grinding (contacting therapist with chin)
Intervention: Functional communication training (FCT) to obtain attention and

planned ignoring (extinction) of chin grinding (EXT)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

15
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Participant: Female (13 yrs) diagnosed as learning disabled in math and writing
Setting: Math classroom
Behavior: Time spent engaged
Intervention: Three high probability (High-P) requests with which the participant

was likely to comply preceded a request with which the participant
typically failed to comply (Low-P)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

16
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Participant: Female (13 yrs) diagnosed as learning disabled in math and writing
Setting: Math classroom
Behavior: Latency to engagement following request
Intervention: Three high probability (High-P) requests with which the participant

was likely to comply preceded a request with which the participant
typically failed to comply (Low-P)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

17
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Participant: Female (79 yrs)
Setting: Nursing home
Behavior: Aimless and disoriented walking (Wandering)
Intervention: Attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

18
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Participant: Female (80 yrs)
Setting: Nursing home
Behavior: Aimless and disoriented walking (Wandering)
Intervention: Sweet food items were provided whenever wandering did not occur

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

19
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Participant: Female (4.5 yrs.) diagnosed with mild developmental delays

Setting: Small therapy room

Behavior: Choose colored block associated with food delivery

Intervention: Introduction of a 10-s delay prior to food delivery

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Female (82 yrs)

Setting: Nursing home

Behavior: Aimless and disoriented walking (Wandering)
Intervention: Attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

20
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Participant: Female (41yrs) diagnosed as developmentally disabled
Setting: Large residential facility for persons with developmental disabilities
Behavior: Eye-poking (to self)
Intervention: Therapist physically prevented finger from entering eye

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

21
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Participant: Male (9yrs) diagnosed with a “math deficit”
Setting: School cafeteria
Behavior: Number of math problems correct per 5-minute session
Intervention: Select reinforcer from “goody box” when goal was met

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

22
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Participant: Male (11 yrs) labeled “emotionally handicapped”
Setting: Self-contained special education classroom
Behavior: On-task during spelling lessons
Intervention: Opportunity to choose spelling assignment (Choice)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

23
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Participant: Thirteen pre-school children
Setting: Indoor and outdoor classroom play areas
Behavior: Behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared,

reciprocal, mutual, or helpful quality
Intervention: Playing competitive games

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Days

24
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Participant: Eleven pre-school children
Setting: Indoor and outdoor classroom play areas
Behavior: Behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared,

reciprocal, mutual, or helpful quality
Intervention: Playing competitive games

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Days

25
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Participant: Male (11 yrs) labeled “emotionally handicapped”
Setting: Self-contained special education classroom
Behavior: Disruptive behavior during spelling lessons
Intervention: Opportunity to choose spelling assignment (Choice)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

26
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Participant: Male (19 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation and autism
Setting: Classroom and adjacent medication treatment room
Behavior: Ingestion of oral medications
Intervention: Opportunity to earn non-work activities when completing work or

when turning in “found” pills.  Assigned least preferred work if
engaged in pill ingestion.

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

27
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Participant: Male (19 yrs) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: Therapy room at a residential facility
Behavior: Face slapping and ear flicking (SIB)
Intervention: Toys were placed in room with participant

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Female (50 yrs) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: Day-treatment program at a state residential facility
Behavior: Head and body hitting and head banging (SIB)
Intervention: Attention delivered at the end of interval if no SIB was occurring

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

29
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Participant: Female (2.5 yrs.)
Setting: Home
Behavior: Hair twirling
Intervention: Participant wore cotton mittens

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

3
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Participant: Female (79 yrs)
Setting: Nursing home
Behavior: Aimless and disoriented walking (Wandering)
Intervention: Attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

30
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Participant: Male (31 yrs) diagnosed with chronic schizophrenia
Setting: Psychiatric ward at a state hospital
Behavior: Self-talk (vocalizations not directed at another person)
Intervention: Preferred recreational activities were provided along with periodic

prompts to engage in the activities

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

31
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Participant: Male (27 yrs) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: Therapy room at a state residential facility
Behavior: Self-talk (vocalizations not directed at another person)
Intervention: Food was delivered for placing blocks in a receptacle either 30-

minutes before lunch (Deprivation) or 15-minutes after lunch and
10-minutes of free access to food (Satiation)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Female (13 yrs) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: Classroom at a residential facility
Behavior: Spontaneous gesture requests
Intervention: Reinforcement was delivered for low rate gesture requests and

withheld for high rate gesture requests

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Various students at a large urban college
Setting: An elevator in a classroom building
Behavior: Wearing stereo headset speakers with music audible to an observer
Intervention: Posted signs warning of the dangers of loud headset use along with a

prompt to “Turn Down The Sound”

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

34
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Participant: Male (11 yrs.) diagnosed with developmental disabilities
Setting: Special education classroom
Behavior: Hand flapping
Intervention: Time-out from task was made contingent on hand flapping

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Sessions

35
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Participant: Five female bank tellers
Setting: Branch office of a medium sized bank
Behavior: Earning quality points based on appropriate customer relations

behaviors
Intervention: A memo was distributed to all employees detailing the specific

customer relations behaviors they were to engage in and the point
system used to evaluate their performance

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Daily Sessions

36
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Participant: Female (10 yrs) diagnosed with Down’s syndrome
Setting: School cafeteria
Behavior: Initiating a social interaction following a prompt to do so
Intervention: Teacher prompted social interaction and then responded if an

appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an
inappropriate interaction was initiated

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Female (13 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation
Setting: School cafeteria
Behavior: Initiating a social interaction following a prompt to do so
Intervention: Teacher prompted social interaction and then responded if an

appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an
inappropriate interaction was initiated

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Male (13 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation
Setting: School cafeteria
Behavior: Initiating a social interaction following a prompt to do so
Intervention: Teacher prompted social interaction and then responded if an

appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an
inappropriate interaction was initiated

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Various motorists and pedestrians
Setting: Crosswalk on a six-lane urban street
Behavior: Stopping or slowing before crosswalk to allow pedestrian to cross
Intervention: Introduction of a “Stop for Pedestrians” sign and stop lines on road

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Male (10 yrs) diagnosed with a severe developmental disability
Setting: Residential facility
Behavior: Self face slapping (SIB)
Intervention: Weights were placed on the wrists (Wts. On)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

MINUTES

40
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Participant: Eleven pre-school children
Setting: Indoor and outdoor classroom play areas
Behavior: Behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared,

reciprocal, mutual, or helpful quality
Intervention: Playing competitive games

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Days
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Participant: Male diagnosed with mental retardation
Setting: Kitchenette/Laundry area of a public school
Behavior: Making Popcorn
Intervention: Systematically delivered prompting, increasingly restrictive as

necessary (verbal through physical)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Trials

Baseline Training Post-Training
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Participant: Male diagnosed with mental retardation
Setting: Kitchenette/Laundry area of a public school
Behavior: Making Popcorn
Intervention: Systematically delivered prompting, increasingly restrictive as

necessary (verbal through physical)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6 below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Trials

Baseline Training Post-Training
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Participant: Male diagnosed with mental retardation
Setting: Kitchenette/Laundry area of a public school
Behavior: Operating a washing machine
Intervention: Systematically delivered prompting, increasingly restrictive as

necessary (verbal through physical)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

Trials

Baseline Training Post-Training
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Participant: Female (15 yrs.) diagnosed with profound mental retardation
Setting: In-patient treatment facility
Behavior: Aggression (hitting, kicking, punching, grabbing hair, throwing

objects)
Intervention: Differential reinforcement of other behavior

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Male (18 yrs.) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation
Setting: School classroom
Behavior: Self hand scratching (Destructive behavior)
Intervention: 20-s access to a preferred item (microphone) was given contingent on

the absence of hand scratching for a specified interval

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Female (14 yrs.) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation
Setting: Small training room baited with containers of food
Behavior: Food stealing (and subsequent eating)
Intervention: Following each attempt to steal food, a therapist prompted that the

food be put down and a verbal reprimand was given

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Motorists on a large University campus
Setting: Faculty and staff parking lots
Behavior: Fastening a safety belt
Intervention: A person held a “Fasten Safety Belt” sign at the parking lot exits

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Fourth-grader diagnosed with a learning disability
Setting: Learning resource room in a public elementary school
Behavior: Number of schoolwork problems answered correctly
Intervention: Videotape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching

lessons.  The tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if
he had any questions.  Praise and feedback were delivered for asking
questions.

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Various motorists and pedestrians
Setting: Crosswalk on a six-lane urban street connecting two malls
Behavior: Any behavior resulting in a motorist almost striking a pedestrian
Intervention: Introduction of a “Stop for Pedestrians” sign and stop lines on road

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Fourth-grader diagnosed with a learning disability
Setting: Learning resource room in a public elementary school
Behavior: Number of schoolwork problems answered correctly
Intervention: Videotape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching

lessons.  The tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if
he had any questions.  Praise and feedback were delivered for asking
questions.

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.
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Participant: Various motorists
Setting: Two-lane highway
Behavior: Driving speed
Intervention: A sign reading “YESTERDAY ___% DROVE THROUGH HERE

AT THE RIGHT SPEED” was posted at the roadside

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

51
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Participant: Pre-school children
Setting: Pre-school parking lot/child pick-up area
Behavior: Fastening of safety belts
Intervention: Training package: Education about safety belts, assertiveness training,

behavioral rehearsal, and a reinforcer lottery for safety belt use

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident
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Participant: Pre-school children
Setting: Pre-school parking lot/child pick-up area
Behavior: Fastening of safety belts
Intervention: Training package: Education about safety belts, assertiveness training,

behavioral rehearsal, and a reinforcer lottery for safety belt use

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

DAYS
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Participant: Male (36 yrs.) diagnosed as profoundly retarded
Setting: Therapy room at a state facility for the developmentally disabled
Behavior: Pressing a small pedal that produced music via a cassette tape
Intervention: Participant was either prevented from hearing music prior to session

(Deprivation) or heard music for 30-minutes prior to session
(Satiation)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

R
E

S
P

O
N

S
E

S
 P

E
R

 M
IN

U
T

E

8
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Participant: Male (28 yrs.) diagnosed as profoundly retarded
Setting: Therapy room at a state facility for the developmentally disabled
Behavior: Placing small toy blocks into a receptacle through a small hole,

resulting in food delivery
Intervention: Participant either participated 30-minutes prior to lunch

(Deprivation) or 15-minutes after lunch following an additional 10-
minutes of free access to food (Satiation)

1. Please circle a, b, c, or d based on your interpretation of the data above.
Based on the data above, I _____  (Circle only one answer)

a. believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.

b. believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.

c. believe that the intervention did not change the behavior.

d. believe that there was a change in behavior that was not caused by the intervention.

e. can’t make a decision based on the available information.

2. Please indicate how confident you are in your decisions by circling a number from 0-6

below.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

              Least Confident       Confident        Most Confident

SESSIONS

R
E

S
P

O
N

S
E

S
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E
R

 M
IN

U
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9
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APPENDIX D

PANEL OF EXPERTS DECISIONS
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Graph Decision Difficult Decision Difficult Decision Difficult

28 B No B No B No

23 E Yes A No C Yes

2 E Yes B No B Yes

19 B No B No B No

14 B No B No B No

50 E Yes D Yes E No

1 A No E Yes A Yes

18 B No B No B No

30 B No B No B No

17 B No B No B No

16 E Yes C Yes C Yes

15 C No C No C No

13 B Yes B No B Yes

25 E Yes B No C Yes

22 E Yes A No C Yes

23 E No E Yes C Yes

11 E Yes C No C No

10 E Yes B No C No

20 B No B No B No

22 E Yes A Yes C Yes

24 C No E Yes E Yes

27 E Yes E Yes E Yes

3 B No B No B No

34 B No B No B No

39 E No E Yes E Yes

38 E No E No C Yes

7 E Yes E Yes E Yes

6 E E Yes A Yes

51 B Yes B No B Yes

15 C No C No C No

42 E Yes E Yes C Yes

29 B No B No B No

37 E Yes E Yes E Yes

31 E Yes B Yes C Yes

23 E No A No C Yes

49 E No C No D Yes

48 A Yes C No C No

22 E Yes A Yes C Yes

47 E Yes E Yes B Yes

46 E Yes C Yes C Yes

9 B No B No B Yes

8 E Yes D Yes C Yes

15 C No C No C Yes

36 E Yes D Yes D Yes

26 E Yes B Yes C Yes

40 B No B No B No

5 E Yes D Yes E Yes

12 C Yes C Yes D Yes

21 E Yes B Yes C Yes

4 C No C No C Yes

23 E Yes A Yes C Yes

43 E Yes E Yes C Yes

33 E Yes D Yes D No

35 A Yes A Yes E No

32 E Yes C Yes E Yes

15 E No C No C Yes

45 E No E No E No

44 E No E No E No

41 E No B No B No

22 E Yes A Yes C

Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3

Panel of Experts
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APPENDIX E

EXPERIMENTAL INSTRUCTIONS
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

I would like you to look at a series of behavioral graphs and make some decisions about

the effectiveness of the interventions.  All graphs have been taken from research articles

published in the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis.  Below each graph will be the

following information: the type of participant (e.g., child or adult) studied, the setting in

which the behavior was recorded, the specific behavior studied and depicted on the

graph, and a brief description of the intervention.

All graph labels will be presented as they appeared in the original publication and all will

be in an ABA format.  That is, a baseline phase followed by an intervention phase

followed by a second baseline phase.

I would like you to decide whether or not there was any change in trend and/or level of

compliance rates following the intervention that can be attributed to the intervention.

That is, would you say that the intervention caused a behavior change based on the data

available to you?  If you determined that there was a change, I would then like you to

indicate if the change was an increase or a decrease in compliance rates.  Please indicate

your decision by circling an answer to Question 1 below each graph.

Additionally, I would like you to indicate how confident you are in the decision that you

indicated in Question.  Please do so by circling a number from 0-6 below Question 2 for

each graph.

Please remember to talk aloud as you work on each graph.  If you are silent for more than

5-seconds, I will prompt you to think aloud.

Before you start each new graph, please say “Starting graph _____” and then read the

graph number located in the upper left hand corner of the page.

JOB AID INSTRUCTIONS

For some of the graphs, you will be provided with a job aid to help you make your

decision.  For each job aid that you use, please be sure to fill out each step on the job aid

(i.e., indicate your answer in writing) and use the answer from Step 10 on the job aid to

answer Question 1 underneath the graph.  (See attached sheet for details)

Each job aid will be presented before the graph with which it is to be used and will be

paper clipped to that graph.  Additionally, a number indicating the graph with which it is

to be used will be written in the upper right hand corner of the job aid.

NOTE:

During the session I will answer any questions that you have about what you are

supposed to do.  However, I cannot answer any questions about visual analysis or

within-subject research in general or about the graphed data or the contextual

information provided for each graph.
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ACTIVE JOB AID INSTRUCTIONS

1. Please provide an answer to each step (1-10) in the space provided.

2. For Step 10, please choose the option that best fits your answers to Steps 1-9.

3. For the Options section, keep in mind that a statement next to the “IF:” line such

as “No to Step 8” means that you answered “No” at Step 8.  It does not mean “Go

to Step 8” or that you answered “No” up to Step 8.

4. Place a check mark next to the Option that you select for Step 10.  Use the answer

indicated by the Option to select your answer for Question 1 on the graph.

NOTE: The options don’t correspond exactly with the choices for Question 1.

For Step 10, the options can be translated as follows.

• Option 1 means that you cannot determine that the intervention caused a

change in behavior (“c” or “d” on the graph questionnaire).

• Option 2 means that a change might be attributable to the intervention but

that more data is necessary to make a reasonable determination (“e” on the

graph questionnaire).

• Option 3 means that you can determine that the intervention caused a

change in behavior (“a” or “b” on the graph questionnaire).

5. Be sure that the number of the graph that you are looking at matches the graph

number indicated in the upper right hand corner of the job aid.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

I would like you to look at a series of behavioral graphs and make some decisions about

the effectiveness of the interventions.  All graphs have been taken from research articles

published in the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis.  Below each graph will be the

following information: the type of participant (e.g., child or adult) studied, the setting in

which the behavior was recorded, the specific behavior studied and depicted on the

graph, and a brief description of the intervention.

All graph labels will be presented as they appeared in the original publication and all will

be in an ABA format.  That is, a baseline phase followed by an intervention phase

followed by a second baseline phase.

I would like you to decide whether or not there was any change in trend and/or level of

compliance rates following the intervention that can be attributed to the intervention.

That is, would you say that the intervention caused a behavior change based on the data

available to you?  If you determined that there was a change, I would then like you to

indicate if the change was an increase or a decrease in compliance rates.  Please indicate

your decision by circling an answer to Question 1 below each graph.

Additionally, I would like you to indicate how confident you are in the decision that you

indicated in Question.  Please do so by circling a number from 0-6 below Question 2 for

each graph.

Please remember to talk aloud as you work on each graph.  If you are silent for more than

5-seconds, I will prompt you to think aloud.

Before you start each new graph, please say “Starting graph _____” and then read the

graph number located in the upper left hand corner of the page.

JOB AID INSTRUCTIONS

For some of the graphs, you will be provided with a job aid to help you make your

decision.  For each job aid that you use, please read through the job aid steps to help you

analyze the graphed data.  Please do not write on the job aid and do not write down any

answers to the job aid steps (either on the job aid itself or on the graph).

Each job aid will be presented before the graph with which it is to be used and will be

paper clipped to that graph.  Additionally, a number indicating the graph with which it is

to be used will be written in the upper right hand corner of the job aid.

NOTE:

During the session I will answer any questions that you have about what you are

supposed to do.  However, I cannot answer any questions about visual analysis or

within-subject research in general or about the graphed data or the contextual

information provided for each graph.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

I would like you to look at a series of behavioral graphs and make some decisions about

the effectiveness of the interventions.  All graphs have been taken from research articles

published in the Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis.  Below each graph will be the

following information: the type of participant (e.g., child or adult) studied, the setting in

which the behavior was recorded, the specific behavior studied and depicted on the

graph, and a brief description of the intervention.

All graph labels will be presented as they appeared in the original publication and all will

be in an ABA format.  That is, a baseline phase followed by an intervention phase

followed by a second baseline phase.

I would like you to decide whether or not there was any change in trend and/or level of

compliance rates following the intervention that can be attributed to the intervention.

That is, would you say that the intervention caused a behavior change based on the data

available to you?  If you determined that there was a change, I would then like you to

indicate if the change was an increase or a decrease in compliance rates.  Please indicate

your decision by circling an answer to Question 1 below each graph.

Additionally, I would like you to indicate how confident you are in the decision that you

indicated in Question.  Please do so by circling a number from 0-6 below Question 2 for

each graph.

Please remember to talk aloud as you work on each graph.  If you are silent for more than

5-seconds, I will prompt you to think aloud.

Before you start each new graph, please say “Starting graph _____” and then read the

graph number located in the upper left hand corner of the page.

NOTE:

During the session I will answer any questions that you have about what you are

supposed to do.  However, I cannot answer any questions about visual analysis or

within-subject research in general or about the graphed data or the contextual

information provided for each graph.
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APPENDIX F

SELECTED PARTICIPANT PROTOCOLS
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Participant BS

Graph 23:

“Let’s see, percentage of intervals no choice, choice, no choice.  Okay, emotional

handicapped, self-contained, special education classroom.  Looking at on task, on task,

with a choice. Okay, it looks like when he had no choice, his unattached behavior was a

little bit radical, when he has a choice, okay let’s see, please circle (mumbles directions).

The intervention, ummm…lets see there’s some change and then he drops, which it could

have just been a bad day, then it goes back up so…let’s see I think it caused an increase,

the choice caused an increase in on task behavior.  I’m very confident.  Graph 2:”

Graph 2:

“Female, mild-developmental delays. Small therapy room.  Choose colored block

associated with food delivery.  An introduction of a ten second delay prior to delivery.

Okay, so.. She’s choosing the block and then getting the food…let’s see…promotion for

unreliable reinforcement, hmmm…. female w/ mild developmental delays, small therapy

room, choose colored block association w/ food delivery.  So she’s choosing the block

associated w/ food delivery.  Okay, let’s see, hmm…and still confident.  Woo-hoo.

Graph 19.”

Graph 19:

“Female, nursing home, she is wandering aimlessly and disoriented and to correct

that they are offering her sweets when she does not do it, so we are looking for a decrease

in wondering.  Reinforcement’s sweets.  Okay, it looks like I’m baseline she wandered,

with tangible consequences it came down and went back up.  Let’s see, it wasn’t real

steady, but it shows how the difference.  So, let’s see the intervention caused a decrease

in her wandering.  And confident.  Starting graph 14:”

Graph 14:

“Female w/ severe mental retardation.  Inpatient specializing in (?).  Ingestion of

non-edible substances.  Items appropriate for oral stimulation were placed in the room w/

the participant.  So, okay… the amount of time she ingested it or just had oral

stimulation.  Okay, let’s see…came down so it caused a decrease in the behavior.  Graph

50”
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Graph 50:

“Fourth grader diagnosed with a learning disability.  Looking at the number of

schoolwork problems answered correctly.  And the intervention, okay there is a videotape

depicting the classroom instructor teaching lessons.  It was (“stopped”-not sure) and

praise in feedback, so it looks like they didn’t do it, they did it behavior the amount of

accuracy increased and then in baseline, hmmm…okay.  Well it doesn’t with the baseline

being high after in a second A period, it can be seen that maybe it was not the

intervention, so let’s see D. And still confident.  Let’s see, Graph 1:”

Graph 1:

“Again it’s self-inflicting behavior, looking at 5 seconds of attention contingent

on no SIB, a preferred toys presence, and no toys present.  So, let’s see w/ toy’s present,

let’s see wait a second…face slapping responses per minute, so how many times they do

SIB per min. w/ toys, without toys and w/ toys.  Okay 5 sec. Of attention contingent on

no SIB w/ preferred toys and no toys.  So, it appears as though it went up during the no

toys so that would indicate that the intervention caused an increase in behavior.  Still

confident.  Graph 18:”

Graph 18:

“Percentage of intervals, opp, another wandering lady, and this time its social

attention and again it went down, so the intervention caused a decrease.  Graph 20:”

Graph 17:

“Latency and seconds.  Disabled in math and writing.  Latency to engage

following request.  There’s three high probability, with which they are likely to do and

but it was preceded by request which was when the participant failed to comply (unclear),

so with low probability there is a long delay.  With the high probability plus the low

probability there is low delay and the behavior increased when it was just low probability

again, so the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.  Let’s see graph 16”

Graph 16:

“Umm, again time spent engaged w/ the low and high probability. And sense she

did not have a significant amount of change it appears as though there was not a change

caused by the intervention.  Let’s see, chin grinding, Graph 15:”

Graph 13:

Male, seven yrs. Old, property destruction and attempted property destruction.

Umm, ..let’s see, they used a blocking as a way of intervention, it appears as though the

behavior decreased, and after removing the intervention it increased, so the behavior

caused a decrease.  Let’s see…”

Graph 25:

Percent of cooperative behavior.  With pre-school kids, indoor/outdoor, behavior

directed to another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality.

Playing competitive games. Pause.  Let’s see, percent of, percent of cooperative behavior,
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let’s see, doesn’t quite look like…the data was erratic and then it went down, and then it

went back up so…it’s probably, hmmm…I don’t know if there is enough information,

behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful

quality.  That’s the behavior, they’re cooperating.  In the intervention, what was it like

during baseline they were cooperative, during competitive games they actually weren’t

cooperative at all, so it just goes to show we like to fight, but… so the intervention

actually caused a decrease in the cooperative behavior.  Okay, on to graph 22:”

Graph 22:

“male w/ math, school cafeteria, number of math problems correct per 5 min.

session, and they could get a reinforcement from the goody box.  Shows typical graph

behavior went up, so increase, most confident.  Moving right along to packet 2.”

Graph 23:

“You’ve got handy dandy paperclips.  Okay, let’s see, visual analysis, variability,

fluctuation and behavior over time, excessive variability and the data during baseline, or

other phases can interfere with drawing conclusions about the treatment, very true.  As a

general rule…(change tape)…BS.  Packet 2, graph 23:  Let’s see okay. Visual analysis,

job A, 2 sessions, percentage of intervals, male, let’s see you told me to look at:

determine the mean, average rate of behavior, determine the amount of variability.  Okay,

so first, male eleven yrs., emotionally handicapped, self-contained…spelling lessons,

okay so it’s no choice, it’s a little bit erratic w/ choice, but steady, to a certain point w/ no

choice it’s more erratic.  Let’s see, did the intervention of opportunity to choose a

spelling assignment increase the behavior, decrease, let’s see…we’re looking at the on

task, it increased that’s A, so let’s go back to this, let’s see…determine the mean, average

rate of behavior baseline, let’s see…baseline would have maybe been about, hmm, 50.

Determine the amount of variability, there is a lot.  Determine if a trend, ahhh, no.

Determine the rate of behavior during intervention; let’s see…probably about 90.

Amount of variability, there still moderate cause it dips.  Determine if a trend: yes.  Is

there a mean shift, umm..Let’s see, yes. Positive.  Any trend across baseline intervention,

well the trend is that it goes up and then goes down, so determine the rate of behavior of

the second baseline similar to the first.  Let’s see, it goes yeah, it’s the same.  What

conclusions, option one no change, umm.. let’s see no change distributable to the

intervention, if, let’s see…option one conclusion, option one no change, option two,

some change, or option three, a change is attributable, let’s see and I said yes to steps

seven and nine, so option 2.  Here we go, moving right along.”

Graph 11:

Let’s see, same thing again.  Let’s see participant, motorist on a large university

campus, faculty and staff parking lots, well they’re putting their safety belt on due to the

sign.  Let’s see, a person held, let’s see motorist, faculty so sign, sign, sign. Okay so I

guess the first sign would be just…motorist on a large University, faculty parking lots,

behavior, fasten your safety belts and the intervention where the person held a fasten your

safety belt sign at the parking lot exit, so maybe the first sign, sign goes up, kind of stays
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up, goes down, okay, I do know that there’s enough information.  Let’s see go back,

mean average rate of behavior was at about 45, there’s just a little bit of change, there a

trend, yes.  The intervention maybe goes up to about 60.  Amount of variability moderate.

Let’s see, determine a trend, let’s see it goes about a little bit, yeah, not major, but, is

there a mean shift, there’s not, yes there is.  Is there a trend across baseline intervention,

uhh, no, no let’s see, and if I said no (?.  I think-)all blue is about to change (?)  Alright.

Graph 10:

A male, profoundly retarded, behavior is placing small toy blocks in a receptacle

thorough a small whole, reinforcement is food, so participate 30 minutes prior to lunch

with food deprivation or 15 minutes looking at association, so let’s see, responses per

min.  He responded a lot more when he had food as opposed to when he didn’t, so I

would say the intervention caused an let’s see it was the intervention which would have

actually been, let’s see…it doesn’t really say I guess baseline would be considered the

deprivation, so association would have brought down, it would have bought a decrease,

confident.  Let’s see the mean would have been, during baseline it would be about well

maybe about 2.  The amount of variability, hmm…it kind of went up and down, or a

trend, well there was a trend of no steadiness, umm, let’s see now, during intervention it

came down to about I’d say like a .5 or a 1, and there’s a little variability and there’s a

trend although there is not really a big shift, not really a trend.  The rate of behavior, uhh,

somewhat.  Determine if there was a trend across baseline intervention, uhh, well yeah

there was a trend, I would say the there might be a trend, change might be attributable.

Let’s see.”

Graph 22:

“Looking at math deprecates and we are looking at the number of math  problems

correct per session, and the reinforcement was a goody box.  So, during baseline low,

responding increases and then it decreases, so I would say it caused an increase in

behavior. Let’s see during the first baseline the average rate of responding would have

been about, hmm, 50.  It goes up to about 120.  Determine that amount of variability

there is, moderate and there is a trend, during the intervention there’s a moderate, and yes

there is a trend.  Yes there is a main shift.  A trend across baseline yes, cause it dropped

again.  Determine the rate of behavior, yes it was similar, so I would say the change is

attributable, so moving right along, Graph 24:”

Graph 24:

“This time we’re looking at pre-school children, and behavior toward another

child that was of shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality, and they are playing

competitive games.  So let’s see before hand, I don’t really think, hmm… there’s not

much change, it’s probably that the intervention did not change the behavior.  Let’s see

the mean would have been about 75.  Determine the amount of variability, there’s a lot.

Determine if a trend, hmm, not really.  The rate of behavior, maybe about…hmm…well

it dipped that one time, maybe about 70.  There is a lot of variability.  I didn’t really see a

trend, not really a shift.  No, yes…and I would say there is no change attributable to the

intervention.  However in Graph 27:”
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Graph 27:

“Male, 19 yrs. Old, ingestion of oral medication, opportunity to earn non-work

activities when turning in found pills.  Let’s see, the sign less-preferred work if engaged

in pill-ingestion.  So it looks like he’s just finding stuff and taking it.  Okay, so let’s see,

so treatment would have been turning in the pills and getting...so decreased, yes, caused a

decrease in behavior.  Mean, rate of behavior, and baseline would have been about maybe

12, there’s a lot of variability, there was a trend, umm yeah of erraticism.  Let’s see, come

down to 0, there is very little variability.  Yes, there was a trend, yes there was a shift,

yes, yes it caused a change, Might be attributable.”

Graph 3:

Looks at a female and home w/ hair twirling and cotton mittens, okay let’s see, it

caused a decrease in behavior, well decrease, confident.  Determine the average rate of

behavior in baseline, there’s maybe about…about 60.  A lot of variability there was a

trend.  In the sessions it came down to 0, no variability, yes there was a trend, yes there

was a shift.  Trend across yes, yes.  Then it goes back up.  SO I would say a change might

be attributable.  Let’s see, …Okay moving on”

Graph 34:

Let’s see.  Looks at students in an urban college, elevator, wearing headset

speakers auditable.  Okay, looks like…that it caused a decrease in behavior, very

confident.  The average rate was about 85.  There was some variability, there was a trend,

let’s see maybe it was about  50, there still a good deal of change, yes, yes, yes, yes there

was a change attributable to the intervention.  Woo-hoo”

Graph 7:

“Pre-school children, fastening safety belts, with the training package.  So it

looked like it maintained, yes there is an increase, confident.  During baseline , it was 0,

no change. If there was a trend it comes up to about 90, there was some variability, there

was a trend, there was a shift, there were probably, it doesn’t really…okay, yes and there

was a trend across, so I would say a change is attributable.”

Graph 6:

 There was baseline, safety belt, follow-up.  So it did cause an increase in safety

belts, there was about 0.  No variability, and that was a trend, it goes up to about, and

then it kind of bring sit down, so about 0.  Little change, there was a trend, there was a

shift.  It goes back to baseline, so hmmm…I would say the change was attributable.”

Graph 51:

“Motorist, and it had a sign whether it brought down the speed limit, (yawns),

excuse me.  So it brought down, so it caused a decrease, confident.  The average is about

70.  Some variability that was a trend.  After intervention it came down to about 62, or

about 64,  the variability.  Was there a trend.  A mean shift, yes.  Yes.  Goes back to

baseline, and yes, I’d say the change is attributable.
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Graph 15:

Male, seven yrs. Old, chin grinding. Unable to use FCT.  Planned ignoring, so,

hmm..came down way and then went back up.  Well, I can’t really say there was a thing.

I’d say about 20.  Let’s see the percent of intervals, sooo.. it has to be about, let’s

see…would be about 15.  Some variability, not really a trend during baseline.  You would

of thought it would have come way down, it really didn’t, still though…20.  Determine

the amount of variability, if there was a trend, not really, no shift.  Let’s see.  The

baseline, (long pause), let’s see…determine if the rate of behavior were similar, yes, I

guess. Okay, done with packet 2.”

 Graph 42:

“Looks like there was a male making popcorn, systematically delivered…okay so

they’re teaching him to make popcorn.  Popcorn, percent of…went up after training.  So,

intervention caused an increase.  Most confidant.  Oh my goodness.”

Graph 29:

“looking at a female, day treatment, SIB, attention at the end of intervals. Wow, it

decreased.  So what would have been the mean…it would have been about 8.  It came

down to about 1.  There’s a lot of change, no change, no trend…yes there is a trend.

There was a mean shift,  there was a trend.  It dropped, and the baseline increased.  So a

change is attributable.”

Graph 37:

“female, 10 yrs., social interaction…okay so let’s see…no interaction, some

interaction, and still some more, so I would say the change in behavior caused an

increase.  Confident of that, okay, moving right along:”

Graph 31:

“Male, schizophrenic, self-talk, umm, recreational activities were provided.  He

was prompted to do the activities as opposed to sitting and talking to himself.  Let’s see it

caused some change, it caused a decrease in the baseline, maybe it was about 50.  During

intervention it dropped to about 15, a lot of change before baseline and yes that was a

trend, moderate, yes there was a shift, yes and yes, so a change is attributable to the

intervention.”

Graph 23:

On task with opportunity to choose,  let’s see it doesn’t really look like it.  Umm,

yeah it caused an increase in on task behavior.
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Graph 49:

“Days, number of school work problems, video tape shown depicting…questions,

praise and feedback were delivered for, okay so.  So it went up after, so it caused an

increase.  I’m confident.  During baseline the percent maybe about 47, maybe went up to

about 53.  There was a little change and there was a trend, yes, yes.  There was a mean

shift, yeah, yeah.  And a trend, yeah, yeah.  I think it is attributable.”

Graph 48:

“The signs plus the prompter. It shows slight increase, but I don’t necessarily

know that it is, umm, yeah, increase.  Confident.”

Graph 22:

“Let’s see.  The math deficit and the goody box.  There was a change in behavior.

Let’s see it went up during the reinforcement so, that’s an increase and correct digits, and

determine the increase.  It’s about 50.  It came up to about 110.  There was a lot of a

variability came down to about 2.  There was a mean shift. There was a trend.  Yes the

baseline, it was attributable, yes, yes.”

Graph 47:

“Food stealing.  She was told to put it down.  Being repramanded did cause a

decrease.  Most confident.  Let’s see.”

Graph 46:

There was self-hand scratching.  A (?) was given (?).  So it did cause a decrease.

Most confident.  During baseline he was probably doing it  about, umm, looks like about

5 times.  Came down to about 2 times, so yes there was a shift that didn’t cause

attributable.  Baseline, it went back up.  Determine if the rate of behavior, yeah it was

right.  Umm, yes there was trend.  Little change, moderate, yes, yes.”

Graph 9:

“Depravation.  Cause of decrease in the behavior.  Confident.”

Graph 8:

“Let’s see another association/ depravation, except for it was with music.

Prevented or associated, we are talking about pressing a small pedal.  So, during,

responses per min.  During no music he pressed it a lot, during a lot it came down, hmm,

let’s see it looks like there was a change in behavior.  Can’t necessarily say it was caused

by intervention because the second baseline shows a low rate of responding so no.  No.

Was there a mean shift across the first, yes.  Was there a trend present, no.  No.  There

was a lot of change, a lot of change.  Let’s see…we’ll say maybe about 17.  And the

second one, maybe about 5.  So, yes there was a shift, I would say, I don’t think that there

is really a change attributable to the intervention.  Something caused it to change.”
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Graph 15:

“Chin grinding with functional, umm let’s see… it caused, it doesn’t really say.  I

can’t make really a decision.”

Graph 36:

“Bank tower, customer relations.  Specific customer relations.  So, it went up,

caused an increase and caused and positive and appropriate communication.  During the

first baseline it would have been about 60.  During an intervention, maybe about 75.

With moderate change in both.  There’s not really a trend, but yes there was a shift, yes

there was a change.  Let’s the rate of responding was similar, no.  What conclusions,

hmm, the change might be attributable.”

Graph 26:

“Destructive behavior w/ choice it came down, so it caused a decrease in

behavior.  Most confident.”

Graph 21:

“SIB, differential rate..guarding hands, an an enriched environment.  Decrease,

decrease.  Most confident of that.  Let’s see eye poking.  With the blocking it caused a

decrease.  Oh, that was graph 21”

Graph 4:

“The placing of the sign.  It doesn’t really show any changes, so, I can not make a

decision.  Didn’t really change the behavior. C. Most confident.”

Graph 23:

Uhh, on  task during spelling lessons, let’s see.  Again, it shows it caused an

increase, but, ahhh, let’s see”

Graph 43:

“Making popcorn, caused an increase.”

Graph 33:

“Was looking at spontaneous gesture request, reinforcement for low withheld…

percent of gesture requests.  And treatment where, delivered with low, withheld for high.

So in treatment, the percentage of diff. Requests went up.  SO I would say, no it didn’t.”

Graph 35:

“Hand flapping during time out increased.  Time out from task was made

contingent on hand flapping. Baseline it decreased, so it caused an increase in behavior.
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Graph 32:

“Therapy room, self talk.  Food was delivered either 30 min. before lunch, or 15

min. after lunch.  So food was delivered for placing box.  So before, his behavior

increased.  After lunch, in 10 minutes, let’s see…I don’t think the intervention caused

any change.”

Graph 15:

“Chin grinding.  Do not, caused a, it looks like it actually caused an increase in

behavior.  With one decrease.  Aggression, differential reinforcements of other behavior,

dro, dro.  Let’s see baseline came down so it caused a decrease in behavior and it sounds

like horrible weather.”

Graph 41:

“okay it looks like the percentage of cooperate behavior came, it decreased due to

the intervention”

Graph 22:

“Number of math problems correct, so with the reinforcement it caused an

increase and I’m confident.  And that is all the graphs.  I’m done!”
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Participant DH

Graph 23:

“Ummm…male eleven years EH. In a self-contained class ummm behavior, to be

on-task during spelling lessons. Intervention, being able to choose his spelling

assignment. Baseline data pretty variable and then intervention, he was able to choose it

looks like the behavior of ummm being on task increased except for once and then back

to baseline and it looks like it still he still remained a little bit on task, so…based on the

data above I believe that the intervention caused an increase, a decrease, or didn’t change.

I think when he was given a choice behavior increased so it would be A, I believe the

intervention caused an increase in the behavior.  Indicate how confident.  I’m pretty

confident.”

Graph 18:

“Female 79 years old, pretty old. In a nursing home the behavior aimless

disoriented walking wandering around.  Intervention, she attention was provided

whenever she didn’t wander so whenever she didn’t do the behavior she got some

attention.  Percentage of intervals of wandering you want that to decrease.  So baseline

was around looks like around 40, 50, 60, 60, 65 percent.  ummm they did the intervention

and gave her attention social attention.  The behavior decreased.  And then when they

took the intervention away the behavior of wandering increased again.  So it did work.

Umm it caused a decrease in the behavior that they didn’t want.  B.  And I feel most

confident.”

Graph 22:

“Ummm male 9 years old with a math deficit in the school cafeteria.  Behavior is

number of math problems correct every 5 minute session.  The number of math problems

correct every 5 minutes.  Intervention, selecting a reinforcer from a goody box when he

got his goal met.  I wonder what the goal was?  Umm digits it says per digit so not per

answer.  Baseline data umm between 0 and 90.  Then they introduced the goody box

where he got to select a reinforcer and the behavior showed an increasing trend.  Then

they took that goody box away and the behavior went back down.  He got less digits

correct.  So I would say that the ummm when he met his goals he got some kind of treat

so that increased the behavior, I would say.  I believe that the intervention caused an

increase in behavior.  I feel pretty confident.  I’m done.”

Graph 23:

“Ummm first determine the mean rate of behavior in baseline umm so 60.  It’s

very variable so it looks like yeah 60, 65.  Umm so 65.  That looks to be about 50 and

that looks to be about 90, 50, 15, that is 17 and about 50.  So the main average, I would

say around 50.  Then okay.  Determine the amount of variability in the baseline.  The

greater the variability the more difficult it is to draw conclusions.  It’s very high

variability.  Determine if a trend is present in the baseline.  Uh behavior increases, drops

dramatically, then increases again so there is no significant trend.  There’s no consistent

pattern in one certain direction.  Step 4 determine the mean rate of intervention.  Umm
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when they did an intervention of choice.  Well first of all, 11 year old boy EH in a self-

contained classroom.  Being on task during spelling. Opportunity to choose his spelling

assignment was the intervention.  In the intervention the mean was between 90s where it

started, and dropped back down to 50s, stayed up back around 90.  So.  That one the 50

makes it kind of an outlier.  With the exception of that the mean is around 90 but if you

add that in it’s gonna make it probably around 75.  Umm.  Step 5.  Determine the amount

of variability.  There’s no umm it does change over time.  There is great variability with

that, well just because of that one time so I guess there’s not, so relatively hovering

around 90.  Step 6 determine if a trend is present. Umm that’s a pretty level trend like I

said with the exception of the one.  Step 7 determine if there is a mean shift across

phases.  Refer to steps 1 and 4.  Yes so there is a mean shift change in the average rate.

Around 50.  Yeah the mean increased so I guess that’s what you’d look for.  Step 8

determine if there is a trend across the baseline and intervention.  Step 7 determine if

there is a mean shift.  Step 8 determine if there is a trend across the baseline and

intervention.  Yeah there’s an increasing trend.  Step 9 determine if the rate of behavior in

the second baseline is similar to the first baseline.  Yes it is.  What conclusions would

you draw based on the data?  I would say that the behavior of being on task increased

after the intervention caused an increase.  Okay.”

Graph 6:

“Preschool children in the parking lot area.  Behavior is putting on the safety belt.

This looks just like the last one.  Umm.  Training package education about safety belts,

assertiveness training, behavioral rehearsal, and a reinforcer lottery.  Umm everybody

was at 0, so nobody fastened, nope, 0 percent fastened their seatbelt.  And then they did a

intervention and it increased and then they did the follow up.  Well this time it looks like

it did so maybe they found a way to put it on a preschool level because it maintained with

the exception of that one outlier in the intervention phase everybody wore their seatbelt.

It went from 0 to 100 percent umm after the intervention so umm I would say that it did

cause in behavior but not as confident.”

Graph 27:

“Umm Okay.  Let’s see, 19 year old diagnosed with moderate MR and autism.

Classroom next to medical treatment room, right next door.  Behavior, ingestion of oral

medication, taking medication.  Intervention, opportunity to non-work activities when

turning off, when turning in found pills.  Assigned least preferred work if you engaged in

pill ingestion.  So your non-work activities when you completed your work or when

turning in found pills.  You were assigned the work you least preferred if you engaged in

pill ingestion.  Which seems kind of confusing because you would want to reinforce them

for taking their meds umm and then when they did there when they turned in found pills

that means somebody’s not taking them so they got non-work activities which would be

reinforcing for not taking pills.  Umm baseline data is variable number, pills ingested per

minute.  I don’t know why you would take a pill each minute.  Umm ingestion of oral

medications, that’s confusing because you want to make sure it is prescribed oral  <not

completed.”
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Graph 23:

“Umm male 11 years old labeled EH.  Uh setting self contained special ed class.

Behavior of being on task during spelling lessons.  Intervention, opportunity to choose

his spelling assignment.  So.  In baseline when he was not given a choice very variable no

real trend.  Umm.  Then he was given a choice and overall more on task with the

exception of the one outlier there in that section.  Umm.  Then the choices were taken

away and it dropped dramatically, then went back up, dropped again.  I would say that so

many of the data points showed that it did increase being on task.  So it increased the

behavior A and I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 49:

“Ummmmm.  Okay.  Fourth grade with learning disability.  In a learning resource

room at a public school.  Number of school work problems answered correctly.  The

videotape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching the lessons tape was

stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any questions.  Praise and

feedback were given so every videotape shown depicting the classroom instruction, tape

stopped periodically umm and asked if he had questions.  Baseline pretty straight straight

across.  They showed him the video tape and his percent accuracy on assigned seat work

increased.  They would stop it so that he could ask questions.  I guess that prompted him

to ask more questions and get more answers right.  When they took the went back to the

baseline the trend continued to increase which is uhh better for the kid if the videotape

did cause it.  I would say…I don’t know.  Because uhh normally the baseline goes back

down and, I don’t know, A, B, A.  I would say that it did increase but I’m not that

confident.”

Graph 23:

“Male 11 years old EH in a self contained special ed class.  Behavior of on task

during spelling lessons and then his intervention opportunity to choose his spelling

assignment.  This looks a lot like the other one.  Very variable baseline data umm from

10 all the way up to 90 percent of the intervals being on task.  Then they gave him the

chance to choose and with the exception of the one time at that session where he was at

about 50 percent it increased, but it dropped back down again but it’s still pretty variable.

So I would umm I don’t know, it’s kind of variable.  I would say that it did increase the

behavior of being on task but I’m not as confident.”

Graph 45:

“Female 15 profound MR.  Inpatient treatment facility.  Aggression umm hitting,

kicking, punching, grabbing, throwing.  Ummm the intervention differential

reinforcement of other behavior.  So baseline is very variable from 0 to 2 aggressive

response per hour but mostly around .9, then they introduced the differential

reinforcement of other behavior.  I don’t know exactly what other behaviors they’re

reinforcing.  The response of aggression did decrease and then they started baseline again

and it was at 0 twice but then it went back up so the differential reinforcement could have

reduced the caused that decrease.  Umm whether or not it was the intervention or not, I
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guess I think it did decrease the behavior I just don’t I’m not as confident.  Caused a

decrease in the behavior but not as confident.”
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Participant JS

Graph 23:

“okay, so I’m they started out.  We have an eleven yr. Old male, labeled

emotionally handicapped.  Self-contained, special education classroom and the behavior

is on task during spelling lessons and opportunity to choose spelling assignment.  That’s

the choice, umm the first section is a significant decrease after the third session and then

with the choice it’s a significant increase and then we have a decrease and then another

increase and then the second no choice.. We have a significant decrease again and then

another increase and then a decrease and an increase, so, umm I feel that it did increase

the behavior, but, it’s inconsistent so I believe the behavior caused an increase in the

behavior, or the intervention caused an increase in the behavior.  Caused a decrease, did

not change.  I believe that there was a change in the behavior that was not caused through

the intervention.  Cannot make a decision based on available information.  Did cause an

increase but then it did a decrease so I’m gonna say, can’t make a decision based on

available information.  And I’m confident at number 3.”

Graph 2:

“We have a female, diagnosed with mild developmental delays.  In a small

therapy room.  Choose colored block associated with food delivery and the intervention is

the introduction of a 10 sec. Delay prior to food delivery, and umm, okay, we had started

w/ low rate, then it goes up to .80 and then it increases quite significantly to basically

back to starting point and then the immediate basically goes back up.  So, umm, I think

that they should do an intermittent reduction, instead of being so significant because it

made a significant decrease in the behavior w/ the delay so we are going to say that it

caused a decrease in the behavior because it did go quite significantly down and I’m

pretty confident about #5.”

Graph 19:

“We have a female that’s 80 yrs. Old. In a nursing home, umm, behavior is

aimless and disoriented walking, she’s walking, wandering.  Intervention sweet food

items were provided whenever wandering didn’t occur. So, we have starting out in the

first baseline, umm, pretty high percentage of wandering and then after the consequences

we have a very significant decrease and then after the consequences we go back to

baseline we have a significant increase.  So, umm, I did think it caused a decrease in the

behavior.  But, not sure if that is what caused it or something else.  Maybe she was sick

or was not feeling well or something like that.  Umm, put a decrease, but I’m not gonna

bump it to two.”
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Graph 14:

“Female, 17 yrs. Old.  Diagnosed w/ severe mental retardation and autism, in an

inpatient hospital  unit specializing in behavior disorders.  The behavior is ingestion of

non-edible substances.  Intervention is items appropriate for oral stimulation, but not

PICA were placed in the room with the participant.  So, first baseline, umm, she’s doing

it roughly about between one an two times a minute, umm, with the unmatched stimuli,

she’s looking at about 0 or so, and then after it’s gone we have were it’s about 1 and then

it goes up to 2 and then it decreases again and then a significant increase.  So, that would

lead me to believe that she would need more sessions w/ the unmatched stimuli because

of the significant increase at the end.  So, umm, it caused a decrease in the behavior, but

once again it’s a significant increase at the end, though she needed more time.”

Graph 50:

“Fourth grader, diagnosed with a learning disability, in a learning resource room

in a public elementary room, the behavior is a number of school work problems answered

correctly.  Intervention videotape shown, depicting the instructor teaching lessons.  The

tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if they had any questions.  Praise

and feedback were delivered for asking questions.  So, we have a baseline of about 50 %

accuracy.  With a videotape at first no there is not really a significant change.  And then

about 3 days in to the, umm, the video tape, and the feedback, we’ve got an increase of

45% to 80%  Then it staggers a little bit, and then it goes back up, and then after the

feedback and you go back to baseline, we’ve got a higher significance, umm, looking

btwn. 80-100% so I do think that it changed the behavior.  It caused an increase in the

behavior and I’m pretty confident about that, I think it did change the behavior.”

Graph 1:

“A nineteen yr. Old male diagnosed w/ profound mental retardation, in a therapy

room, and the behavior is face slapping and ear flicking.  SIB.  Umm, intervention is 5

secs. Of attention contingent w/ no SIB w/ preferred toys present and absent.  So, umm,

first w/ the toys, they start out w/ the toys so, umm, we got a pretty good start of and it

increases a little bit and then it decreases, but w/ the toys we got a significant up and

down were it is pretty high one session and pretty low the next session, so, umm and then

once again w/ the toys it’s still kinda up and down a lot, so, it caused a decrease in the

behavior, but, umm, I’m not sure if that’s what caused, anyways, put a decrease and

pretty confident for 3.”

Graph 18:

“Female. 79 yrs. Old, nursing home.  Aimless and disoriented wandering, walking

attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur.  Umm, starting out with about

60% of the intervals, she was wandering and then we down to social attention, it

decreases to about 20.  So, umm, but then after that over with, and you go back to

baseline she’s about the same.  So it caused a decrease in the behavior and about a 4 on

that.”
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Graph 30:

“Female.  79 yrs. Old. Nursing home, umm, behavior is wandering and attention

was provided whenever wandering did not occur.  Umm, start off w/ it being from 70%

of the intervals to 90% of the intervals.  With the attention it was a significant decrease,

form that had to 40-10% of the time, and after that go back to baseline, there is a decrease

in the behavior in the baseline, so, umm, it caused a decrease in the behavior?  I’m pretty

confident about that, I’ll put a 4 on it.”

Graph 17:

“Female, 13 yrs. Diagnosed as learning disabled, math and writing and umm the

setting is a math classroom.  Behavior wait and see to engagement, following request.

Intervention very high probability request with which the participant was likely to

comply.  Precede the request with which the participant typically felt to comply.  So,

umm, start off in baseline, umm pretty high behavior and then an decrease and then an

increase.  During the intervention, a significant decrease and then after the intervention

we go back to baseline there is a decrease in the behavior, so I want to put, B, caused a

decrease in the behavior. 4.”

Graph 16:

“Female 13yrs. Old, diagnosed as learning disabled in math and writing, setting is

a math classroom.  Behavior is time spent engaged. Intervention 3 high probability

requests with which the participant is likely to comply proceeded a request in which the

participant typically felt to comply.  Okay, so, really there’s not that much of a difference

between baseline and intervention on this one.  Umm, it goes a little bit higher for the

intervention, but I’m not quite sure that I understand what they’re doing here with hit.

Um, so I’m gonna put A, can’t make a decision based on available information.  And a #

on the confidence rating.”

Graph 13:

“Male, seven yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation.  Persuasive

developmental disorder and language delays.  Umm, setting is an inpatient hospital unit

specializing in behavior disorders.  The behavior is property destruction and attempted

property destruction.  The intervention is a therapist immediately removed any toy that

the participant touched, which doesn’t seem like that would help anything, but, umm.

Start off with baseline, umm, per. Min. he starts off w/ less than 2 and then he goes up to

4, almost a 4, and then it decreased, then it goes all the way, almost to 1.  Maybe that’s

something to do with his attitude. Because he did it really a lot this one time and the rest

of the time it’s not that bad. In the blocking it’s almost decreased all the way to 0.  That

would be just because he had no access to the toys, she takes the toys away from him.

Baseline is significant increase from 0 all the way past 3 and then down and then up

again. So, umm, it decreased the behavior but it didn’t change it.  (Long pause)…And

I’m thinking that there is something else, she needs to another procedure because that one

doesn’t work (laughs).
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Graph 25:

“Eleven pre-school children.  The setting is in-door/out-door classroom play

areas.  Behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared reciprocal, mutual or

helpful quality. Intervention, playing competitive games, so, umm..in baseline it’s pretty

high, it’s between 80-90%.  Umm and then w/ the intervention and competitive games the

cooperative behavior decreases quite significantly from 80% to about 35%. In one day it

seems to be and then it decreases again in the next 2 days.  Umm, after the games are

gone and you go back to baseline you have a actually tighter baseline of more

cooperative behavior, it’s not so, umm, loose.  Higher percentage about 90% so it did not

change behavior, actually it caused an increase in the behavior, so I’m going to put a 4 on

the confidence.”

 Graph 22:

“Male.  9 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ a math deficit.  The setting is the school

cafeteria.  Behavior number of math problems correct per 5 min. session.  Intervention

select reinforcer from goody box when goal was met.  Umm, baseline, umm, starting off

about 60 and then it goes down to 0 and then back up to 100 and then down again.  With

the reinforcer you have an increase in the behavior, it’s not drastic, but it is an increase.

And then after the reinforcer and you go back to baseline you have a decrease in and the

behavior ends up at almost 0 again, so, umm, it caused an increase in the behavior, no it

caused a decrease in behavior, and about a 4 on that one.  And I’m done.”

Graph 23:

“Alright a male, eleven yrs. Old labeled emotionally handicapped, setting is self-

contained special education classroom.  Behavior is on task staring spelling lessons.

Intervention opportunity to choose spelling assignment.  Umm, start off about 60% and

then an increase and then a significant decrease and then an increase again, so with the

choice, umm, it goes up it goes up and then after the choice is gone it goes back down

again.  About the same, it ends up lower than it started, so, umm, caused an decrease,

caused an increase, no it didn’t change, I don’t think it changed it.  About a 4 on that one.

Okay.”

Graph 11:

“Participant is motorist on  large University campus.  Setting is faculty and staff

parking lots.  Behavior fastening of safety belts.  Intervention person held a sign at the

parking lot exits.  Umm, so umm, we have just the sign itself we have about 40-50% and

then an increase w/ the prompter and then afterwards you have a stable baseline without

the sign, so, I think it caused an increase in the behavior, and uhh 4.”
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Graph 10:

“Participant 29 yr. Old male diagnosed as profoundly retarded.  Therapy room at

a state facility for developmentally disabled behavior placing small toy box in to a

receptacle in a small hole resulting in food delivery.  Intervention participant either

participated  30 min. prior to lunch or 15 min. after lunch, 10 min. of free access to food.

Okay, so umm…(long pause) you have a higher responses with the deprivation, these

satiation slower responses, and then you go back to the deprivation which means

baseline, umm, it’s varied.  It increased and then it a really significant decrease.  Umm,

end up being about the same at the end from the beginning, so umm…I want to say it

didn’t change the behavior, about 3 on this one.”

Graph 22:

“male participant, 9 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ a math deficit and setting school

cafeteria.  Number of math problems correct per 5 minute sessions, reinforcer from

goody box when goal was met.  Umm, baseline is, this is really bad, okay, the baseline

goes up and then down.  The reinforcer increases the behavior, but afterward when you

return to baseline you have a significant decrease where you start off and end up at 0.  So,

it caused a decrease in the behavior.  I don’t think it helped him and I’m putting a 5 on

this one.”

Graph 24:

“Three pre-school children, indoor and outdoor play areas, behavior directed

toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual, quality playing competitive

games.  There’s no label on this one that let’s me know which one is baseline and the

intervention, so, umm, I can’t make a decision based on the available information.

There’ no label on top.  (Pause).  Okay…”

Graph 27:

“Male, 19 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation and autism, setting

is classroom and adjacent medication treatment room, behavior ingestion of oral

medications, umm, intervention, opportunity to learn non-work activities when turning in

found pills. Least preferred work if engaged in pill ingestion.  Baseline is varied from 2.5

to almost 20.  Umm, after the treatment it varies and during the treatment it is an

extremely significant decrease, it’s 0.  All across the board and then in to the baseline,

umm, first couple sessions okay, and then you have an increase in the pills, almost to

10% one time and then you go back down for about 8 more sessions, and then there’s

another significant increase, and then another one after that to were your almost at the

end of the first baseline and then it decreases back again down to almost 5.  So, uhh, I

think the treatment was good, but I think it needs to be consistent until the person, well,

maybe it needs to be consistent the whole time.  There’s just variations in it.  Umm, it

caused an increase, but then it, it almost didn’t change the behavior, oh it caused a

decrease, I’m sorry.  4.”
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Graph 3:

“A female, 2.5 yrs. Old, setting’s at home, hair twirling, participant wore cotton

mittens.  Baseline goes from goes from 60%, down and then back up.  During the time

she has the mittens on it’s 0, pretty much across the board and then after the mittens were

taken off to go back to baseline, she ends up going back to pretty much the same thing,

and ends up being higher at the end of the second baseline than she did at the first.  So it

caused an increase in the behavior and it didn’t change it either, it caused an increase in

the behavior.”

Graph 34:

“Various students at a large urban college, setting is an elevator in a classroom

building.  Behavior wearing stereo head set speakers with music audible to an observer.

Intervention posting of signs warning of the danger of loud head set use along w/ a

prompt to turn down the sound.  Alright, baseline is pretty high, it goes down pretty low,

but after that it goes back to baseline and is about the same. So, I’m putting it didn’t

change the behavior. And confident, number 4.”

Graph 38:

“Participant a 13 yr. old diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation, umm, school

cafeteria initiating a social interaction following a prompt to do so.  Teacher prompted

social interaction and then responded if an appropriate interaction was initiated and

withheld attention if inappropriate interaction was initiated.  Umm, baseline is very, very

low.  But, the initiation training it took some time and then you have an increase and with

the maintenance its low still, but there are high points, but none as low as 0, umm, so it

caused an increase in the behavior, and 4 on that one.”

Graph 7:

“Pre-school children, pre-school parking lot, child pick-up area fastening safety

belts.  Intervention training package education about safety belts…rehearsal and

reinforcing law for safety belt use.  Okay, this is another one that is not labeled baseline

or intervention so I don’t see how I can tell which one is which.  So, no labels.  Okay.”

Graph 6:

“Pre-school children, umm, there in a pre-school parking lot, child pick-up area,

fastening safety belts, training package education about safety belts….for safety belt use.

Baseline is at 0 and then w/ the safety belt intervention we have an increase, a significant

increase from 0-100, and then it goes back down to 60, but then it goes back up.  The

follow up is between 80 and 100%.  So, it caused an increase in the behavior.”
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Graph 51:

“Umm, various motorists on a two lane highway and the behavior is driving

speed.  Intervention: a sign reading: Yesterday blank percent drove through here at the

right speed was posted at the road side.  So we have baseline is btwn. 67and 71. W/ the

posting we have a decrease from 65-63.  After the posting is gone there is a decrease in

the behavior.  Then it does not go back up to baseline, so it caused a decrease in behavior.

Putting a 5 on that one.”

Graph 15:

“Male 7 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/  severe mental retardation and severe

developmental disorder.  He’s in an inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior

disorders.  He’s chin grinding, umm, contacting therapist w/ shin.  Functional

communication training to obtain attention and planned ignoring extension of chin

grinding.  Okay, baseline is between 0 and 40%.  Umm, the function of communication

training, umm, start off with a high increase it’s probably because of the instinction and

then it decreased down to 0 and then another increase and the second baseline is  actually

higher than the first one, so there is something else that is going on there that is

significant to this child.  Umm, it caused an increase in the behavior.  I’ll put a 5 on that

one.  And I’m done.”

Graph 42:

“Participant is a male diagnosed w/ mental retardation, setting is kitchenette,

laundry area of a public school.  Behavior is making popcorn.  Intervention is

systematically delivered prompting restrictive as necessary.  Baseline starts off at 0 and

then gradually goes up.  Umm, during the training, umm, significant increase and then

after training it stays stable.  So, umm, I believed that it caused an increase in the

behavior.  And number 4 on confidence.”

Graph 29:

“Female, 50 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ profound mental retardation.  Day treatment

program in a state residential facility, umm, head and body hitting and head banging.

Attention delivered at the end of interval if no SIB was occurring.  So, umm, during

baseline, umm, it goes all the way from 1-14.  During the attention, the treatment, it goes

down quite significantly, but after the attention’s gone it starts going back up, so…I

believe it did not change the behavior.  And I’m gonna put a 3.”

Graph 37:

“Female, 10 yrs. Old diagnosed w/ down syndrome, setting is a school cafeteria

initiating any social interaction following a prompt to do so.  Teacher prompt a social

interaction and then responded if an appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld

attention if inappropriate interaction was initiated.  Umm, baseline, is pretty low.

Through the training there is an increase and after the training, umm, there is a slight

difference in the umm, interaction, so it caused an increase in the behavior, and I’m

putting a 3.”
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Graph 31:

“Male, 31 yrs. Old,  diagnosed w/ chronic schizophrenia, psychiatric ward at a

state hospital, self talk, umm preferred recreational activities were provided along w/

periodic prompts to engage in the activities.  Umm, baseline is from 20 to almost 80%

And with the umm, activities, umm we have a decrease, but after it significantly increases

afterwards so, hmm, I’m not sure.  Decrease and then an increase.  So I’m gonna say that

it did not change the behavior. Actually it caused an increase.  I’m gonna put a 4.”

Graph 23:

“Male, 11 yrs. Old, label emotionally handicapped.  Self-contained special

education in classroom on task spelling lessons.  Intervention is an opportunity to choose

spelling assignment.  They have a choice, umm.  No choice is from 10-90% of the

intervals and then umm, when he has a choice it’s higher, and then when he has no choice

it goes back down.  So it didn’t change the behavior.  I’ll put a 4.”

Graph 49:

“Fourth grader diagnosed w/ a learning disability, setting learning response room

in a public elementary school.  Number of school work problems answered correctly.

Video tape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching lessons, the tape was

stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any questions.  Praise and

feedback were delivered for asking questions.  Okay, so at baseline it’s roughly 50%

accuracy.  During the, umm, treatment with the video tape it shows an increase and that

afterwards, a very significant increase from the first baseline.  So, it caused an increase in

the behavior and put a 4.”

Graph 48:

“Motorist on a large University Campus.  Setting is faculty and staff parking lots.

Behavior is fastening seatbelts.  Intervention is fastening safety belt sign at parking lot

exits.  Umm, the sign being by itself, you have about 50-60% and then when you have a

person holding it, it is about 70 or 80%  And then when the sign is by itself again it goes

back down, but it is still a little bit better than it was the first time, so…I think that it did

not change the behavior.  Put a 4.”

Graph 22:

“Participant is a 9 yr. old male, diagnosed w/ a math deficit.  School cafeteria.

Number of math problems correct per 5 minute session.  Select reinforcer from goody

box when goal was met.  Umm, baseline, you got all the way from 0-90, and then it goes

back down and the reinforcer you have a significant increase and then when you go back

to baseline, it goes back down and then it goes back up and then it goes back down

drastically, down to 0.  So, umm, it caused a decrease in the behavior.  I’ll put a 5.”
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Graph 47:

“Participant is a 14 yr. old female, diagnosed with moderate mental retardation.

Setting small training room, baited with containers of food.  Behaviors food stealing.

Following each attempt to prompt food the therapist prompt that the food be put down

and verbal reprimand was given.  Baseline, umm, goes from 0 almost all the way up to 90

grams. With the reprimand, a significant decrease all the way to 0, and it continues

through the second baseline, but after the sixth session it goes back up.  And then it goes

back down and goes back up.  So, it did not change the behavior.  4.”

Graph 46:

“18 yr. old male diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation.  Setting is the school

classroom,  behavior self hand scratching.  Twenty second access to preferred item:

microphone was given contingent on the absence of hand scratching for a specified

interval.  The first baseline, umm, goes from 10 to back up, way back up to 14.  And then

it kinda bounces back and forth a little bit.  During the treatment it’s a significant

decrease, umm, almost down to 0, three times.  And then after the treatment and baseline

there’s a slight decrease than the first baseline, but it’s still not that much.  Umm, I’m

gonna put can’t make a decision based upon information.  Put a 4.”

Graph 9:

“Participant is a male 28 yrs. Old, diagnosed profoundly retarded, therapy room at

a state facility for developmentally disabled, placing small toy box in an interior

receptacle through a small hole resulting in food delivery.  Intervention, participant either

participated 30 minutes prior to lunch or 15 minutes after lunch following an additional

10 minutes of free access to food.  Okay, so, baseline, it goes from 0 all the way up to 20

at some points.  During the satiation, it’s very, very small and then back to baseline, it

doesn’t change.  So it didn’t change the behavior.  Just not enough time.  I’ll put a 5.”

Graph 8:

“36 yr. old male, diagnosed as profoundly retarded, therapy room at a state

facility for the developmentally disabled.  Behavior: pressing a small pedal that produced

music by cassette tape.  Either prevented hearing music prior to session or heard 30

minutes of music prior to session.  Okay, deprivation, umm, the first baseline is from 5-

20, and bounces up and down several times.  During the satiation, umm, significantly

decreased and then back to the deprivation is decreased significantly from the first one.

It’s more consistent.  Caused a decrease in the behavior.  I’ll put a 4.”

Graph 15:

“seven yr. old male, diagnosed with severe mental retardation and sever

developmental disorder.   Inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders,

behavior is chin grinding.  Intervention:  functional communication training to obtain

attention and planned ignoring of chin grinding.  So a baseline, umm, from 0-40%

Functional training, umm, in extinction is significantly high at first, then it decreases

down to 0, but then it increases.  In baseline it’s higher than what it was to begin with.

So, it caused, hmm…it caused an increase in the behavior. 3.”
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Graph 36:

“Five female bank tellers, branch office of a medium size bank, earning quality

points based on customer relation behaviors.  Memo was distributed to all employees

detailing the specific customer relations behaviors they were to engage in, and the point

system used to evaluate their performance.  First baseline is from 60-70 and then w/ the

clarification there is a slight increase and in the second baseline there is an increase, so it

probably increased the behavior.  I’m gonna put a 4.”

Graph 26:

“11 yr. old male labeled emotionally handicapped.  Self contained special

education classroom.  Behavior destructive behavior during spelling lessons.

Opportunity to choose spelling lessons assignment.  Umm, first baseline with no choice

goes from 60 and then it decreases down to like 10 and then it increase to like 70 and

then it decrease. And then with the choice it significantly decreases.  Second baseline,

umm, there is a decrease after the first one.  So, it caused a decrease in the behavior. And

3.”

Graph 5:

“Various motorists and pedestrians.  Crosswalk on a 6 lane urban street,

connecting two malls.  Any behavior resulting in a motorist almost striking a pedestrian.

Intervention introduction of a stop for pedestrian sign in stop lines on road.  In baseline it

goes from 6 to 13.  With the sign there is a significant decrease in almost hitting a

pedestrian.  Second baseline there is a decrease afterward.  So, it caused a decrease in the

behavior and I’ll put a 5.”

Graph 12:

“Female, 25 yrs. Old, diagnosed with severe mental retardation.  Major

depression and autistic like behavior.  Inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior

disorders, hitting head with hand, hitting on hard surface and biting arms.  Intervention is

differential reinforcement of complaints in guiding hands to lap in an empty session room

or baseline or in an enriched session room with preferred items, e, e.  Baseline is…quite

low, and then we have an increase and then a decrease with the ee. It’s 0 all the way

across and then with the second baseline it goes 0 and then high increase and then it goes

back down, up and down three times.  Umm, I don’t know, I’m not sure so I’m gonna

putting e, and a 3.”

Graph 21:

“Female, 41 yrs. Old, diagnosed as developmentally disabled.  Setting is large

residential facility for persons with developmental disabilities.  Behavior is eye poking.

Therapist physically prevented finger from entering eye.  So, baseline, umm, goes from

1-3.  and then with the intervention of the blocking you have a decrease, but afterwards,

back to baseline it’s about the same.  So I’m gonna say it did not change the behavior.

And 4.”
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Graph 4:

“Participant various motorists/ pedestrians, setting cross walk in a six lane urban

street.  Behavior stopping or slowing before cross-walk allowing pedestrian to cross.

Introduction of a stop for pedestrian sign at and stop lines on road.  So, baseline…you

have from 20-40% Motorists yielding to pedestrians w/ the sign it doesn’t rally increase,

a little bit.  And then baseline it decreases again, about the same, it didn’t change the

behavior.  I’ll put a 4.”

Graph 23:

“Male 11 yrs. Old, labeled emotionally handicapped.  Setting is self-contained,

special education classroom, behavior, on task during spelling lessons.  Opportunity to

choose spelling assignment.  Umm, no choice it goes from 90, down to 10%, so a

significant decrease at one point.  And then it increases again during the choice sessions,

you have an increase, umm, of  almost up to 100%.  And then with the no choice it goes

back down, and then it goes back up, and then goes back down.  I can’t make a decision

on the information.  Looks like it almost didn’t change it. A 3.”

Graph 43:

“Male, diagnosed with mental retardation. Kitchenette, laundry area of a public

school.  Behavior is making popcorn.  Intervention systematically delivered prompting

increasingly restrictive as necessary.  Umm, baseline is about 10% Umm, with the

training it increases, gradually increases almost all the way up to 100.  And then after the

training it stays at a hundred, so it caused an increase in the behavior, and about a 5.”

Graph 33:

“Female, 13 yrs. Old, diagnosed with profound mental retardation.  Setting is

classroom at a residential facility.  Spontaneous gesture requests.  Intervention

reinforcement was delivered for low rate gesture request and withheld for high rate

gesture request.  Okay, so the percentage of different gesture request during baseline goes

from about 27% up and down from 30-15 and then it goes back up to 27.  During the

treatment, umm, it’s increased and then in baseline it’s increased.  So,  I’ll say it caused

an increase in the behavior.  Put a 4.”

Graph 35:

“Male, 11 yrs’ old, diagnosed with developmental disabilities, setting is a special

education classroom, behavior, hand flapping.  Time out from task was made contingent

on hand flapping.  Okay, so at baseline starts out quite slow and then during the time out

it increases, and the second baseline starts out a little bit higher and then it decreases back

to were it started basically.  So I’ll say it did not change the behavior and I’ll put a 4.”
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Graph 32:

“Male, 27 yrs. Old, diagnosed with profound mental retardation.  Setting is a

therapy room at a state residential facility.  Behavior, self-talk, vocalizations not directed

at another person.  Intervention, food was delivered for placing blocks in a receptacle,

either 30 minutes before lunch or 15 minutes after lunch and 10 minutes of free access to

food.  So, doing the satiation, starts out low, increases and then it decreases and then it

increases again.  The deprivation a significant increase and then after that in the second

baseline, we have an increase from the first baseline, so it caused an increase.  Put a 4.”

Graph 15:

“Male seven yrs. Old, diagnosed with severe mental retardation and severe

developmental disorders. Setting is inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior

disorders.  Behavior is chin grinding.  Intervention is functional communication training

to obtain attention and planned ignoring extension of chin grinding.  Okay, baseline starts

from 0-30%  The, umm, functional training, you have your extension, caused an increase

and then it increased all the way to 0, and then it increased again.  And baseline it goes

back up, so, I can’t make a decision. I’ll put a 4.”

Graph 45:

Female, 15 yrs. Old, diagnosed with profound mental retardation.  Setting

inpatient treatment facility, behavior aggression, umm, intervention differential

reinforcement of another behavior.  Baseline goes from 0-2 in the first session, or first

day.  Then it decreases and then it decreases again and then it increases back up just  a

little bit.  With the differential reinforcement, umm, you have it 0, for 4 days and the

second baseline, 2 days at 0, and then it increases back up again, not quite as high, but it

didn’t cause a decrease in the behavior.  I’ll put a 3.”

Graph 41:

“Eleven pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom play areas.  Behavior

directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality.

Intervention is playing competitive games.  Umm, baseline, is pretty high from 70-90%

With the competitive games we have a decrease from 60-40% and then baseline goes

back up.  Actually higher than it was before it started.  So I’m gonna say it didn’t change

the behavior, I’ll put a 4.”

Graph 22:

“Male, 9 yrs. Old diagnosed with a math deficit.  School cafeteria, number of

math problems correct per 5 minute session.  Intervention select reinforcer from goody

box when goal was met. Baseline goes from 60-0, then back up to 80.  With the

reinforcement we have an increase in the behavior and then the second baseline it

decreases almost to 0.  So, I can’t make a decision.  I’m gonna put a 3.”
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Participant DG

Graph 23:

“Participant, male, eleven years old, labeled emotionally handicapped, self-

contained special education classroom, on task, during spelling lessons, opportunity to

choose spelling assignment.  There’s a choice.  Please circle a,b,c, or d based on your

interpretation of the data above, based on the data above, based on the data above I

believe that the data caused an increase, caused a decrease, did not change, not caused by

the intervention.  Okay we have sessions, we have percentage of intervals, no choice,

choice, no choice.  So, it looks like, umm, no choice was anything from nothing to 85.

Choice was 100 roughly to 80 with one low in 60 and then no choice again was up to

about 85, down to 0 again, with an average of about 45.  And then, okay let’s see, they

uhh, anyway let’s see I would say it’s, umm, on task during spelling lessons, shows

opportunity to choose spelling assignment.  So I’d say it caused an increase because that

would be he was on task that many times.  Right, self-contained classroom.  That would

be my choice.  I would presume that they are recording the on-task behavior so that

would be, umm, increase.  Let’s see, umm…I’m just supposed to answer these two

questions and then move on.  Probably have to say, umm, 4.”

Graph 2:

“Let’s see.  Female 4.5, diagnosed with mild developmental delays, small therapy

room.  Choose colored blocks associated w/ food delivery.  An introduction of a ten

second delay of food delivery.  Okay, so immediate, choice proportion.  For unreliable

reinforcement.  Small therapy room, chose colored block association food delivery.

(mumbles directions).  It was immediate…she chose, there’s not enough.  It appears to

look like it did nothing or decreases because with the 10 second delay she, umm…chose

colored blocks associated with the food delivery. (Long pause)  Mild developmental

delays, small therapy room…okay if the object here is to get her to no longer choose a

color block with food delivery than it did decrease it, and let’s see immediate if she had

the food delivery and the block then she was, coming up pretty good, and then it took her

straight down on the delay and then when she when back to the mediate it started going

back up again, but it wasn’t quite, I mean it was coming down, but I don’t think it was

down long enough to say that it…that it exactly changes it because it wasn’t enough, so

maybe it is, and then it goes back up.  I would say that yeah, it probably, it did decrease it

because then it went up and then it came down and then it went up again, that was 10, 20.

These are down around the same range so it could be the same…(pause).  Okay, I would

say that it did, because it did bring it down here, I would say that should of, and then it

was going back up.  So, yeah and not very competent (laughs).  And let’s see, okay,

umm.”
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Graph 19:

“Participant female, 80yrs., nursing home, aimless and disoriented walking or

wandering, that’s the behavior.  Intervention was sweet food was provided whenever

wandering did not occur.  Percentage of intervals, oh my lord you can barely read this

one.  Baseline, target, baseline.  So she wandering a whole lot, she’s not wandering a

whole lot and she’s wandering a whole lot.  Kinda clear and cut.  Umm, so I would say it

decreased it and I would say I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 14:

“Female, diagnosed with severe mental retardation and autism.  She’s inpatient

hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders, and her behavior was ingestion of non-

edible substances.  Okay, and umm, intervention was items appropriate for oral

stimulation. (burps).  They were placed in the room with the patient, but not plickic (?-not

sure about this word), were placed in the room with the participant.  Okay, so everything

in the room was edible I would say.  Let’s see baseline, I guess, edible and non-edible

items were in the room and she, uhh…looks like she ate em.  Like an average of 2 it

looks like, so, matched verses unmatched stimuli.  That’s were I guess they put the, let’s

see here, they put the food appropriate items in each session.  And there was, oh maybe

it’s not…there’s not any in there, see indigestion of non-edible substances, items

appropriate for oral stimulation that were placed in the room, okay so I will take that as

not edible, but just too big to swallow.  Indicating like a big ball or something.  That

would small that if there are smaller items she can swallow and ingest she’s gonna do so,

but if we have all the smaller stuff up and just the bigger stuff she can swallow it and

ingest it.  So, it decreased during baseline alone.  It started going back up again, so I

would say that, I believe that the intervention, that it caused a decrease in the behavior.

And I would say it’s pretty clear that it caused a decrease, it’s just not clear as to what

was plickic or not.”

Graph 50:

“Fourth grader, diagnosed w/ a learning disability.  Learning resource room in a

public elementary school.  Umm, behavior a number of school work problems answered

correctly.  Intervention video tape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching

lessons, the tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any

questions.  Praise of feedback were delivered for asking questions.  Number of school

work problems answered correctly.  Okay, and…let’s see, number of school work

problems answered correctly and a video tape was shown depicting the classroom

instructor teaching lessons…Was stopped periodically, child was asked if they had any

questions.  Okay, so, learning resource room. So baseline, we have a pretty steady rate

here at baseline, a little bit of an going up here but it’s kinda straight across, video tape

rehearsal on feed back.  It’s working it’s way up and then you go back to baseline and it’s

still up there. So umm, number of school problems answered correctly and teaching

lessons, so I would have to say no, it wasn’t, it already looked like it may have been

wanting to go up, and that was just the boost he needed to get and once he got that boost

of reinforcement he already was there and it was, hmm, well it could have been that boost

of the intervention that made him stay there, but probably not it was probably something
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else.  Because it stayed up there.  So I would say that it, umm, I believe there was a

change in intervention that was not caused by the.  I believe that there was a change in

behavior that was not caused by the intervention.  It did not change the behavior, and I

would say  probably a 5.”

Graph 1:

“Male, diagnosed with profound mental retardation, therapy room.  Face slapping

and ear flicking.  5 seconds of attention contingent on no SIB w/ preferred toy present

and absent.  Okay, 5 seconds of attention contingent on no SIB.  So, for here, after face

slapping and ear flicking.  So, toys, with no toys it is higher.  I guess it’s irrelevant as to

how long…So I would say it did cause a slight decrease.  Responses per minute, oh wait,

I think I just read this whole thing wrong.  5 seconds of attention contingent on no SIB

with preferred toys present and absent.  So, this one has no baseline.  It has toys, no toys,

toys, so I don’t know what it was doing before there was, so therefore I don’t know if it

changed it or not, so there is not enough information, and I’m pretty sure.”

Graph 18:

“Let’s see, female, nursing home, aimless and disoriented walking.  Didn’t we

just do this one…attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur.  Okay, let’s

see...nursing home she’s aimless and disoriented, attention was provided whenever

wandering did not occur.  Okay, percentage…baseline is around 60, she got the attention

and it came down to around 20 or 15, went back to baseline and no attention it went back

up to around 65 again.  So I would have to say that, yes, it did cause a decrease in the

behavior and that I’m pretty sure.”

Graph 30:

“Okay, let’s see…Okay now this is getting spooky…nursing home, attention

provided when the person did not wander.  Didn’t we just do this one, I know we did just

do this one, so what’s the difference.  Let’s see, baseline.  Can you flip back after you

flipped it over (pause).  Yes, but both of these say the exact same thing.  Okay, let’s see

here, because it’s the same one…I would have to say that I can’t make a decision because

it doesn’t say social attention or attention, it says sensory consequences.  It could be the

same thing, but if you want me to read it you gotta spell it out, and that aint spelling it

out.  Oh and it was pretty confident, yeah, because I need the whole picture.”
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Graph 17:

“Female diagnosed as learning disabled in math and writing.  Math classroom,

latency to engage following requests, three high probably requests with which the

participant was likely to comply, proceed...okay so, we have, latency to engage in

following requests, and we have three high probability requests with which the

participant was likely to comply, proceeded a request with which the participant typically

failed to reply.  Okay, three high probability requests with which the participant was

likely to comply, proceeded the request with which the participant typically failed to

reply.  So you would ask, ask, ask like three easy things and then a hard one, okay, but,

low p only, high low p, low p only(?).  Okay so he would just ask, ask, ask the questions

he didn’t want to respond to, he would ask, ask, ask the things he wanted and then ask the

thing he didn’t and they would all respond to him, so, it brought him down where he was

responding right away and then he wouldn’t respond so, it would be that it did, it umm,

okay, umm, it decreased the behavior, latency to engage in following requests.  Yeah,

because the behavior was taking a long time to request, so it decreased it.  So it caused a

decrease and I would say I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 16:

“Female diagnosed as learning disabled in math and writing, math classroom

times spent engaged.  Let’s see, time spent engaged, 3 high probability requests.  Okay I

don’t see any change in anything, everything is about the same.  So I would say it did not

change because she…an average of 15s, no, so I would say it did not change and pretty

confident.”

Graph 15:

“Male diagnosed w/ severe mental retardation and severe mental disorder.

Inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders.  Chin grinding contacting

therapists with chin and then intervention was functional communication training to

obtain attention and planned ignoring of chin grinding.  Okay so, let’s see…it would be a

baseline where they just did chin grinding, looks like an average of about 37, 36 or

something and then we have, Okay let’s look at baseline again, the other one has an

average of let’s say probably about, it’s a little more sporadic, actually it looks like it is

kinda doing the same pattern over there. (Pause)…So does that one, let’s see…so I would

say, well these are a little higher and the functional, but there a little higher ones over

here in baseline after that so it didn’t go all the way back down, but they have a

whirlwind.  So I would have to say that it doesn't look like it appeared to change

behavior.  Yeah, cause it didn’t effect it or it either didn’t, let’s see, cause the increase or

decrease, no because on the average it looks like it was right about the same, especially in

the second baseline.  So and the, so I would have to say it, maybe it’s run a little higher

than the first, so it may have, but then it just, well no because that wouldn’t have

followed over.  Hmm, my mind is totally blank.  Uhh, I would have to say probably that

there is not a change.  That it was kinda coming up right there any way.  And so there

probably really, because those two points are about average with the rest of those, or

either there wasn’t enough session data in this treatment, 123456, to determine or not, so

let’s just say that it did not, and I’m gonna say, am I confident that it did not change the
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behavior, yeah, but am I confident that it was or was not caused by the other, no, so,

which one should I mark here, the one that I decide to pick from?  Okay, believe that it

did, the intervention did not change the behavior or that it was not caused by the

behavior, so if your like stuck between. Those, and then I rate my confidency of rate of

that one.  Okay, just making sure.  So, umm, in that case I would have to say that I was I

guess confident that it didn’t say.  Let’s see, we’ll give it a 4, not that confident.”

Graph 13:

“Diagnosed with moderate mental retardation of persuasive developmental

disorders and speech and language delays.  Inpatient hospital unit specializing in

behavior disorders.  Property destruction and attempted property destruction, a therapist

immediately removed any toys that the participant touched.  Okay, inpatient hospital unit

specializing in behavior disorders.  The behavior was destruction and attempted property

destruction so that would be toys.  In baseline it looks, property destruction and attempted

property destruction per minute, is umm, an average of 2.5, and the second baseline it’s

about there again.  And third baseline is down to 0, well of course she removed

everything out of his way.  There wasn’t nothing left to break, if you take them all out.

So I would have to say definitely decreased the behavior, and um pretty confident.”

Graph 25:

“Umm, let’s see here, eleven pre-school children, indoor/outdoor classroom play

areas.  Behavior directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or

helpful quality playing competitive games.  Okay, so let’s see they were, umm, what did

we want to do here… participants…okay so we want to see how effective they are at,

directed toward another child that was of a …so how well they get along.  Looks like

they were getting along pretty well during baseline, an average of around 85.  And

whenever they start to play competitive games they didn’t quite get along anymore.

Hmm, I don’t think that was a good choice if you wanted to increase it from 85-100,

because in regular baseline it was about 85 again.  And so, what was the percentage of

cooperative behavior, so I would have to say that it did not change the behavior.  It left it

pretty much in the same spot it was in before, so I would have to go with: C.  And I

would say I was pretty confident.  Seeing how they are both right around the same spot.”

Graph 22:

“Male w/ math deficits, cafeteria, number of math problems correct per 5 minute

session.  Select, let’s see, select reinforcer from goody box when goal was met.  So it

would be baseline, baseline, reinforcer.  So I would have to say, number of math

problems correct per 5 minute sessions, and then he got something from the goody box

when his goal was met.  Looks like roughly 50 correct, then he brought it up to were he

was doing roughly, ooh geez louise, it was up near the 100s digits correct and then it

comes back down to where he was like 85/70 correct, or 75/65, somewhere around there

correct.  So I would have to say, yes it increased his behavior.  It increased the number of

correct math problems, and I’m pretty confident.”
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Graph 23:

“eleven year old male, labeled emotionally handicapped.  Self-contained, special

education classroom, during spelling lesson.  Opportunity to choose spelling assignment.

Opportunity to choose spelling lesson on task during lesson, okay…let’s see here, during

spelling lesson…alright no choice, choice, no choice.  Oh he’s at least not quite so all

over the place it appears.  If he’s able to choose the spelling assignment, umm, so he is a

little less all over, he’s got one drop, but it looks apparently the majority of those are

roughly in the 80s, 90s, 100s range and higher than the rest of everything else, so I would

have to say that it did increase his on task behavior during spelling lessons and I am

pretty confident.”

Graph 11:

“Okay, let’s see.  Motorist on a large university campus.  Faculty and staff

parking lots, fastening a safety belt.  A person held a fasten safety belt sign at the parking

lots exits.   Oh, that sounds like a fun job.  Probably don’t think it worked, but let’s see

here.  Sign, let’s see, the person held a safety belt sign at the exits.  So, the behavior is for

the people to fasten their safety belts.  Umm, it’s running pretty consistent here around

50.  And let’s see the sign plus the prompter, it starts going up and it’s running pretty

consistent here around 70, and then we go back to just the sign alone and it runs back to

60, and it runs pretty consistent around that.  So, I guess I would have to say it looks like

it slightly increased the behavior.  Then it also had, it rolled over and then if those were

the same cars going in and out as from before, when they were holding the sign, it

probably carried over, if not, I’m not clear.  Sign plus prompter, umm, I would have to

say slightly, but yeah I guess it did.  Or, let’s see, there was a change in behavior that was

not caused by the intervention.  Well, no it did, it came up slightly, but it’s still up even

after baseline on the second one, so I would have to say that they may have affected and

then it carried over somehow.  So, I would say okay…I’m gonna have to stay with it did

(?-not quite sure about that).  And I’ll go with a 5 on confidence, cause it could be that or

it could not, but I think it did cause an increase, but just slightly and then some of that

just carried over.”

Graph 10:

“Male is diagnosed as profoundly retarded.  State facility in a developmentally

disabled, placing small toy box into a receptacle through a small hole resulting in food

delivery.  Participant either participated 30 minutes prior to lunch or 15 minutes after

lunch during an additional 10 minutes of free access to food.  30 minutes prior to lunch,

or 15 minutes after lunch and they got an additional 10 minutes of free access to food.  So

it would be like a 45/55 lunch, 55 minute break for lunch.  Let’s see, placing small toy

blocks in to a receptacle through a small hole, resulting in food delivery.  30 minutes,

small toy box…participant…deprivation, or 15 minutes after following 10 more minutes

of food.  I would see how anything rather, that would be, I don’t know.  Resulting in a

food delivery, so, let’s see…an average of probably like 3 and then after satiation, not

satiation, deprivation, that’s the intervention.  Um, what was he doing before.  If I don’t

know what baseline is, I can see that the satiation is less than the deprivation at the

behavior of putting them in the small hole resulting in food, but if I don’t know what he
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is doing before I don’t know if either or of those changed it.  So, Let’s see, umm, if, both

of those are intervention so I didn’t know, there’s not enough information.  I would say

I’m pretty confident because if I don’t know what baseline is, I mean I can see the

satiation, but if I don’t know what baseline is, I don’t know whether the intervention

actually caused an increase or decrease in behavior.  Baseline, social attention, baseline.

Graph 22:

“Math deficit, school cafeteria, number of math problems correct in a 5 minute

session.  Select reinforcer from goody box.  Here is digit correct average, let’s see

average here looks like it’s about 40/50.  Yeah roughly 50 probably, and this goes up to a

little over 100, and it comes back down to probably about 80, so I would say that the

goody box definitely increased the behavior and pretty confident.”

Graph 24:

“Thirteen pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom play areas.  Behavior

directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality

playing competitive games.  Okay, umm, I’d have to say that there is not enough

information we have no, umm, these things are not labeled here.  I don’t know what is

what and I’d have to say I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 27:

“Baseline, treatment, baseline.  Let’s see, umm, 19 diagnosed with moderate

retardation and autism.  Classroom, adjacent medication treatment room injection of oral

medication.  Opportunity to earn non-work activities when completing work or when

turning in found pills.  Assigned least preferred work if engaged in pill ingestion.  Okay,

so, what did they do here they, umm…ingestion of oral medication, when turning in

found pills…okay so he was all over the place with eating pills and then we gave him

work and he uh, stopped eating pills, and then we gave him least preferred work and he

still kinda stopped eating pills until something happened right here, it went back up,

umm, I would say he kept thinking he was going to get to do something or…umm, let’s

see I would say that, yes it definitely, it decreased it here, but it followed through here

and then it started increasing here and the baseline, at the end of the second baseline, so I

would have to say that…it, let’s see…when completing work.  Baseline were treatment

decreased, second baseline still not happening, so I would have to say, but then it went

back up everywhere again.  I would have to say the treatments, the intervention

caused…opportunity to earn non-work activity when completing work or when turning in

found pills…well I would have to say it wasn’t the treatment.  The change wasn’t caused

by the treatment it was probably something else that happened.  Cause it carried over in

to the second baseline and I would say I’m semi-confident.”
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Graph 3:

“Female, home, hair-twirling, participant wore cotton mittens.  Okay, she’s hair

twirling here, she’s got on mittens, it’s kinda hard to hair twirl when you are wearing

mittens and take them off and she’s hair twirling again.  So I guess it would say it

decreased the…hair twirling, but percentage of session time, what’s percentage of session

time, shouldn’t that be percentage of hair twirling, during session time, maybe or

something.  Just session time, hello…that doesn’t tell me enough, it could be, it ;looks

like it worked, but I don’t know for sure, because if this isn’t what percentage of time, I

don’t know, because if it’s hair twirling it doesn’t tell me, so I would have to say,

hmm…I would have to say I don’t know.  Confident that whatever happens  it looks like

that decreased something and I’m presuming that it’s that, but it doesn’t tell me for sure

so I would have to say it doesn’t give me enough information. I would say around a 5,

because it doesn’t show me what the sessions time is for.”

Graph 34:

“Various students in a large college, an elevator in a classroom building, wearing

stereo head set speakers with music audible to an observer.  Intervention: posted signs

warning of the danger of loud head set use along with prompt to turn down the sound.

Percentage of public audible head sets.  Observation days.  There in a classroom

building…wearing stereo head sets with music…what percentage of public audible, okay

let’s see here, there’s a sign turn it down.  You got the sign then you got the baseline and

the baseline.  So it looks like it did decrease the behavior of the loud head set. So, umm,

percentage of public, audible… I guess that’s saying the percentage of the audible to the

public.  So let’s see we got the skip in the graph from 0-35, so it was somewhere,

hopefully here in the 50s/55s for the poster sign thing and up in the 85s for the baseline

so I would have to say it’s decreased the behavior of wearing the head sets speakers

where every body could here it and I would say pretty confident.”

Graph 38:

“female diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation, school cafeteria, initiating a

social interaction following a prompt to do so.  Teacher prompted social interaction and

then responded if an appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld if an inappropriate

interaction was initiated.  Alright, she didn’t do it, she didn’t do it, they did the initial

training, she didn’t do it and then she started doing it.  Half way through the training, and

then maintenance came back down, but she started, she kept doing it.  It’s crazy, it’s like

varied, but she’s doing it more than she was…but, I’d have to say no, because if it was

the training that did it, you should have so an effect sooner than that, so I’d have to say it

did not have a cause, it did not cause it and 4.”
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Graph 7:

“Pre-school children, Pre-school parking lot, child pick-up area, fastening safety

belt, training packet education about safety belt return assertiveness training, behavior

rehearsal and reinforcer (?) for safety belt use.  Hello again, they have no things at the top

of the chart, so there is not enough information.  I’m pretty confident that there is not

enough information, even though it is probably a given that it is baseline, something and

something else, but I don’t know what they are telling me.”

Graph 6:

“Pre-school children, pre-school parking lot, child pick up area, fastening of

safety belts, training packets, education about safety, training behavior rehearsal and

reinforcer lottery use of safety belts.  So, let’s see, we have baseline, nothing happening.

Percentage belted. Okay baseline, nobody was belted and then we have percentage with

intervention, pretty much everybody was belted and then follow up later, umm, a lot

more were still belted, so I would have to say the intervention definitely caused an

increase and the behavior and I’m extremely confident.”

Graph 51:

“Various motorists, 2-lane highway, driving speed.  A sign reading yesterday

blank percent drove through here at the right speed, was posted at the road side.  Okay, so

baseline average miles per hour, everybody is going roughly 70.  Okay, umm, single

posting, everybody is going roughly 63/64 and then, umm, then at baseline, everybody is

doing roughly 67/68, so umm, I would say yeah it decreased the behavior and it carried it

over, some of it carried over to…yeah because it went back up, it went down and then it

didn’t go back up as high.  I would say, umm, yeah.  The behavior is driving speed than it

decreased the driving speed and umm, I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 15:

“Seven year old boy diagnosed with several severe mental retardation

developmental disorder.  Inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavioral disorders,

interventions are planned ignoring and chin grinding. Percentage of intervals of chin

grinding.  Okay and at baseline, so I’d have to say…it, okay let’s see, we have average

and then a little higher and that at baseline it went back down, well not really it kind of, I

would say it didn’t really affect anything really.  If I look at these they were all pretty

much the same, pretty much plateau, so I would say no, it did not change the intervention

and I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 42:

“Male diagnosed with mental retardation, kitchenette/laundry area public school,

making popcorn.  Systematically delivered prompting increasingly restrictive as

necessary, verbal through physical.  Okay, so we have baseline and apparently he doesn’t

make popcorn.  We trained him and he’s started increasing, he’s making it pretty good,

baseline he’s kept making it.  So I would say it caused an increase in the behavior and I

am extremely confident.”
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Graph 29:

“Female diagnosed with profound mental retardation, she’s in a day treatment

program.  A state residential facility, behavior is head and body hitting and head banging.

Attention deliberate at the end of no SIB was occurring.  So at the end of each interval

there’s no SIB occurring she got attention.  So she’s hitting and she’s all over the place

here and then there’s no, and then there’s attention if there is no hitting.  And then go

back to nothing and I would say, umm, that it decreased the behavior, and Confident.”

Graph 37:

“Female, diagnosed with down syndrome, school cafeteria initiating a social

interaction following a prompt to do so.  Initiating a social interaction…okay it’s the

behavior…and I’m thinking we want her to do this behavior, so we want the social

interaction to increase after prompting. So teacher prompted social interaction and then

responded if appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an

inappropriate interaction was initiated.  Let’s see, frequency of initiation, there was no

social interaction, then we did the, umm, initiation training and the behavior increased,

and then we went to maintenance and it looked like it maintained pretty well.  So I would

say it increased the behavior and pretty confident.”

Graph 31:

“Male, 31 years old diagnosed with chronic schizophrenia, he’s in the psychiatric

ward at the state hospital, umm, self-talk vocalizations, not directed at any one person.

Okay so he continues to talk to himself and apparently this isn’t good and we’re being

told to do it.  Okay, umm, preferred recreational activities were provided along with

periodic prompts to engage in the activities.  So preferred activities…so he was prompted

to engage in activities that would apparently decrease self-talk.  And if he did not than

prompts were given to engage, so we have baseline he’s doing a whole lot of self-talking

and then during intervention he comes down, and we have independent recreation

activity, so this is when he is doing the self-talk, so he is engaged in activities that

decreased the self-talking and then we went back to baseline and it looks like it is picking

back up if he is not engaging in the activity so I would say…percentage of

session…okay, so I would say it did decrease the self-talk and I would say that it is pretty

confident.”

Graph 23:

“11 yrs. Old labeled emotionally handicapped, self-contained special education

classroom, on task during spelling lessons, opportunity to choose spelling assignment.

Okay so we have, not given a choice, he’s given a choice, he’s not given a choice.  So if,

if, if, if…no choice is baseline, it’s just, he participates in that.  Let’s see, no choice,

choice, no choice, there’s no baseline, unless that is baseline unless you just take the data,

while he is on task, it would be the equivalent and then you give him the choice and then

he does it better and then no choice, you are just not giving him a choice again, you are

just watching his percentage of on task.  Okay, so he was not doing too well, he was

doing better; he was not doing too well.  I would have to say that it increased it and fairly
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confident, well let’s see, if that’s no choice then baseline would be…so let’s go with the 5

here.”

Graph 49:

“Fourth grader, diagnosed with a learning disability, learning resource room in

public elementary school, number of school work problems answered correctly.  Video

tape was shown depicting the classroom instructor teaching lessons, the tape was stopped

periodically and the child was asked if he had any questions.  Praise and feedback were

received for asking questions.  Baseline, he’s not doing his work, video tape he starts

doing his work, baseline it’s still going up, so I would have to say it was not caused at

intervention, pretty confident because there was something else that happened in there

that did it”

Graph 48:

“Motorists at a University, a parking, fastening seatbelts and safety belts sign, in

parking lot exits. So then we have them, holding the sign…So have the sign at 60 and

then we have the signer holding the sign and it looks like it went up to about 70/75 and

then not holding the sign it came back down to like 60/65.  So I would have to say yeah,

well oh no wait a second, if you go back to baseline, the sign alone is baseline, because

how many people did it before you even put the sign up, unless the sign was already

there…from the get go.  So if the sign was there from the get go and that was there all

along then that would be baseline.  So then it increased it.  Yeah, so that would be

increased it, so it increased wearing the seatbelt and I would say pretty confident,

unless…yeah, because that would have to be baseline, because the sign would have had

to of been there all along, because if not it would have to be baseline, sign and then

prompted.”

Graph 22:

“Male, 9 yrs. Old, diagnosed with math deficit, school cafeteria, number of math

problems correct per five minute session, select reinforcer from goody box when goal

was met, and let’s see, okay select reinforcer from…okay we got baseline and it looks

like around 60 is the average, then it goes up to a little over 110 looks like the average

and then back to, I would say 65, probably 70, maybe 80, so it still went up though, that’s

because probably he had some learning going on, but I would say the reinforcement

definitely increased the number of problems. And pretty confident.”
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Graph 47:

“Let’s see, diagnosed with moderate mental retardation, small training room,

baited with containers of food.  Okay, food stealing and subsequent eating.  Following

each attempt to steal food a therapist prompted that the food be put down and a verbal

reprimand was given.  Okay, so, let’s see baseline she kept getting the food, and eating

the food, and within session reprimand, it’s in grams consumed per session, so she was,

yeah, she was consuming like 45 grams per session and then she started getting the

reprimand and the consuming went down to 0.  Then when we go back to baseline we go

over here and she is still not consuming any and then she starts, so I would have to say

that the reprimand made it stop.  Okay, but because she learned that and she was afraid to

get reprimanded for doing she didn’t do it and then she started testing the waters it would

appear.  But, mom, let’s see consumed, if she kept telling her here, she’d put it down and

then here if she picked it up and then nobody said nothing…that may continue until she

started over here and then she wasn’t told nothing so she started eating again, but then it

could have been something else that made her stop, cause it just can’t drop to 0, cause she

couldn’t have gotten from her fast enough.  Let’s see, I would say that umm, she is, let’s

see, umm…baseline to baseline, then session she starts going all over the place, but

before she’s flat across the thing and it went over in to baseline so.  It started, I mean it

dropped right after the within session began, but it carried over in to baseline, but when it

dropped when it began would mean that…it did have an effect, but carry over would

mean that either something else could have caused it or that there could have just been a

carry over effect.  She just didn’t try to do it till here.  So I would have to say, I’ll say it

was probably the intervention and I’ll go with a 4.”

Graph 46:

“Diagnosed with moderate mental retardation, school classroom, self hand

scratching, destructive behavior.  Twenty seconds access to a preferred item, which is a

microphone, was given on the contingence on the absence of hand scratching for a

specified interval.  Okay, so let’s see, he was scratching, scratching, scratching all over,

really, he’s got a few highs here.  Let’s see these are like probably the really high ones.

Go down to there, the majority of his stuff is, everything is in this range right here.  He’s

got like 3 highs it looks like and it did, bring the majority of it down some.  Bring it down

to where like, take out the highs, if you take out those 3 highs then bring it down here,

(mumbles something) then there is quite a few left in the baseline.  So I would say, umm,

self hand scratching.  It looks like it may have decreased it a little.  But he goes, it starts

making its way back up, but he’s not as high over here anyway.  This over here looks

kind of similar to this over here so, it could be something else occurring, because he’s got

another peak right in here too.  Peak, peak, peak…I would say, umm, those are like not

really high picks right there, just during baseline is where the most high peaks are.

there’s not really hardly any peaks, just at the beginning of it, but it still drops down.  So,

I guess I would have to say that it did, that it probably did somewhat decrease the

behavior.  Responses per minute, hand scratching…I’m taking it responses are scratches

per minute.  So that would be, yeah I guess it would have decreased it, umm, I’ll go with

a 4.”
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Graph 9:

“Male diagnosed as profoundly retarded, therapy room in a state facility for the

developmentally disabled placing a small toy box in to a replacement, in to a receptacle

through a small hole, resulting in food delivery.  Participated 30 minutes prior to lunch

and 15 minutes following lunch and received an additional 10 minutes free access to

food.  Responses per minute, he’s placing small toy box in to receptacle through a small

hole resulting in food delivery, okay so…no because these are both intervention and then

the baseline.  Because I don’t know how well he was doing it before I guess or what he

was doing during the other time of the day.  They want them to placed in the hole…even

if there is…it’s kind of low, but then satiation was lower, but the deprivation again is

even higher than before, so it’s not satiation or deprivation, it’s something else if they’re

wanting high demand, or there is not enough information here.  Let’s see…I don’t think

there’s enough information because was he doing it before they tried either one of these.

I don’t know, so I’m gonna go with not enough information and I’ll put a 3.”

Graph 8:

“Therapy room, state facility, developmentally disabled, pressing a small medal

that will produce music via a cassette tape.  If you want to hear the music press the pedal.

Okay, umm, participant was either prevented from hearing music prior to session, or

heard music for 30 minutes prior to session.  Okay so let’s see, was either prevented or

heard music for 30 minutes.  So if he, let’s see, it’s all over the place.  Looks like he was

after satiation not pushing as much and then he’s still not pushing it as much it appears,

but it doesn’t say whether we’re looking for an increase or a decrease and again I would

say that this is not contingent on the behavior or something else or on the input.  Or I

would say, that something else is doing this either way, but I don’t know where it was at

at baseline so I would have to say that umm, there’s not enough information because I

don’t know what baseline.  (Mumbles directions again).  He didn’t get to hear it before

session, If both of these are the intervention then I don’t know what it did before so I

couldn’t tell you.  And I would go with a 4.”

Graph 15:

“Mental retardation, for developmental disorders at an inpatient hospital unit,

behavior disorder is chin grinding.  Functional communication training to obtain attention

and planned ignoring of chin grinding.  Alright he’s grinding, grinding, grinding, he’s

kind of increased it here, or let’s see…contacting therapist with chin.  Percentage of

intervals with chin grinding, oh you know what I think I looked at all of the other ones

wrong because it increased the chin grinding and there it maintained…or actually it kind

of, umm, it didn’t really effect it, so take out those 2 high points right there everything is

kind of in between that range, varies in that range rather.  So I would say it doesn’t

change it, maybe a little right there, but they are pretty much still in that range, it looks

like a 45 up to a 50, so umm, 50.  Yeah so it’s all in that range, it should of caused it to go

down and it didn’t.  So it did not change the behavior, probably, and I’ll go with a 5.”
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Graph 36:

“5 female bank tellers in the branch office of a medium size bank, earning quality

points based on appropriate customer relations behaviors.  A memo was distributed to all

employees detailing the specific customer relation behaviors they were to engage in and

the point system used to evaluate their performance.  Okay, so let’s see…okay so

baseline, they were performed at like 65% of the time and then at clarification they went

to probably 75% of the time, and then at baseline again they went up, but then they came

back down.  Actually they still, it looks like…their probably at 80 or 78%  They are still

higher than that second set of in that clarification, so let’s see, I would have to say that

did increase the behavior, but it carried over to the baseline, because they were clarified

so you can’t go back and unclarify it, that’s just something that’s gonna carry over.

That’s what I’m thinking, so I’m gonna go with it increased it and I’m gonna go with 5.

Graph 26:

“Self contained special education classroom, destructive behavior during spelling

lessons, opportunity to choose spelling assignment.  So he’s exhibiting destructive

behavior during spelling lessons and is given the opportunity to choose the assignment,

so we want to decrease this behavior. So he’s not given a choice and he has destructive

behavior, he’s given a choice and it comes down, he’s not given a choice and, hmm, it’s

not as high as it was but he still, kinda up there, there’s not a plateau going on here…well

maybe…(pause).  Umm, no because this came down to here, that would be there and then

there would be too many down points, so there’s not a plateau going on here.  So I would

have to say that it probably did decrease it, yeah it did, it decreased it.  He, umm, because

it’s back, it’s up…so yeah I would have to say it caused a decrease.  Because there is

some change, and it did come down, but it could have been something else that caused it

to go down, but then again… wouldn’t be quite clear, I’d probably need more

information to be sure on that, I think I would just go with, umm, let’s see…I’d go with it

did decrease it, there’s a drop over there too, so I would have to say that it did decrease it

and I’ll go with a 3.”

Graph 5:

“Total conflicts, various motorists and pedestrians, cross walk on a 6 lane urban

street connecting 2 malls.  Okay, any behavior resulting in a motorist almost striking a

pedestrian.  Any behavior, okay, introduction of a stop for pedestrian sign and stop lines

on road.  SO what is this a cross walk on a 6 lane urban street connecting 2 malls, I sure

do not want to make that walk, let’s see…there was an intervention of stop for pedestrian

sign and stop lines on road.  Okay so let’s see, in baseline we had a whole lot of almost

hit pedestrians.  And in the sign plus the line, it decreased quite a bit.  Okay, we have a

carry over right there and then in baseline 2, it went up some, but it is still steady across

there, I would of thought that that would had an effect, but that is baseline 2, did they get

rid of the sign and pick up the lines?  Is it already stuck in there heads or could there have

been an intervention of something else.  I’m gonna say it would appear that it had an

effect, but it could have been something else having the effect, or it could have been a

carry over from it being there, so I’m gonna say I don’t have enough information and I

am semi-confident I guess: 4.”
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Graph 12:

“23, diagnosed w/ severe mental retardation, a major depression and autistic-like

behavior.  Inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders, head hitting with

hands, hitting head on hard surfaces biting arms.  Differential reinforcement of

compliance and guiding hands to lap in an empty session room, baseline, or an enriched

environment sessions with preferred items.  Wowowowo…differential reinforcement of

compliance and guiding hands to lap in an empty session room… and they are calling

that baseline.  And in an enriched environment, okay but that’s not a real baseline, you

already trained him to do it and then if you put him in here, so from here to here it

appears to have some affects, maybe a little above a 9.  Self injury per minute, participant

colored in dark dots and that’s not really a real baseline that’s the intervention prior to the

second intervention.  That’s the intervention in a safety room and then intervention in a

real room and then back to the safety room. But if the intervention worked at all there

would have to been another baseline out here to see were it came down at and if it carried

over to all those.  So, umm, if that’s all I have to look at then I would say it didn’t have

an effect because, I mean it came pretty low through the whole thing, but I think I am

going to have to say that I don’t have enough information.  Because that’s a treatment,

that’s an intervention right there and there’s not another or real baseline here, that would

be like…hmm, let’s see differential reinforcement…guiding hands to lap in an enriched

environment…but there is no baseline, these are both interventions so I couldn’t tell you

if it effected it without… so I am going to have to say that there is not a enough

information, umm, confident, not too confident.”

Graph 21:

“Diagnosed as developmentally disabled, large facility for persona with

developmental disabilities, eye poking is the behavior to her self, therapists physically

prevented finger from entering eye, I would hope so.  Let’s see umm, baseline, finger in

her eye, continuous blocking, it’s decreasing slowly, it looks like there was already a

trend of it sloping downward prior to them doing that, I mean…those were all down ward

sloping anyway, so it could have been something else down here starting to already

increase it and then we stop blocking and it starts going back up.  That way it could be,

it’s averaging around 2, and this is averaged more around 1, and this is going back to

around 2.  So it could have been a decrease, or it could have been something else that is

already down sloping it, because this looks like it could be coming down any way.  So I

might need to say that there might not be enough information here, because I can’t tell if

it was something not caused by the intervention, or if it didn’t change the behavior,

something changed it whether it occurred right here or not, because it goes back up here

but it looks like it was already starting to come down over here so…I’m probably going

to have to say that I don’t think I have enough information on this one, or, yeah.  I guess

umm, I’m not quite so confident on that one any way.”
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Graph 4:

“Various motorists and pedestrians crossing over a 6 lane urban street, slowing

down or stopping to allow pedestrians to cross.  Okay, introduction of a stop for

pedestrian sign and stop lines on road.  Yielding to pedestrians, so this would be the % of

them yielding is approx. 30, baseline is the same, it did not change the behavior, they

continued to yield about the same, pretty confident.”

Graph 23:

“Emotionally handicapped, self contained special education, on task during

spelling lessons, opportunity to choose spelling assignment.  Let’s see, no choice, choice,

no choice. We have roughly 60 as an average, umm, then it goes in to the 80s/90s, then it

looks like it is in the 70s.  So I would say that it increased the on task behavior and pretty

confident.”

Graph 43:

“Male diagnosed with mental retardation, kitchen/ laundry area of public school

making popcorn, systematic delivery of prompting increasing restrictive as necessary, so

he’s not making the popcorn, then he starts training and he starts making the popcorn, he

step ladders to it almost, but he’s making it, and then post-training, he’s still making it, he

plateaus it at 100% so I would say it increased the behavior of making popcorn, I’m very

confident.”

Graph 33:

“Diagnosed with profound mental retardation it is classroom at a residential

facility, spontaneous gesture request.  Reinforcement was delivered for low rate gesture

request and withheld for high rate gesture request.  Percentage of different gesturial

requests…okay so baseline for low rate gesture requests and withheld for high rate.  So at

baseline, she’s gesturing at like 20/25.  And at treatment she, wait…let’s see,

reinforcement was delivered for low rate gesture, percentage of differential gestures

requests, okay so 20% of the time she was requesting through gestures, and then in

treatment she started to increase, it was delivered for low and withheld for high, but she

started gesturing more and she continued on over, so, I would say it increased the

spontaneous gesturing instead of decreasing it.  Or something else occurred there at the

same time as treatment and caused it to happen and it keeps doing it and it continued

through baseline…cause let’s see it’s going on through baseline, so if it’s going on

through baseline, the second baseline, than something else has to be controlling it, yeah

because if the treatment is controlling it and if it went the opposite and it increased…then

(mumbles), either or it should have come back down, and they were ignoring the

high…they were ignoring the high so it…so they started ignoring the low again…let’s

see…okay I would say that, hmm, either the treatment didn’t do it or it increased the

behavior…but the change was not caused by the intervention, but it looks like it appears

to be initially, but then it is maintained through the second baseline, so I would have to

say, hmm, I would have to say that it is…increased, it increased it, but then it maintained

through baseline, so I would have to say that it was caused by something other than the

intervention that still maintained it, and I would say I’m kind of confident.”
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Graph 35:

“Diagnosed w/ developmental disabilities, special education classroom, hand

flapping, time out from task was made contingent on hand flapping, umm…and flapping,

time out, baseline…time out from task was made contingent, hello…if you take him out

of this task for hand flapping, your gonna increase the hand flapping…so let’s see

behavior in baseline in the 20s, take time out you increased it and then second baseline it

decreased it, so you increased it, just a, yeah because it increased the hand flapping and I

would have to say, pretty confident.”

Graph 32:

“Okay, diagnosed profound mental retardation, therapy room of a state institution,

self talk, food was delivered for placing blocks in receptacle either 30 minutes before

lunch or 15 minutes after lunch, 10 minutes free access. We want to decrease the self

talk, it was delivered by placing blocks in receptacle…umm, I don’t know what he did

before self talk, I don’t know how much he was…I’m gonna say not enough information

and pretty confident.”

Graph 15:

Chin grinding, mental retardation, developmental disorders, inpatient hospital unit

specializing in behavior disorder, chin grinding, functional communication training to

obtain attention and planned ignoring of chin grinding, umm, let’s see, it’s about the

same, let’s see it  umm, did not change the behavior, because there is kind of a plateau

going on here, right about to there, so I would say it didn’t change it and umm, fairly

confident.”

Graph 45:

 “Female diagnosed with profound mental retardation, inpatient treatment facility,

aggression hitting, grabbing, punching, hair pulling, throwing objects.  Differential

reinforcement of other behavior.  So, let’s see, baseline, okay she’s doing a lot of

aggression, and with the differential reinforcement the aggression drops off, baseline, we

got two more with no, we are not reinforcing and then it picks back up… so it could be a

carry over, she’s waiting thinking it’s gonna happen soon and then it goes back to

aggression.  So I would say that it did decrease it, there could be something else

maintaining it in the second baseline, but the treatment, the intervention did decrease it

and I would say, I’m pretty confident.”

Graph 41:

“Eleven pre-school children, indoor and outdoor play areas, behavior directed

toward other children that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality, playing

competitive games.  So behavior toward other children, so they were being nice to other

kids, played competitive games and they were being not nice to other kids, not

cooperative, go back to baseline and they are cooperative, so I would have to say that

playing competitive games decreased the cooperative behavior and I would hope they

were trying to increase something here, so it decreased the competitive behavior, pretty

confident.”
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Graph 22:

“Diagnosed with math deficit, school cafeteria, number of math problems correct

of five minute session, select reinforcer from the goody box when goal was met.  So he’s

working his math problems and he’s getting like 60 correct, he’s given the reinforcer and

he’s getting 110 correct and then we go back to baseline and he’s getting probably 80

correct, that’s carried over from some behavior of actually retaining it, and I would have

to say that it did increase it because he was getting more correct when he was getting

reinforced.  So it did cause the increase in the behavior and I’m pretty confident.”
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Participant MG

Graph 23:

“Male, 11, labeled emotionally handicapped, self contained special education

classroom, on task, behavior is on task during spelling lessons, intervention opportunity

to choose spelling assignment. No choice, choice and no choice.  Based on the data

caused an increase, decrease…no choice up and down and choice is a little higher, choice

it looks pretty much like the first baseline. It didn’t drop as low as the baselines on this,

so I’ll say that…since the baselines in certain sessions were all so high in parts of them,

I’ll just say…a 2. (?)”

Graph 2:

“Participant, female, 4.5 yrs. Old diagnosed with mild developmental delays,

setting small therapy room, behavior choosing colored block associated with food

delivery, intervention introduction of 10 second delay prior to food delivery.  Choice

proportion for unreliable… (mumbles) .20,.40,.6, and then it decrease to the second one

and immediate again, then it goes back up.  I believe that the intervention caused an

increase in the behavior, decrease….and it looks like there was a decrease in the

behavior, which is the, and 4.”

Graph 19:

“Female, 80 yrs. Old, nursing home, behavior is aimless and disoriented walking,

intervention is sweet food items were provided whenever wandering did not occur.

Baseline is high, intervention did lower it a lot so that looks like a definite decrease in the

behavior, which is b. I’d say 6 on that.”

Graph 50:

“Fourth grader diagnosed w/ learning disability, setting is a learning resource

room in a public library in a public elementary school.  Um, number of school work

problems answered correctly and video tape was shown depicting a classroom instructor

teaching lessons, the tape was stopped periodically and the child was asked if he had any

questions, praise and feedback were delivered for the asking of questions.  Baseline

would be, looks like it’s about 50% average, maybe a little higher than that…video tape

and feedback it did increase, then on baseline again it stayed high so…(long pause), okay

since it was high again the third time I think you’d have to try it more, I’m not sure, I’ll

just say I can’t make a decision based on the available information…(mumbles directions

again)…it may just mean that the intervention fixed the problem good, but I can’t make a

decision.”
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Graph 1:

“Toys, no toys, toys.  Male, 19 yrs old, diagnosed w/ profound mental retardation

in a therapy room, behavior is face slapping and ear flicking, intervention is 5 seconds of

attention contingent on no self induced behavior w/ preferred toys present and absent.

Toys, responses per min. w/ SIB, baseline no SIB and absent, not toys…and the

responses per minute w/ SIB.  There wasn’t many and then when there was no toys it did

increase and when there was toys it went back down a little bit.  Please circle…it caused

a, well…5 secs.  It caused a….attention…5 sec. of attention contingent on no

SIB…mumbles…what if you don’t quite understand what they are saying? Okay. Okay.

Then I’ll just say, intervention 5 secs. Contingent on no SIB preferred toys…I’d say it

increased behavior and I’d say a 3. yeah.”

Graph 18:

“Percentage of intervals of wandering.  Female, 70 yrs. Old in a nursing home,

aimless and disoriented wandering, attention was provided whenever wandering did not

occur and lets see baseline is about btwn. 60 and 70, treatment was btwn. 30 and 10, and

baseline went back to what it began at so the attention did decrease the wandering and it’s

pretty clear and I’d say about a 6 in confidence.”

Graph 30:

“Percentage of intervals of wandering.  Female, 79 yrs. Old, nursing home,

aimless and disoriented wandering, attention was provided whenever wandering did not

occur, and baseline is btwn. About 75 and 80, about 65 and 80 and with the attention it

dropped way down to btwn, about 20 on average and then the baseline is almost back up

to where it started, so I would say this one decreased the behavior again and I’d say a 5.”

Graph 17:

“Participant is 13 yr. old female, learning disabled in math and writing, setting is

a math classroom, behavior latency to engage in following requests.  Intervention high

probability request with the probability with which the participant was likely to complete,

no to comply.  High probability, about 3 high probability requests with which the

participant was likely to comply, preceded by the request, okay so let’s see…latency in

seconds all the way up to 1200 and low probably only 500, drops done and then way back

up, it’s pretty random.  And then high probability with low, drops way down in latency

and then low probability is probably only looks a lot like the first one did so there was an

increase in latency.  I’ll choose b, and I’ll put a 6, it’s real low.”
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Graph 16:

“Female, 13 yr. old, diagnosed as learning disabled in math in writing, math

classroom again, behavior time spent engaged, intervention 3 high probability requests

with which the participants was likely to comply proceeded by a request with which the

participant was likely to typically failed low probability. And low probability only, is

between 10 to 30 and 0 to 30 again, and then there is not much difference in the high and

low probability and then the low prob. Only and that doesn’t look like a whole lot of

difference with the treatment so I’m gonna say I believe intervention did not change the

behavior and I’ll say 5 on that.”

Graph 13:

“Male, 7 yrs. Old diagnosed with moderate mental retardation, developmental

disorders in speech and language delays, setting is an inpatient hospital unit specializing

in behavior disorders, behavior is toy destruction and attempted property destruction.

Therapist immediately removed any toy that the participant touched, blocking destruction

per minute.  In blocking it drops way down…and then baseline it goes right back up

starting from the bottom, so it looks like it did cause a decrease.  Which is b, I’d say 5.”

Graph 25:

“Eleven pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom play areas, behavior

directed towards another child of a shared, reciprocal, mutual, or helpful quality,

intervention is playing competitive games.  Okay, baseline is percent of cooperative

behavior, looks like it’s 75 to about 90 and back and forth, it goes below 70, and then

competitive starts to drop, drops way down all the way to 35 and then drops down to 25

and then baseline it goes right back.  Behavior…so that is a decrease in behavior and I’ll

say 5.”

Graph 22:

“Male 9 yrs. Old diagnosed with math deficit, setting school cafeteria, numbers of

math problems correct per 5 minute session is the behavior, intervention select reinforcer

from goody box when goal is met, digits correct.  Baseline 60, 0, 100, 60 and a 40 again

and it starts at about 40 and it goes up to 100, 120, and then it drops back down, but even

on the baselines he had a lot too.  So, I’m not sure, there’s no big drops like in the

baseline down to 0.  I’m just gonna say can’t make a decision based on that.

Graph 23:

“Male, eleven years old, labeled emotionally handicapped, in a self-contained

special education classroom, and behavior is on task during spelling lessons.

Intervention, opportunity to choose the spelling assignment, he has a choice and no

choice.  60 to 50 and then almost down to 0, back up to 70…choice, well that’s pretty

high, back to no choice it was 40, 20 and then it goes high again up to 80, and then down

to 35.  There was no, it did look like there was an increase though, because it never went

as low as the baseline, at the baseline it was only about, it went down to 10% on both

baselines and never dropped below 50, I’m the choice, when he had a choice so…I think

there was an increase, which is a, and I’ll put 5.”
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Graph 11:

“Participant motorist on a university campus, faculty and staff parking lots,

behavior is fastening the safety belts.  Intervention a person held a fasten safety belt sign

at the parking lot exits, wait a minute…fasten the safety belt sign alone and that’s running

between 40-50, sign plus prompter, there is a little bit of an increase, and then when we

went back to sign alone, it looks like it’s about…it looks like it’s just as high as the sign

plus the prompter.  So I don’t really think that it made an increase, maybe a slight

increase but I don’t know.  With the sign alone the second baseline is a little bit higher

than the first, but still a little lower, I guess it’s close so I am going to have to say…the

second baseline is so close to the first that I am going to have to say, did not change the

behavior.  The first baseline is real close to it too, so I’ll put a 5.”

Graph 51:

“Various motorists, setting 2 lane highway, sign reading yesterday there was

blank percent who drove here at the right speed was posted on the roadside.  Average

speed KL per hour.  Okay baseline is between about 70, 68, 69 about 70.   Signal posting

dropped it down to between 63 and 66.  And the baseline it went back up again, not quite

as high but it still went back up so that was a decrease.  Driving speed, increased the

driving speed which was a decrease in the behavior, which is b, and 6 on that.”

Graph 15:

“7 year old male diagnosed with sever mental retardation and severe mental

disorder, inpatient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders, chin grinding.

Intervention, functional communication training to obtain attention and planned ignoring,

extension of chin grinding, and let’s see baseline…intervals of chin grinding was 0, 20,

25, 0 and then 25 again, so it looks like it’s running an average of 20, or 15 or something,

and then w/ the communication training it looked like between 40-50, down to 0, and

then about 40 again.  And then the baseline is about the same as the first baseline but is

also the same as the treatment it looks like.  So, I want to say there is no change in

behavior, C.”

Graph 42:

“Male diagnosed with mental retardation, setting is kitchen/laundry area of a

public school, behavior is making popcorn, intervention systematically delivered

prompting increasingly restrictive as necessary, verbal through physical. Let’s see,

popcorn, percentage of correct performances, and baseline was 0, 0, up to 20% 20% and

then maybe about 25-30, back down to hmm, maybe 10 and then 20 again, training it

increased, and then after the training they were still able to do it, so that did increase the

behavior.  Which is a, and I’d say 6.”
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Graph 29:

“50 year old female diagnosed with profound mental retardation, setting day

treatment program at a state residential facility, behavior head and body hitting and head

hitting, SIB.  Intervention, attention delivered at the end of interval if no SIB was

occurring.  Responses per minute, SIB, baseline was all over, let’s see 4 all the way up to

9, 6 and then 14, 5 down to 2 up to 5 again, up to about 7, 7, and then about 6.  Let’s see

attention delivered at the end of the interval, okay, and then on DRO was put in it

dropped all the way down to almost 0 and then it went right back to almost baseline again

so that was a decrease in the behavior, which is b, and I’d say 6, because that’s pretty

obvious, all the way down to 0, and then right back at baseline.”

Graph 36:

“5 female bank tellers, branch office of a medium sized bank, earning quality

points based on appropriate customer relations behaviors.  Intervention a memo was

distributed to all employees detailing specific customer relations behaviors, they were to

engage in and the point system used to evaluate the performance.  The average quality

points, starts off a little above 60 and goes up to probably about 67.  Drops back and forth

between 60 and 70 maybe.  Clarification memo…there was an increase because now it’s

above 65 and 70 also. And the second baseline is about the same as the clarification, but

yeah there was an increase, I’ll say 5.”

Graph 26:

“Male, 11 years old labeled as emotionally handicapped, self contained special

education classroom.  Behavior is destructive behavior during spelling lessons, and the

intervention is the opportunity to choose the spelling assignment.  No choice…just below

50, down to a little bit below 20, to above 60, and then back down to 40 twice.  Then

when he has a choice it drops down to about 20-0, and then it’s below 10 in the other 3

sessions, no choice again and there is an increase, but then it decreases to 0, and an

increase again, that’s pretty close to the treatment, but not as high, it may have been

something else that caused that.  I think that there was a change but maybe not by the

intervention so that is, not by the intervention, d and a 4.”

Graph 5:

“Various participants, motorists and pedestrians, setting crosswalk on a 6 lane

urban street connecting 2 malls, behavior, any behavior resulting in a motorists almost

striking a pedestrian, intervention, introduction of a stop for pedestrian sign, umm, and

stop lines on the road.  Total conflicts, baseline one, 7,9,6,9,9, so it looks like it’s running

between 7 and 9 right there and all the way up to 13 and then 6 again.  So it looks like

about 8 on average there except for that one jump all the way up to 13.  Then the sign

plus the line, starts at 6 and goes all the way down to 2,4,0, that’s a change.  But then on

the second baseline, the second baseline looks just like the treatment, so there was a

change but I don’t know if it was the treatment or not.  The second baseline was way

lower than the first, but the same as the treatment.  So, I think that there was a change in

the behavior, but I don’t know if it was caused by the intervention or not, so it’s d and I’ll

say 5 on that.”
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Graph 41:

“11 pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom play areas, behavior is

directed to another child that was of a shared, reciprocal or mutual quality, intervention

playing competitive games, percentage of cooperative behavior.  Baseline, 70, 90, 85, 90,

80, 75…and then competitive behavior drops to about 60 all the way down to 35, with a

few in the middle, and back to baseline brings it back up to 80.” (tape cuts off)
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Participant VR

Graph 23:

“Male eleven years old labeled emotionally handicapped, self-contained special

education classroom, behavior is on task during spelling lessons. Intervention opportunity

to choose the spelling assignment. Choice, no choice…a little over 60, all the way to

down to almost 0, (can’t here the mumbles), then it goes high again up to 80 and then

down to 35.  It doesn’t look like there was an increase though, because it never went as

low as the baseline, it went down to 10% on both baselines and it never went below 50

when he had a choice so, I think there was an increase and I’ll put a 5.”

Graph 11:

“Participant, motorist on a university campus, faculty and staff parking lots,

behavior is fastening the safety belt, intervention, a person held a fasten safety belt sign at

the parking lot exits.  Sign alone and that’s running between 40 and 50, sign plus

prompter there is a little bit of an increase and then when we went back to sign alone it

looks like it’s just as high as the sign plus prompter so I don’t really think it made an

increase, maybe a slight increase, but I don’t know, hmm, the sign alone in the second

baseline is a little bit higher than the first.

Graph 42:

“Male, diagnosed with mental retardation, setting is a kitchenette/laundry area of

a public school, making popcorn, intervention systematically delivered prompting

increasingly restricted as necessary.  Looking at the graph it looks like, during baseline

the behavior of making popcorn was down and then after training, it’s going up, post

training it looks like it’s at a steady level so I would say, that the intervention caused an

increase in behavior, a.  I feel confident of 3.”

Graph 29:

“Determine the mean average rate of behavior in baseline, I would say probably

around 6.  Determine the amount of variability in baseline, probably from 3 to 10.

Determine if a trend is present in baseline, I would say no.  Determine the mean average

rate of behavior in intervention, I would say probably 1.  Determine the amount of

variability in intervention, probably 1.  Determine if a trend is present in intervention, I

would say no.  Determine if there is a main shift across phases, I would say no, well, wait

I would say yes.  Determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention…no.

Determine if the rate of behavior in second baseline is similar to the first baseline, I

would say yes.  What conclusions would I draw based on the data, it looks like with

intervention the behavior, there was a decrease in behavior, D.  I’ll feel confident of 3.”
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Graph 36:

“Determine the mean average of behavior in baseline, I would say 65, no 60.

Determine the amount of variability in baseline, probably 45-65.  Determine if a trend is

present during baseline, no.  Determine the mean rate of behavior in intervention, 70.

Determine the amount of variability in intervention, from 65-75.  Determine if a trend is

present in intervention, no.  Determine if there is a mean shift across phases, no.

Determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention, no.  Determine if the rate

of behavior in the second baseline is similar to the first, no.  What conclusions would I

draw based on the data…looks like during baseline the behavior was up and it was going

down after intervention the behavior is going up, and baseline it was up and then it was

going back down, I believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior, A.  I feel

confident of 3.”

Graph 26:

“Looking at male 11 years old, labeled emotionally handicapped the setting is a

self contained special education classroom, the behavior disrupted behavior during

spelling lessons.  Intervention, opportunity to choose the spelling assignment.  According

to baseline it looks like the behavior was up pretty high after the intervention the

behaviors going down and then in the second baseline the behavior is going back up so I

would say that the intervention caused a decrease, b, I feel confident of 5.”

Graph 5:

“Participant various motorists and pedestrians, setting cross walk on a 6 lane

urban street connecting 2 malls.  Behavior, any behavior resulting in a motorist almost

striking a pedestrian.  I would say according to the information, e, I can’t make a decision

based on the available information.”

Graph 41:

“11 Pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom, play areas.  The behavior

was directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful

quality, intervention, playing competitive games.  During baseline it looks like the

behavior is up, after intervention it looks like the behaviors went down, so I would say

that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior, I feel confident of 4.”
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Participant GA

Graph 28:

“If I read this out loud…19 year old diagnosed with profound mental retardation,

therapy room at a residential facility, face slapping and ear flicking.  Toys were placed in

room with participant, so whenever they took the toys away he, umm, when the toys were

placed in the room there was a decrease and then whenever they took the toys away it

went back to baseline.  So a,b,c,d…I believe that the intervention (reads options).  I

believe that the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.  Please indicate how

confident you are in your decision by circling 1-6 below, 5.”

Graph 23:

“Male, eleven year old, emotionally handicapped, self contained special education

classroom, on task during spelling lessons.  Opportunity to choose spelling assignment.

So when he chose the assignment there was an increase and then a decrease and then an

increase, umm, I believe that the intervention…opportunity to choose spelling assignment

(lists the options again)…(long pause)…caused a decrease in behavior, umm, 3.”

Graph 25:

“11 pre-school children, indoor and outdoor classroom play areas.  Behavior

directed toward another child that was of a shared, reciprocal, mutual or helpful quality.

Intervention, playing competitive games.  So during the intervention there, it was high

and then there was a drastic decrease and then it went back up a little and then an

increase, and then it was high again for baseline, so I think the intervention caused a

decrease in behavior, 5 for confident.”

Graph 22:

“9 year old male diagnosed with a math deficit.  School cafeteria, number of math

problems correct per 5 minute session.  Select reinforcer from goody box when goal was

met.  So, the highest at baseline was 100, so the reinforcer was an increase during the

treatment, and then back to baseline was the same, so I believe that the intervention

caused an increase in the behavior, and most confident.”

Graph 23:

“Fluctuation…data during baseline and other (reads directions).  Determine the

average of behavior in baseline, the mean average on baseline, am I supposed to just do

all these numbers…so I can write on this (adds all the numbers), about 44 is the mean.

Determine the amount of variability in baseline, so there was an increase and then a

drastic decrease, so I’ll say that moderate. Determine if the trend is present in baseline,

umm, no, no trend.  Determine the mean average rate of behavior in intervention (adds

mean)…about 100%.  Determine the amount of variability in intervention, it was pretty

consistent until there was a drastic decrease and then an increase, umm, there was an

increase and then a drastic decrease down to fifty something, and then another increase so

I’m gonna say the amount of variability in intervention, umm, it was higher.  Determine

if a trend is present in intervention.  A trend… so I’m gonna say no.  Determine if there is
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a mean shift across the phases, say yes there is.  Determine if there is a trend across

baseline intervention…umm, yeah, because after the first two there is an increase and

then a decrease again.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the first is similar to the

second…no.  Conclusions based on the data…(Mumbles choices), a change might be

attributable to the intervention.  Yes to the intervention and no to step 8.  yes to step 7, so

what conclusions would you draw…(mumbles options)…yes I believe the intervention

caused an increase in the behavior, yes.”

Graph 11:

“Determine the mean average rate of behavior in baseline, so the mean average is

about 50, yeah.  Determine the amount of variability in baseline, not very much.

Determine if a trend is present in baseline, if there is a trend, nope.  Determine the mean

average rate of behavior in intervention, the average was about 70.  In the 70s.

Determine the amount of variability in intervention, umm, not a lot.  Determine if a trend

is present in intervention, no.  Determine if there is a mean shift across the phases…umm,

determine if…umm, yes.  Determine if there is any trend across baseline and

intervention…no.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is similar to

the first baseline.  There is an increase in baseline for the second one, so no.  What

conclusions would you draw on the data…no change, no to step 7, no to step 8, yes to

step 7…I would have to say option 2, a change might be…so, a fasten safety belt sign at

the parking lot exits, so I believe that the intervention…I believe that there was in

behavior that was not caused by the intervention (mumbles options)….The intervention

caused an increase and 4 for confident.”

Graph 51:

“The average starts at about 69, and then goes up to 71, so that average is

about69.  The amount of variability in baseline is 4 for moderate.  Is there a trend present,

umm, no.  And then the mean average rate of behavior in intervention started at 65 and

goes down, so the mean average is about 62.  And the amount of variability in

intervention, it varied a little bit, 3 for moderate, and then is there a trend present in

intervention, no.  Then there is a mean shift across.  Is there a trend across the baseline

and intervention, no.  Is the rate of behavior of the second baseline similar to the first, no.

So my conclusion would be that the change might be attributable to the intervention,

because, umm, and then based on my interpretation there was a decrease in the behavior.

And 5 for most confident.”

Graph 42:

“Male, diagnosed with mental retardation kitchen/laundry area of a public school.

Making popcorn, systematically delivered prompting increasing as necessary.  So in

baseline, he started almost at 0 and then just barely went up, and then back down and up.

During training he started at 20 and then pretty much went up and then post training came

and he was doing good, he was almost at 100%, do I believe that the intervention caused

an increase in the behavior.  And most confident.”
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Graph 29:

“Determine the mean in baseline, in baseline it started at about 3.5 and went up to

14, so the mean is about 6.  And determine the amount of variability in baseline, there

was a lot of variability.  The trend, is there a trend present in baseline, no.  Determine the

mean average rate of behavior in intervention, intervention the mean was about, it started

at about, almost one, so the mean average is 1.  Determine the amount of variability in

intervention, there wasn’t much variability.  Determine if a trend was present in

intervention, is there a trend, um, it started at about 1 and then it went up…no.

Determine if there is a mean shift across phases…umm, yes.  Determine if there is any

trend across baseline and intervention.  During baseline it started at about 3.5 and then it

went to about 8.5 or 9, so no.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is

similar to the first, there’s a little bit because it started at 7 and then it went down, and

went up, no.  No change, there might me a change…and I believe that the intervention

caused a decrease in the behavior and 4 for confidence.”

Graph 36:

“Mean rate, it started at 60 goes up to about 72, so the mean was about 63.  The

amount of variability in baseline, 3 for moderate, determine if a trend is present in

baseline…no.  Determine the mean average rate of behavior in intervention, it started at

about 75, goes up to 80 and then the lowest it goes is 62, around 70,72.  Determine the

amount of variability in intervention, 4.  Determine if a trend is present in intervention,

no. There is a mean shift across phases.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the second

baseline is similar to the first, and a change might be attributable to the intervention.  And

I believe that the intervention caused an increase in the behavior.  And 4 for confident.”

Graph 26:

“Eleven year old male labeled emotionally handicapped, self contained special

education classroom, started at 60 and when he had a choice it went down to about 19, I

believe that the intervention caused a decrease in the behavior and 5 for confidence.”

Graph 5:

“Various motorists and pedestrians, cross walk on a 6 lane urban street, any

behavior resulting in a motorist almost striking a pedestrian.  Stop for pedestrian sign and

stop lines.  So for baseline it started at 7, goes up to 9 and then all the way up to 14 and

then back down.  Whenever they held up a sign it was at 6, and then it went down to 2,

then to 4.  So I believe that the intervention caused a decrease in the behavior, and 5 for

confident.”

Graph 41:

“Eleven pre-school children indoor/outdoor classroom play area.  During baseline

they were at 70 and went all the way up to 95, then back down to 75.  During competitive

games they gradually decreased, so I believe that the intervention caused a decrease in

behavior, and 5 for confident.”
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Participant: Male (19 yrs) diagnosed with profound mental retardation

Setting: Therapy room at a residential facility

Behavior: Face slapping and ear flicking (SIB)

Intervention: Toys were placed in room with participant
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Participant BS

Okay, let’s see. Responses per minute based on…Toys baseline session.  Participant 19 year old diagnosed with

profound mental retardation.  Toys placed in the room, so…   Apparently we are looking at whether the toys

decrease. Okay so we’re looking at toys decrease SIB.  Please circle.  So it would have been the toys that

caused…the decrease in the behavior.  Chu, chu, chu, chu, chu chu, Let’s see.  I am very confident, whether

I’m right or not, I’m very confident about that.

Participant JS

We have a male, diagnosed with profound mental retardation.  In a therapy room.  Face slapping and ear

flicking SIB and toys were placed in room and umm, okay,

we had a drop in behavior.

That doesn’t seem right just by toys…ummm.  I don’t think…is that even an intervention?  I don’t really get

what they did.  So, umm, I think that something is not accurate maybe.  Uhhh.  Hmmm.  I really don’t think

that intervention could have changed that behavior unless something else was going on so my answer is c.

Participant KS

Male diagnosed profound mental retardation.  In a therapy room at a residential facility.  The behavior is face

slapping and…ummm ear flicking.  They put toys in the room with him for uhhh intervention.   So.

Okay the data is not very steady in baseline.

There is a definite drop during intervention

so I will say that the intervention caused a decrease.  And I’m very confident.

Participant GA

If I read this out loud…19 year old diagnosed with profound mental retardation, therapy room at a residential

facility, face slapping and ear flicking.  Toys were placed in room with participant, so whenever they took the

toys away he, umm

when the toys were placed in the room there was a decrease and then whenever they took the toys away it went

back to baseline.

So a,b,c,d…I believe that the intervention (reads options).  I believe that the intervention caused a decrease in

behavior.  Please indicate how confident you are in your decision by circling 1-6 below, 5.

Participant KC

A 19 year old male with profound mental retardation in a therapy room as a residential.  Behavior is face

slapping and ear flicking SIB.  Toys were placed in the room with the participant.

Okay it definitely looks like its lower with the toys.

Ummm.  Yeah.  I will have to say that the uhhh…the intervention caused a decrease in behavior.  6.

Participant VR

Male 19 years old.  Profound mental retardation in a therapy room at a residential facility.  Face slapping ear

flicking.  They placed toys in the room.

It decreased during intervention

so I would say that the intervention caused a decrease and I’m confident.
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Participant: Male (7 yrs) diagnosed with severe mental retardation and severe

developmental disorder

Setting: In-patient hospital unit specializing in behavior disorders

Behavior: Chin grinding (contacting therapist with chin)

Intervention: Functional communication training (FCT) to obtain attention and

planned ignoring (extinction) of chin grinding (EXT)

Participant BS

Chin grinding, umm…let’s see, functional communication training, to obtain attention and planned ignoring,

so…they’re going to teach him to ask for things and extinguish the chin grinding, and it looks like,

the behavior was still a bit erratic; it went up and down,

hmm…I don’t think I can make a decision because it doesn’t say, it just wasn’t done long enough, cause there

was five data points

and they were still a little bit too erratic

and baseline was brought in, and it dropped and went up and dropped and went up

so, most confident.

Participant JS

Male, 7 yrs. Old diagnosed w/ severe mental retardation, severe developmental disorder in a inpatient hospital,

specializing in behavior disorders.  And these behaviors, chin grinding.  The interventions flexible

communication training to obtain attention and planned ignoring in chin grinding, umm.  Really there’s umm,

during baseline on this one, umm, we have a low percentage of the intervals for the majority, or about half the

time.

We have increases

so there’s gotta be something that’s going on around the child to make him have such umm

varied baseline

and then, umm, during the intervention it’s actually higher starting off and then you have a significant decrease

to 0% and then another significant increase

so, umm… and then you go back to baseline slow again and then it goes up about the same, where the

intervention started off and then it decreases and then it increases again

so I’m thinking that it did not change the behavior.  There’s gotta be something else that’s going on.

Participant KS

Okay. We’ve got a male 7 years with mental retardation.  The behavior is chin grinding and the intervention is

functional communication…uhhh…training.  Hmmmm…okay.  Doesn’t look like much different…

with intervention…a little…ummm a little bit higher maybe.
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Well, one different point really.  No.  Uhhh overall I’m gonna say that the intervention didn’t work…did not

change the behavior.

Participant GA (with Active Job Aid)

The average was about, umm, started at 10, is about 11.

The amount of variability, 3 for moderate.

Is there a trend in baseline, yes

and the average in the intervention is I would say, starts at 60 and then goes down to 0 and then back up to 40,

so the average is about 45.

the amount of variability, 2

is there a trend present in intervention, umm, yes.

Determine if there is a mean shift, yes.

Is there a trend…

Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is similar to the first, no.  And the conclusions I would

draw would be, umm, there might be and the baseline data I believe that the intervention did not change the

behavior and 3.

Participant KC

A 7 year old male diagnosed with mental retardation.  Behavior is chin grinding and the intervention

comm…functional communication training.  Not much difference overall but maybe…uhhh…

well a little bit higher.

I don’t know.  Not much.  Uhhhh.

Okay a little bit up.

Intervention was communication training for chin grinding…um.  Well, there is something maybe but not much

or not a very good intervention.  Sooo…let’s see I will say that there might…there is a change but I doubt it’s

anything really because of the training.  So d  but I’m just not real confident.

Participant VR

Male 7 years with mental retardation.  Chin grinding.  Functional communication training and planned ignoring

of chin grinding.  Ummm…okay.

It looks a little higher but there is one low point. Uhhh…really overall it doesn’t really increase.

So…I’m gonna say that there really was no change and I’m pretty confident in that.
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Participant: Female (82 yrs)

Setting: Nursing home

Behavior: Aimless and disoriented walking (Wandering)

Intervention: Attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur

Participant BS

Uh, let’s see, looking at a female, nursing home, aimless and disoriented, wandering whenever they wanted to.

So, attention was provided whenever wandering did not occur.  So you have baseline attention and baseline, so

yes it caused a decrease, confident.

The average rate of behavior would have been about 65, during baseline,

there’s a little change

a trend, yes

during intervention it came down to about 25

moderate

there was a trend

there was a shift.

There was a trend across baseline intervention

and yes the behavior was similar.  So, I would say the change was attributable to intervention.

Participant JS

82 yr. old female in a nursing home.  She’s wandering and the intervention is attention provided whenever the

wandering did not occur.

Baseline is about 60-70%.

After the intervention w/ social attention it decreases down to about 20-30%.

(yawns).  After the intervention is over it returns back to normal in baseline.  So, I don’t think it made a change

in the behavior.  And, I’ll put a 4 on this one.

Participant KS (with Active Job Aid)

Okay looks pretty good with a decrease.  Let’s see…disoriented walking with attention…uhhh.

Mean in baseline is about 60, 65, 70…so about 65.

Pretty consistent.

No trends.

Intervention is much lower…about…ummm…right about 30.
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Pretty consistent.

No real trend.

Does behavior in baseline…return to baseline…uh yes it looks the same.  So. Options are…might be is

attributable or not.  Well it is a change…no and no and…okay a decrease due to intervention and I am going to

say pretty confident.

Participant GA (with Active Job Aid)

The mean probably the…65.

Determine the amount of variability in baseline.  I’m gonna say 3 for moderate.

Determine if a trend is present in baseline, ummm…

the trend increase decrease, a little bit.  So I’m gonna say yes.

Determine the average of behavior in intervention.

The main average is 30, uh I’ll say 30.

Determine the amount of variability in intervention.

Ummm goes from 30 to 25, then up to 30, up a little and down.  So yes, moderate.

Is there a trend present…uhhh…no.

Determine if there is a mean shift across phases.

Yes.

Determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention…

no.

Uhh.  Determine if the rate of behavior in the second baseline is similar to the first.

In the second baseline it starts a little lower then increases and decreases

uhh yeah.  What conclusions would I draw?  Let’s see…that a change might be…option 2.  I think that the

intervention caused a decrease in the behavior and most confident.

Participant KC (with Passive Job Aid)

Okay female in nursing home…let’s see.

Pretty big difference.

I would definitely say the behavior changed…uhhh…the intervention changed the behavior.  Very neat.

Confident.

Participant VR (with Passive Job Aid)

Female 82 in a nursing home.  Aimless walking.  Attention was provided for not walking.  Baseline was

about…ummm…30

and then there is definitely a decrease in social attention.

I will say there is a decrease and I’m pretty confident, 4.
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Participant: Male (13 yrs) diagnosed with moderate mental retardation

Setting: School cafeteria

Behavior: Initiating a social interaction following a prompt to do so

Intervention: Teacher prompted social interaction and then responded if an

appropriate interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an inappropriate interaction was initiated

Participant BS (with Active Job Aid)

Male 13, initiating interaction.  So they were prompted, they responded…an appropriate interaction, so uhh,

teacher prompted social interaction and responded if an appropriate interaction was initiated withheld if it was

inappropriate, okay so I think it, I can’t really make a decision.

Average rate was about 7.

Moderate

no.

Maybe about 8.

Determine if a trend is present

not really.  No

and determine if there is any trend across baseline, umm, let’s see…

Is there any trend across baseline, umm, there’s a slight one.

And there’s no second baseline so…okay female same thing so, caused an increase, confident.

Before it was 0, no change, yes there was a trend it came up to about 5, it was moderate.  Yes there was a trend,

yes there was a shift.  And yes it kind of would have been, not applicable, and there was a trend across baseline

intervention.

Participant JS

Males, 13 yrs. Old, diagnosed w/ moderate mental retardation, school cafeteria, initiating a social interaction

following a prompt to do so.  A teacher is prompted, social interaction and then responded if the appropriate

interaction was initiated and withheld attention if an inappropriate interaction was initiated.

Okay, so, umm, baseline is pretty low, umm, in the initiation training you have an increase

and then it goes back down to baseline pretty much

and then it increased again, umm, during the maintenance there is an increase in the behavior

so, it caused an increase in the behavior and I’m putting a 4 on that.

Participant KS (with Active Job Aid)

Male.  13 years old.  Moderate mental retardation.  In a school cafeteria.  Social interactions.
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Okay…about 7 or so

and stable in baseline.

I don’t see any trend.

About…oooh…a low around 5 and then…let’s seee…I guess that would be about…uhhh 15.  So the middle

would…would be about 10 maybe.  No, it would have to be lower, maybe I’ll say 8 or so.

Variability yes.

Trend.  Uhhm a little but only in…but not at the end.

Does the behavior…not exactly but behavior looks kind of like baseline…uhh…the first baseline.  So…what do

we have.  Let’s see…uhmmm no…change across…You know I’m going to say there is an increase due to the

intervention but I’m gonna say that I’m not really confident because…I don’t know…I’m going to put 2.

Participant GA (with Active Job Aid)

The mean average rate of the baseline…ummm…

it started at 4 and the highest it went was 9.  And it stayed around 6 or 7 so I’m going to say an average of 7

and the variability is very variability.  Five for most.

And is there a trend present?

Not really because...there’s no trend

because it’s…variable, it’s going up and down the whole…all through baseline.

Then the average of intervention it starts at 10 and then increases to about 15 and then there’s a drastic

decrease…to about 6 and then a decrease to 5 and then an increase…so the average is about 7 again.

The amount of variability…I’m gonna say 3 for moderate.

And is a trend present in intervention?

Well there’s a decrease and then it decreases again and decreases again so there is a trend present.

Is there a mean shift across phases?

No.

Ummm…determine if there is any trend across baseline and intervention.

From baseline it mainly just increased, decreases, increased, decreased but then in treatment there was an

increase and then a decrease.

So…there was not trend.

Is the behavior in the second baseline similar to the first.  Does the behavior in the second baseline…so no.

What conclusion would you draw based on the data?  Ummm…no change.  I’m going to say a change might be,

option 2, an option change might be attributable.

Participant KC (with Passive Job Aid)

13 years old Male mental retardation.  In a school cafeteria.  The behavior is initiating…uhh initiating social

interarctions…prompts, response, or no response.

Pretty even

about uhhh…about 7 in baseline

and up…about…I don’t know maybe 10 in intervention   

but not as even but…No a couple around 10 and some around or…below…5 or so

ummm.  Okay any trends?
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Let’s see.  No.  Nope.

What would I…a…increase…uhh I would say no...huh.  Actually I don’t know I guess.

Some were higher but some were about the same…in the middle.

The end is up.

I wouldn’t…well.  To be safe I’m gonna say that I would want more information…uhh…more data I mean.  I

don’t think there is enough.  But…I’m…I’m not so sure I guess.

Participant VR (with Passive Job Aid)

Male 13 years old with mental retardation.  School cafeteria.  Initiating social interactions with a prompt to do

so…so ummm…let’s see.  Teacher prompted and then responded if…withheld attention if an inappropriate

interaction.  Ooooh…gosh.

It looks higher but not…not across the board.  Uhhh it looks higher overall but not totally.

I’m going to say that the behavior is higher but I don’t think it was because of the intervention.
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Participant: Male (10 yrs) diagnosed with a severe developmental disability

Setting: Residential facility

Behavior: Self face slapping (SIB)

Intervention: Weights were placed on the wrists (Wts. On)

Participant BS

Number of face, residential weights placed on the rest.  Wow, so it caused a decrease in behavior.  My circles

are way too big.  Cross walk.  They drew lines that were already there and they put a stop for pedestrians

and it came down

so there was a decrease.  Most confident.

Participant JS

10 yr. old male, diagnosed w/ severe mental disability.  Setting is a residential facility.  Self-face slapping,

umm, intervention weights were places on wrists.  Okay, so, umm,

first baseline, it’s from 1-5

and then with the weights on, it’s 0 all the way across.

And weights off it looks like it increased afterwards.

So, umm, I don’t really think it changed the behavior, put a 3

Participant KS

Male.  10 years.  Severed developmental.  In a residential facility.  Face slapping SIB.  The used weights to

decrease.

 It doesn’t look like it was happening uhh much even at first.

But it never happens with the weights

so definite decrease.  Confident.

Participant GA

10 year old male diagnosed with a severe developmental disability.  Residential facility, self face slapping,

weights are placed on the…

So during baseline he was at 1, went up to 5.

During intervention it was 0

so I believe that the intervention caused a decrease in the behavior and 6 for confident.

Participant KC

Male.  10 years old.  Developmental disability and face slaps.
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The put weights on and behavior went down to zero

but it didn’t really happen even before.  I don’t know.

One or two maybe

…soo…why do something.  I just…you know I guess 0 is lower than 1 or 2…3  but who knows?  Not enough

difference.  I’m going to say a change but…but the weights might or might not have done it.  So a change but

not attributable to the intervention.  Yeah.

Participant VR

Participant is a male, 10 yrs. of age, diagnosed with a severe developmental disability, setting residential

facility.  Behavior, self face slapping, intervention weights are placed on the wrists, according to the graph it

looks like the intervention caused a decrease in behavior, B.  I feel confident of 4.
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Participant: Male diagnosed with mental retardation

Setting: Kitchenette/Laundry area of a public school

Behavior: Operating a washing machine

Intervention: Systematically delivered prompting, increasingly restrictive as

necessary (verbal through physical)

Participant BS

Operating the washing machine during baseline

then it increased after training.

Participant JS

male diagnosed with mental retardation.  Setting is kitchenette/ laundry area of public school.  Behavior

operating a washing machine.  Intervention is systematically delivered prompting increasingly restrictive as

necessary.

Okay, umm, baseline goes from 10%-60%

Then with the training you have an increase

and then with the post training it’s a subsequent increase.

So, put a caused an increase in the behavior. 5

Participant KS

Operating a washing machine…uhh…wait male with mental retardation…operating machine.  They

delivered…uhhh…just prompts.

Looks like it was up with the prompts   

and it worked and maintained so good job.  I would say increase and pretty confident about that.

Participant GA

Male diagnosed with mental retardation

during baseline he was at 10 and went all the way up to 60.

During training he stayed at about 100

so I believe that the intervention caused an increase in behavior and 5 for confident.

Participant KC

Male mental retardation in a kitchenette.  Using a washing machine with prompts for intervention.
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It’s up a bit.  Not much

but consistent…uhh over time.

So…not much but an increase and I would say it was then intervention…it was…uhmm…consistent.

Confident about 5.

Participant VR

Participant is a male diagnosed with mental retardation, setting kitchenette, laundry area of a public school,

behavior, operating a laundry machine.  Intervention, systematically delivered prompting increasingly

restrictive as necessary.  Verbal through physical.

During baseline the behavior was down

after training the behavior is going up

post training the behavior seems to be staying up, so I would say that the intervention caused an increase in

behavior, I feel confident of 5.
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APPENDIX H

INFORMED CONSENT FORM
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-INFORMED CONSENT FORM

I freely and voluntarily and without element of force or coercion, consent to be a participant in the research project

entitled “The Use of Job Aids To Facilitate Accurate Visual Interpretation Of Graphed Within-Subject Behavioral

Data.”

This research is being conducted by Matthew P. Normand, M. A., who is a graduate student in psychology at Florida

State University.  I understand the purpose of his research project is to better understand some of the variables that

influence the interpretation of single-subject behavioral graphs.  Specifically, this study will examine the differences

between analyses using job aids and analyses without job aids.  Also, I am aware that I will be asked to “think aloud”
as I analyze the graphs and that my voice will be recorded as I do so.

I understand I will be asked to participate in two to three sessions, each lasting approximately 1-hour.  The total time

commitment would be about 3-hours.   The research assistant will answer my questions or I will be referred to a
knowledgeable source.

I understand that I will be tape recorded by the researcher so that the decision-making processes that I used can be later

analyzed.  The researcher will keep these tapes in a locked filing cabinet.  I understand that only the researcher will
have access to these tapes and that they will be destroyed by September 1, 2009.

I understand there is a possibility of a minimal level of risk involved if I agree to participate in this study.  I might

experience anxiety when analyzing the graphs or in deciding if there was a behavior change indicated by the data.  The
research assistant will be available to talk with me about any emotional discomfort I may experience while

participating.  I am also able to stop my participation at any time I wish.

I understand there are benefits for participating in this research project.  First, my own awareness about my decision-
making relevant to graphed behavioral data might be increased.  Also, I will be providing the psychological community

with valuable insight into the variables influencing the analysis and interpretation of behavioral graphs.  This

knowledge can assist professionals in developing guidelines for such visual analyses.

I understand my participation is voluntary and I may stop participation at anytime.  All of my answers and audio taped

verbal behavior will be kept confidential to the extent allowed by law and identified by a subject code number.  My

name will not appear on any of the results.

I understand that this consent may be withdrawn at any time without prejudice, penalty or loss of benefits to which I am

otherwise entitled.  I have been given the right to ask and have answered any inquiry concerning the study.  Questions,

if any, have been answered to my satisfaction.

I understand that I may contact Matthew P. Normand, Florida State University, Department of Psychology,

(850) 644-5008 or Dr. Jon S. Bailey, Florida State University, Department of Psychology, (850) 644-6443, for

answers to questions about the research, my rights as a research subject, and potential research-related injuries.

Results will be sent to me upon my request.  I may also contact the Florida State University Human Subjects

Institutional Review Board at 2035 E. Paul Dirac Drive, Box 15100 Sliger Bldg., Innovation Park, Tallahassee,

FL  32310 or by phone at (850) 644-8633.

I have read and understand this consent form.

______________________________________________________________________

(Subject)     (Date)

______________________________________________________________________

(Witness)     (Date)
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DEBRIEFING STATEMENT

I understand that the purpose of the current research is to better understand how

individuals view graphs and make decisions about their relevance.  I further understand

that my name will not be directly related to the data collected during my session and that

if I would like a copy of the results from this study as well as a written discussion of its

implications, I may do so any time after the final data is collected and analyzed.

If I have any questions regarding this research, I have been informed to contact Matthew

P. Normand directly at 644-5008 or also through the Department of Psychology at 644-

2040.

I have read and understand this debriefing form.

                                                                                                                        

Subject’s printed name

                                                                                                                        

(Subject)  (Date)

                                                                                                                        

(Witness)  (Date)
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APPENDIX I

POST-STUDY PARTICIPANT SURVEY
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Post-Study Survey

1. Do you currently work as a behavior analyst? Yes  No

2. For how many years have you worked as a behavior analyst?

a. 0 years

b. 1-2 years
c. 3-5 years

d. 5-7 years

e. 7-10 years

3. Do you view graphed behavioral data as part of your job? Yes  No

4. If you answered “yes” to question 3, how often do you view graphed

behavioral data?
a. daily

b. weekly

c. monthly

d. seldom

e. never

5. Are you a Board Certified Associate Behavior Analyst?  Yes  No

6. If you answered “yes” to question 5, for how many years have you been
certified?

a. Less than 1 year

b. 1 year

c. 2 years
d. 3 years

e. More than 3 years

7. What is the highest diploma/degree that you have obtained?
a. High School Diploma

b. Bachelor

c. Masters

d. Doctorate

8. When did you receive this degree? __________ (year)

9. From where did you earn this degree? _____________________

10. If applicable, do you feel that the job aids provided in this

study  helped you to better analyze the graphs? Yes  No
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HSIRB APPROVAL LETTER
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